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Rob Leedham, Editor / @robleedham

Ever fancied being Stuff ’s editor? Here are my three 
tips after a year or so in the job. Firstly, always keep 
the biscuit pile topped up. Fruit is not an acceptable 
substitute, and break out a box of chocolates if you’ve 
really screwed up. Secondly, be nice to Production Ed 
Rich lest he gets annoyed and writes some idiotic 

copy with your face next to it. Finally, try your damnedest to avoid 
crafting a magazine across two timezones.

So guess what happened on deadline week of this month’s mag? 
That’s right, CES 2018: the tech industry’s annual extravaganza of 
awesome new innovations, highfalutin’ tat and TVs. Lots of TVs. 
And it all takes place in Las Vegas, Nevada, USA. Nightmare!

Faced with such a monumental challenge, I had no choice but to 
get in the Celebrations, tell Rich his new habit of sticking Chris Rea’s 
Driving Home For Christmas on the office stereo is totally charming 
and try to cram as much new gadgetry into the mag as possible. 
And do you know what? It all worked out for the best.

This issue features a bumper CES-made Hot 10 of amazing VR 
headsets, bargain drones, phone-call-capable wristbands, 4K TVs 
and plenty more. And that’s in addition to our 100 best apps, pick 
of awesome winter sports gear and 124 star-rated reviews. Phew! 
Now we all need a holiday. I hear Vegas is nice this time of year.

Welcome

If you know your 
gadgets, you could 
be on our panel 
of tech experts: 
find out more at 
techpanel.co.uk 

WANT TO 
REVIEW 
STUFF?

GET THIS 
MONTH’S 
DIGITAL EDITION

WAIT, 
HOW DO 

I GET THAT 
COVER?!?
SEE P92

Stuff is also available for 
iPad or iPhone – download 
it from the App Store, or 
turn to p92 for this month’s 
subscription offer. 

Android fan? Stuff is also 
available on Google Play, Zinio 
and Exact Editions. 
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I DISCOVERED 
THE GREATEST 
FRENCH 
MANICURE
Here’s a sentence I never 
thought I’d write: One of 

the best pieces of tech I saw at this year’s 
CES was from L’Oréal. The French cosmetics 
company has developed a wearable, the UV 
Sense, which measures your exposure to 
harmful rays and alerts you via your phone 
when you need to get in the shade. It’s so 
small it can be worn on a single fingernail. 
There’s no battery to worry about running 
out, and it’ll cost just £30 when it launches 
in 2019. Shellac is so last year. 
Guy Cocker, Global Brand Director

I REKINDLED 
MY LOVE FOR 
READING WITH 
A PAPERWHITE 
I’m happy to techify most 
things in my life – heck, even 

the dog could do with a mute button – but 
when it came to books I was reluctant to 
jump on the Kindle bandwagon. However, 
since London commuting is no friend to 
hefty tomes, I saw my book obsession start 
to dwindle soon after taking up my post as 
Stuff’s cabin boy. Worried I might forget 
how to read entirely, I finally bought a Kindle 
Paperwhite. Not only am I now reading again, 
but I’m saving trees too. 
Ryan Jones, Staff Writer

I HAD TO PLAY 
LUGGAGE 
TETRIS WITH 
A SUPERCAR
Ring, ring… Hello, Audi? 
I’m going away for a long 

weekend to visit my folks – have you got 
anything I could borrow with a big boot and 
lots of room in the back for passengers? No, 
you’ve only got a two-seater, V10-powered 
supercar with 600 horsepower? Ah well… 
I’ll call Volvo in that case. As if! I hopped 
straight in that R8 and, with some very 
careful arranging and years of Tetris training, 
solved that puzzle. 
Tom Morgan, Reviews Editor

I INVESTED IN 
AN APPLE WATCH 
TO BOOST MY 
SELF-ESTEEM
It’s taken me a while to fully 
embrace wearables, but as 

I’m determined to get fitter in 2018 I decided 
that a) I’m locked into the iOS ecosystem 
forever, and b) the Apple Watch’s persistent 
coaching methods are exactly what I need. 
After setting some low activity goals, I’ve 
become addicted to its congratulatory wrist 
buzzes – and when I say ‘low’, I mean a 
couple of strolls to the office watercooler 
see me smash my targets by lunchtime. 
Matt Tate, Hot Stuff Editor

Fitness woes, reading prose and techy shows
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H O T TS

Tom Morgan 
Reviews Editor

The Vive Pro feels like 
HTC simultaneously 

answering its critics, making the 
changes its diehard fanbase has been 
asking for, and drawing a line in the 

sand for the rest of the VR world. 
It really is a huge leap in terms 
of definition. Small text that was 
unreadable on the original Vive is 
now clear to see, and image quality 
in general is way better. 

You can still see the pixels if you 
go looking for them, but when you’re 

hurtling around Austria’s Red Bull Ring 
in a virtual McLaren 650S, things are 
moving too fast to notice.

HTC has doubled down on high-end 
hardware that can be truly immersive. 
Add in the wireless adaptor, and virtual 
reality has never felt more ready for 
the mainstream market.

I STUFFIN’ LOVE THIS
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U F F 20 PAGES 
OF THE BIGGEST 
STORIES FROM 
PLANET TECH

2880x1600. That’s a whole lot of pixels. 
If you added up the total number of baked 

beans you’ve consumed in your lifetime and 
multiplied it by the number of times you’ve 
sworn at your alarm clock, the outcome – 
even if you really like fry-ups – wouldn’t 

come close. But that’s exactly how many 
you’ll get on the Vive Pro, 78% more than 

you’ll find on HTC’s first headset. They add 
up to create dramatically improved 

definition, for more realistic VR 
experiences than you’ll find anywhere 

else. The updated headset also gets a pair 
of built-in headphones (so you don’t have 
to bring your own along any more), a more 
comfortable strap, a second microphone 

for clearer voice control, and twin forward-
facing cameras that’ll come in handy for 

augmented reality. The whole thing is 
somehow lighter too, so as long as you 

don’t have a peculiar hatred of the colour 
blue, there’s little to find fault with… aside 
from the price, of course, but there’s no 
word on that just yet. HTC expects the 

Vive Pro to arrive in Q1 this year, and it’ll be 
offered as a headset-only upgrade for 

existing Vive owners. VR fans, you don’t 
have long to start saving.

As hot as… your rushing blood after taking 
down a dragon in Skyrim VR

£tba / stuff.tv/VivePro

VIRTUAL 
SIGNALLING

HTC VIVE PRO

HOT
TEN
#1

Cut the cord
The Vive Pro will work with 

the official Vive wireless 
adaptor, announced alongside 

the headset. You’ll have 
to stump up extra for that 

freedom, though – the Pro 
comes wired out of 

the box.

Kill the lights
The Vive Pro features a 

redesigned face-cushion 
and nose-pad that combine 

to better block out the 
brightness of your living 

room, allowing you to stay 
focused on wasting 

mutants. 
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FFUTSO TH

Bez off 
The AF8 features a virtually 
bezel-free design, meaning 

there’s little to distract you from 
what’s happening on screen. 

And because it’s an OLED, 
you can expect it to 

look great from 
any angle. 

Last year’s Bravia A1 was one of the 
best-looking TVs you could spend your 

hard-earned cash on – even if it did have 
a funky flip-out stand that not everyone 

was a fan of. Sony’s reined it in a bit this 
year, turning its attention to image quality 

and HDR instead. The AF8 gets Dolby 
Vision support, Google Assistant 

voice commands built in, and improved 
picture-processing tech that could make 

it the best-performing OLED TV you’ll see 
all year. Oh, and it has a subtle stand that 

isn’t quite as bonkers as last year’s A1. 
Sometimes playing it safe pays dividends. 

Sony’s Acoustic Surface sound trickery 
still turns the whole screen into one giant 

speaker, though – a much cooler 
alternative to the puny offerings that sit 
at the bottom of most tellies. At the time 

of writing there’s no word on price or 
release date, but we have all our fingers 
crossed that it’ll make it onto shelves in 

time for the World Cup this summer. 
Whether it’s a Messi masterclass or 
Gareth’s boys bowing out in the first 

knockout round, you’ll want to experience 
it on a screen as fabulous as this. 

As hot as… a BBQ on Venus
£tba / stuff.tv/SonyAF8

OLED 
YOURSELF GO

SONY AF8

HOT
TEN
#2

PANASONIC FZ950
Hollywood-approved colour 
correction is Panasonic’s 
latest gambit in the war for 
the OLED crown. The FZ950 
has image processing that 
can change colour profiles 
on the fly, instead of just 
when you first hit play on 
a Blu-ray disc. 
£tba / panasonic.com

LG AI OLEDs
Keeping the impossibly thin 
designs from last year, LG’s 
new OLED TVs come with a 
version of webOS that has 
voice control, AI learning and 
the ability to talk to other 
smart devices – so you can 
kick on the microwave to 
have your popcorn ready. 
£tba / lg.com

NVIDIA BFGD
The specs of Nvidia’s 
65in BFGD sets read like 
a gamer’s wishlist. 4K? 
Naturally. 120Hz refresh 
rate? Yup. HDR support? 
Sure. There’s even G-Sync 
tech for tear-free graphics 
plus a built-in Nvidia Shield. 
What more could you want?
£tba / nvidia.co.uk 

2018’S NEW TVs: BEST OF THE REST
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FFUTSO TH

Dolby Atmos is the ultimate in surround 
sound right now – but unless you’ve got 
some serious space for all the speakers, 
you’re only able to experience it at your 

local multiplex. That won’t be true for 
much longer, however, as Sony has 

worked some virtual magic and managed 
to squeeze Atmos effects into a single 

soundbar, saving you from investing in a 
load of extra speakers. The 3.1-channel 

HT-Z9F has three drivers digitally 
recreating a full surround sound setup, and 

a separate subwoofer handling the bass. 
A ‘Vertical S’ button then delivers virtual 

3D sound whether you’re watching Atmos 
content or not. And if you suddenly find a 
bit more space behind the sofa, you can 
add a set of dedicated rear speakers to 
turn the system into a true 5.1 setup. It 

should feel just like you’re in the cinema, 
but without the tacky floors, while the 
added height will improve immersion 

for those lengthy PUBG sessions. If this 
is what a little fakery can achieve, 

then we’re all for it. 
As hot as… a giant fireball ricocheting 

off the ceiling
US$900 / stuff.tv/HTZ9F

BOUNCING OFF 
THE WALLS 
SONY HT-Z9F

HOT
TEN
#3

Hear hear!
The HT-Z9F has different 
modes for movies, games, 

music, sports and news. You’ll 
be able to hear the cacophony 

of guffaws at PMQs as if 
you were sat in the House 

of Commons 
yourself. 

Speak easy
The addition of Google 

Assistant compatibility will 
please those with a smart home, 

but don’t forget that Alexa’s 
along for the ride too. If you 

like talking to your tech, 
this is the telly 

for you.
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With the DJI Spark costing over £400, it’s 
only really an impulse buy for those who 
intend on using it for their weekly bank 
heists. Still, aside from being the most 

entertaining and accessible flying drone 
out there, the gesture-controlled ’copter 

was one of our very favourite new gadgets 
of last year. Good news, then, that Ryze’s 

new Tello – a palm-sized drone made 
using DJI and Intel tech – will be available 
for £99. It’ll only shoot at 720p, it flies for 

just 13 minutes, and it looks a lot less 
durable than the Spark, but the 80g Tello 

is fully controllable with an app, offers 
automated flying functions, and is 

programmable to boot. It’s clearly trying 
to appeal to a younger audience… 

although, with a feature set comparable 
to much more expensive machines, 

there’s no need for kids to have all the 
fun. Bank robbers take note, though: it’s 
probably too small to carry bags of cash.

As hot as… the Joker’s criminal record
£99 / stuff.tv/RyzeTello

SAY TELLO TO MY 
LITTLE FRIEND

RYZE TELLO

HOT
TEN
#5

FFUTSO TH

Flying colours
Capable as this diminutive 

drone might be, it’s very much 
pitched as a toy. And that means 

it’s customisable, with 
different-coloured top 

shells that you can swap 
in and out as you 

please. 

Sticking your fingers in your ears serves 
two purposes: emergency wax removal, 

and blocking out the football scores before 
Match of the Day comes on. Invest in a 

Sgnl wristband, though, and you’re going 
to be jabbing a digit in your lughole a lot 

more often. Why? To take phone calls, of 
course. The band’s Body Conduction Unit 
tech sends vibrations through your hand, 
allowing you to hear your mum’s nagging 
from the tip of your finger. A mic allows for 

conversations, while you can store up to 
five contacts on the Sgnl itself for speedy 

dialling. Does the world need this? 
Absolutely not, but then people said 

the same about spiralisers.
As hot as… fluffy earmuffs

$249 / stuff.tv/Sgnl

FINGER SINGER 
SGNL WRISTBAND

HOT
TEN
#4

Guest wrist
The Sgnl isn’t just for phone 
calls – it can also do regular 

notifications and fitness 
tracking, and will attach to 
watch faces (including the 

Apple Watch) to save 
overloading your arm 

with tech.
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FFUTSO TH

Virtua flighter
Once you’ve mastered the 
manual controls, the Tello’s 

support for some VR headsets 
means you can go full pilot by 

switching to FPV. It’s never 
been so easy for a rookie 

to get into drone 
racing. 

Matt Tate 
Hot Stuff  Editor

I’ve never spent 10 
minutes with a drone and 
not had an inordinate amount of fun. 
The problem is, most budget drones 

just aren’t good enough to capture my 
troubled expression as I send them 
crashing into the ceiling (again). And 

until I write my five-star action movie, 
I can’t justify a professional drone’s 

sky-high cost. The Ryze Tello sounds 
like the newbie-friendly bargain UAV 

for me. While it might not match the DJI 
Spark for performance, I can still launch 

it from my hand, it still shoots HD video, 
and 13 minutes of flight time is more 

than enough to wind up my girlfriend.

I STUFFIN’ 
LOVE THIS
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Ah, Google, you rapscallions. 
Stripping YouTube away from 
Amazon’s Echo Show makes a 
lot more sense now we’ve seen 
the JBL Link View. Like the Show, 
this speaker combines Google’s 
voice-assistant smarts with 
a display – for video calls, recipe 
instructions and, you guessed 
it, YouTube. Now you can follow 
the pros as they cook spag bol 
and avoid yours looking like a 
regurgitated kebab. 

The Link View is splashproof 
too, so it’ll only be your dinner 
guests who suffer if you make 
a mess. Thinking takeaway is 

a better call? With two 10-Watt 
drivers sitting on either side of 
its 8in HD touchscreen – plus 
a rear-facing passive radiator 
for deeper bass and 24-bit 
HD audio streaming – the Link 
VIew can bring the party in 
barnstorming fashion. 

It’ll even hook up to other 
Chromecast-enabled devices 
for multiroom listening, 
and act as a hub for Google 
Assistant-controlled smart 
home kit such as Nest cams 
and Philips Hue lights.
As hot as… our arrabbiata recipe
£tba / stuff.tv/JBLLinkView

DOWN IN THE ’TUBE STATION 
JBL LINK VIEW

HOT
TEN
#6

SONY AIBO
A decade after Sony 
put its robo-puppies 
out to pasture in the 
cyberfarm in the sky, 
the Aibo is back – but 
with AI. The plan is 
that you train it up to 
‘good dog’ status so 
it’ll respond to your 
every command.
$2000 / sony.co.uk

ECO VACS 
WINBOT X
Who wouldn’t be 
impressed with a 
device that clings 
to your patio doors 
and sluices off all 
the grime? And the 
Winbot X can run an 
entire cleaning cycle 
totally cable-free.
$449 / ecovacs.com

NOKIA SLEEP
This new pad could 
be the smartest 
way to analyse your 
slumber habits yet. 
A Wi-Fi-equipped 
number that slips 
under your mattress, 
it’ll even keep tabs 
on your foghorn 
snoring habits.
$100 / nokia.co.uk

Display mates
Rather than make its own 

screen-equipped speakers, 
Google is calling in its mates to 

get the job done. Lenovo, LG and 
Sony are all apparently on the 

case while the big G 
concentrates on 

the smarts.

FFUTSO TH

MORE SMART HOME STARS FROM CES 2018

Link sync
The JBL Link View can 

display pics and vids on Google 
Photos, dictate your commute 
via Google Maps and hook up 

to your Google Calendar to 
point out you forgot your 

mum’s birthday 
again.
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Ever since Stevie J first pulled the 
MacBook Air out of an envelope, other 
makers have fallen over themselves to 
make the world’s thinnest laptop. Now 
that Acer’s newly updated Swift 7 has 

attained an ultra-slim 8.98mm profile, it’s 
probably time for them to concentrate 
on something else, like built-in 4G LTE 

internet anywhere you go. Wait… it’s got 
that too! What about a Coke-proof 

keyboard? Well, there’s always room for 
improvement – so long as that doesn’t 

mean flattening the thing out any further. 
Otherwise, we’ll lose it amidst the depths 

of our rucksacks, alongside a driving 
licence and a half-eaten pack of Rolos.

As hot as… a stroopwafel stacked 
upon a cuppa

US$1699 / stuff.tv/Swift7

SLIM CLICKINGS 
ACER SWIFT 7

HOT
TEN
#7

Punishing diet
One consequence of those 
svelte dimensions is merely 

average specs. Think last year’s 
7th-gen Intel CPU, up to 16GB 

of RAM and 256GB of 
SSD storage, and only 

a 1080p screen.

FFUTSO TH

Roamin’ numerals
Just like the latest Apple 

Watch, Acer’s Swift 7 features 
a built-in eSIM for on-the-fly 
internet connectivity. You get 

1GB of free data with the 
laptop, but need to sign up 

to a plan afterwards.
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Like a triathlete who can do everything but 
sprint finish, Garmin’s sports watches 

have always had one big weakness: a lack 
of built-in music playback. As its name 

suggests, the Forerunner 645 Music 
changes that, giving you the option of 

storing 500 songs on its internal storage 
or offlining Deezer songs. Connect it to a 
pair of Bluetooth headphones, and you’ll 

be able to run without the weighty phablet 
you’ve always claimed is the reason for 

your woeful 5km times. With GPS, Garmin 
Pay and seven-day battery life, it’s 

shaping up to be a fine sporty alternative 
to the Apple Watch and Garmin’s 

own Vivoactive 3.
As hot as… your post-run armpits

£400 / stuff.tv/Garmin645

Some people spend their lives trying to 
cure cancer or engineer space travel to 

Mars. The folks at DJI are equally serious 
about making wobbly smartphone videos 
a thing of the past. The second-gen Osmo 
Mobile is half the price of the original, lasts 
around 15 hours between top-ups and can 

swivel between portrait and landscape 
shooting for all you Instagram addicts. 

As hot as… a volcanic panorama
£139 / stuff.tv/OsmoMobile

While we still have a soft spot for Laser 
Quest, visiting a dilapidated bowling alley 

in Croydon can’t compete with Call of Duty. 
Luckily, we can now enjoy its forgotten 

thrills thanks to the 6DoF Blaster. This toy 
gun has a slot for your smartphone and 

some nifty positional tracking tech so you 
can swing your crosshairs around its virtual 
worlds without strapping on a VR headset. 

As hot as… Ryan Gosling in Blade Runner
£tba / stuff.tv/Merge6Dof

BANDS ON 
THE RUN 

GARMIN FORERUNNER 
645 MUSIC
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Panasonic Lumix GH5S 
£2199 (body only) / panasonic.co.uk

VIDEO KILLS THE 
GRAINY OLD STAR

It’s got big-screen dreams
New to the shooting game? Video 
formats are probably a mystery 
to you. Rest assured the GH5S 
can handle all of them, including 
‘cinema 4K’ (that’s 4096x2160) 
at 60fps. HDR and 10-bit colour 
are also supported. 

It can see in the dark
Well, kind of. As one of the first 
consumer cameras to support 
dual-native ISO – a whizzy new 
technology that helps eliminate 
noise – the GH5S has a maximum 
ISO of 51,200, which will help 
when you’re looking to carry off 
a night shoot. Or if your rom-com 
is set in an abandoned abattoir.

It’s built to last
To be more specific, it looks almost 
identical to the old GH5, with a 
magnesium alloy body that’s 
proof against splashes, dust and 
freezing, and the combo of an 
electronic viewfinder and 3.2in 
touchscreen. The one cosmetic 
difference? The natty red trim 
that wraps around its control dial. 
But, good news for tantric video 
makers, there’s no time limit on this 
camera’s video recording. Phwoar!

It’s out now
And it ain’t exactly cheap, at over 
two grand without a lens. We need 
to start hitting that YouTube gravy 
train, hard.

Itching to unleash your 
inner Martin Scorsese? 
Panasonic’s GH5S is built 
for serious auteurs and 
has the Ultra HD internals 
to match your vision…

It’s totally 4K, man
There are 4K cameras and there 
are 4K cameras, but believe us 
when we say the Panasonic 
Lumix GH5S is a properly 4K 
camera. The successor to last 
year’s GH5, this mirrorless system 
camera has refined its ambitions 
to focus heavily on Ultra HD 
footage with a high-sensitivity 
10.2MP sensor.

THE GH5S 
FOCUSES 
HEAVILY ON 4K 
VIDEO WITH A 
10.2MP SENSOR

Being as this is 
a camera, it also 

takes pictures… and 
can shoot in RAW 

at up to 12fps.
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BEST 4K CAMS
Sony Alpha A7S II

Even though Panasonic’s new 
GH5S has stolen a march on the 
rest of the 4K video field, the 
A7S II remains a handy tool for 
UHD recording – especially in 
dim conditions. Still, we expect 
a successor later this year.
£2500 (body only) / sony.co.uk

Canon XC15
More of a camcorder than a 
camera, the XC15 is probably 
still your best bet if you 
absolutely have to stick with 
Canon. However, despite being 
considerably more expensive 
than the GH5S, it falls short in 
the 4K specs war.
£2098 (with lens) / canon.co.uk

Nikon D850
An absolute blockbuster of a 
DSLR that’s also a dab hand at 
Ultra HD video, the D850 is a 
tremendous all-rounder that 
does well to justify its £3K 
asking price. It’ll even record 
Full HD footage at 120fps for 
awesome slow-mo.
£3499 (body only) / nikon.com

Give your wrist a hygge

SKAGEN FALSTER
OK, it’s not quite the same as snuggling up to a roaring fire with a cup of 

hot cocoa, but if you can’t get enough of the Danish concept of cosiness, 
strapping a Skagen Falster on your wrist will let you carry a little bit 
of hygge around with you every day. It’s the company’s first fully 

touchscreen smartwatch, with a round display filling the face with all 
the at-a-glance info you need. It doesn’t do GPS or NFC, but there’s still 
enough smartwatch wizardry here to satisfy most of us as all the usual 

Android Wear 2.0 features are accounted for, wrapped up in a minimal 
design and your choice of mesh straps. Sandi Toksvig would be proud.

from £279 / skagen.com

Help me out, bud

JABRA ELITE 65T
Apple’s AirPods are, like, so last year. CES 2018 brought with it a 

procession of wireless buds, with our favourites being these Jabras. 
First of all they boast Alexa integration, so you can turn your heating up, 
get your daily briefing or ask for Star Wars trivia even if you’re without 

an Amazon Echo. Siri and Google Assistant are on board too. Then 
there’s the battery life of five hours, plus two full recharges from the 
case, and an accelerometer that will ping your stats back to the app. 

Fitness fans can also tick off IP55 resistance to sweat, water and dust 
from the wishlist. Be afraid, ’Pods… be very afraid. 

from US$170 / jabra.co.uk
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The bigger picture in tech

If you’re going to name a car after 
the best driver ever to sit inside a 
Formula 1 car, it had better live up to 
the hype. On looks alone, we think 
the McLaren Senna has that in the 
bag: it’s a track-focused monster 
that’s overflowing with aerodynamic 
tweaks, from the colossal spoiler at 
the back to the angry air inlets that 

scythe through the carbon fibre 
chassis. It weighs next to nothing 
(for a hypercar), and with a twin-
turbocharged V8 engine, you can 
expect a power-to-weight ratio 
of 660bhp per tonne. No word on 
frivolities such as top speed or 
0-60mph times just yet, but expect 
them to be equally ludicrous.
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POSITIVELY BUZZING
Ask Alexa a question and 
she’s likely to have the 
right answer. Handy for 
homework, sure, but 
couldn’t general knowledge 
be a little more… exciting? 
That’s where the Amazon 
Echo Buttons come in. 
These Bluetooth buzzers 
hook up to an Echo and turn 
a Q&A into a gameshow. 

MARIO PARTY
How’s this for a comeback 
story? The confusing, 
underwhelming Wii U 
had some people writing 
Nintendo off, but the 
Switch has become the 
fastest-selling console 
ever in the US, with 4.8m 
units sold in its first 10 
months. To quote the 
plumber… yahoooo! 

ONEPLUS 5T’S 
TRUE GRIT
The grippy, granular texture 
of this limited-edition 
‘sandstone white’ version 
of the 5T wasn’t actually 
chiselled out of a block of 
the hard stuff. Each phone 
requires 75 minutes of 
priming, masking and 
sandblasting to create 
that unique feel. 

NEWS FEED
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1 Smeg HBF02 
Hand Blender
This blender bundle ensures your 
soups, dips and desserts achieve 
a consistency that Mary Berry 
would stand to applaud.
£120 / smeg.com

2 Darth Vader 
Oven Glove
When the smoke alarm rings, 
these Star Wars-themed oven 
gloves will protect your fingers 
from turning to the red side.
£12.99 / fowndry.com

3 Superfast 
Thermapen 
Ironically this green thermometer 
will stop you feeling green, as it 
has a ‘Biomaster’ additive that 
curtails bacterial growth.  
£60 / souschef.co.uk

4 DOIY I Could 
Eat A T-Rex 
Three things in life are certain: 
death, taxes, and cooking too 
much spaghetti. Well, two if you 
have this measuring tool.
£9.95 / doiydesign.com

5 Le Creuset
Mortar and Pestle
There’s nothing as satisfying as 
crushing spices with a pestle. This 
one has a grippy tip so you can 
bash as efficiently as possible. 
£36 / lecreuset.co.uk 

6 Sage Smoking Gun 
This kitchen gadget lets you add 
a smoky flavour to pretty much 
any food or drink you like. Add 
wood chips, light it, and unleash 
your Heston-esque creativity.
£80 / sageappliances.co.uk

You wouldn’t see Jamie 
Oliver using half-baked 
gear, so why should you?

KITCHEN KIT
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DROP EVERYTHING 
AND DOWNLOAD...

Gorogoa £4.99 / iOS, Windows, Switch
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Super-talented

SAMSUNG NOTEBOOK 9 PEN
Selling an artsy touchscreen laptop without a bundled stylus 
makes as much sense as a Michelin-starred restaurant 
serving food without cutlery. Samsung realises this, so the 
2018 Notebook 9 Pen is a 13.3in 2-in-1 notebook that comes 
with a built-in S Pen. That accessory claims up to 4096 
levels of pressure, while under the lighter-than-aluminium 
magnesium alloy hood you’ll find an 8th-gen Intel Core i7, 
16GB of RAM and a 512GB SSD. The Notebook 9 Pen has 
a 360º hinge, so you can position the keyboard behind the 
screen to create a stand-up tablet. 
£tba / samsung.com

Supercharged

LG GRAM (2018)
The 2018 refresh of LG’s Gram consists of three new 

models – 13.3, 14 and 15.6in – all of which are in the 
Samsung’s ‘around 1kg’ weight class. And concealed 
within that slender frame is lots of lovely tech. These 

notebooks are kitted with Intel’s 8th-gen Core i5 and i7 
processors, with an optional second SSD. There’s a 
touchscreen, fingerprint reader and Thunderbolt 3 

connectivity, but the biggest news is the inclusion of a 
72Wh battery. LG reckons it’ll hold out for a whole day 
before pleading for a recharge. See you later, sockets.

tba / lg.com

VS
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Gorogoa may be a puzzler but it’s unlike 
anything you’ve played before. That might 
not seem the case at first with its basic 2x2 
grid of square panels to shift around, but it’s 
what happens within them that’s the clever 
bit, as you pinch, scroll and experiment with 
combos to reveal worlds within worlds. 

The story is pretty vague, but it features 
a boy on a quest to collect a set of mystical 

objects to stop a rampaging monster. 
Locating and accessing these items, though, 
is easier said than done.

Cracking Gorogoa’s lovingly hand-drawn 
puzzles is deeply satisfying, particularly 
in the latter stages when it really starts to 
tax your brain. It’s a game with an immense 
sense of discovery, perfectly suited to 
touchscreen play. Swipe away.
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This month’s mobile must-downloads

1 SnapCalc
£free (IAPs) / iOS
We’ve seen iPhone calculators that 
convert snapped scribbles to text, 
but SnapCalc provides answers 
too, including step-by-step 
solutions. Unlimited homework 
cheating requires IAPs, though.

4 Cinegraph
£1.99 / iOS
“Moving pictures?” they scoffed in 
1895… and again they’ll scoff in 2018. 
But this is a simple way to create 
‘cinemagraph’ effects – just paint 
the bits of Live Photos you want to 
animate. See also Plotagraph+, p42.

7 First Strike: Final Hour
£1.99 / Android    £3.99 / iOS
Now worryingly topical, this one’s 
essentially Risk with nukes. Grow 
your territory, power up your 
arsenal, form pacts and let rip. 
Blow everyone else away and the 
game asks drily: “You win?”

2 Selfissimo!
£free / Android, iOS
A Google ‘appsperiment’, this 
is perfect for the self-obsessed 
smartphone owner. It shoots a 
selfie whenever you stop moving, 
occasionally telling you how 
fabulous you are. Smile! Or else.

5 Files Go
£free / Android
It’s much a command as an app 
name – just imagine it intoning: 
“Files… go!” It’ll recommend apps 
to delete and massive files to trash, 
resulting in your Android feeling 
less bloated.

8 Sonic Runners 
Adventure
£2.29 / Android    £2.99 / iOS
Sega’s blue hedgehog gets the 
Super Mario Run treatment. He 
auto-runs through vibrant levels, 
and you tap to jump. Simple fare, 
but you know it’ll be fun. 

3 Vignettes
£2.89 / Android    £2.99 / iOS
A touchscreen art toy, Vignettes 
has you spin lurid objects that 
transform in the blink of an eye. 
Loads of secrets lurk, from the 
Moon landing to a suitcase into 
which you can lob infinite socks.

6 Smash Tanks!
£1.99 / iOS
We do love a descriptive app name 
(see left), and this game really is all 
about smashing tanks. But it’s all 
done in AR, like a frenzied mash-up 
of a board game and Angry Birds, 
with you pinging tiny tanks about.

9 Gesture Control
£free / Android
There are now dozens of Android 
apps aping iPhone X gestures. This 
one wisely avoids a lawyer-baiting 
name and design, but keeps the 
‘swipe up to go home’ move and 
adds plenty of others.

VINTAGE 
PORT

CIVILIZATION 
VI

iPad

Last issue, 
we wore our 

‘shocked’ 
expression on 

seeing Grid 
Autosport 

unleashed for 
iOS. Here was 

proof AAA hits 
could cut it on 

mobile. But now, 
Aspyr has taken 

things a step 
further, by 
squeezing 

Civilization VI 
into the iPad.

Again, this isn’t 
cut-back 

freemium tosh, 
but a full 

premium port 
of a year-old PC 
hit. You have to 

wonder whether 
we’ll soon see 
simultaneous 

PC/mobile 
releases of 
such titles.

That said, Civ 
fans should treat 

this one with a 
little caution: 

there’s no DLC 
on iPad, the 

game runs the 
hardware to the 

absolute limit, 
and the price 
is – by mobile 

gaming 
standards – 

ambitious.
£54.99 (free 
demo) / iPad
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Telly bell

BLINK VIDEO DOORBELL
Could 2018 be the year of the video doorbell? Once you’ve used your 
smartphone to avoid a mustachioed insurance salesman, there’s just 

no going back to brainless bells. Price remains an issue for a lot of 
consumers, though, which is why the Blink Video Doorbell could give 
the market a bit of a shake-up. Existing Blink customers can add the 

device to their setup for US$100, while the starter kit will set you back 
$130. Either way, that’s a smart doorbell with two-way audio, motion 
detection, night vision and a live-view HD stream for under £100. It’s 

also water-resistant, which is pretty important considering the 
permanent drizzle-cloud that hovers over this here island.

from $100 / blinkforhome.co.uk

Nice cyberpunk goggles you’ve got 
there. Do you by any chance live 
in a rain-soaked, neon-lit fictional 
metropolis and spend a lot of time 
riding a motorbike? 
Only in daydreams, sadly. What you’re 
actually looking at is the long-awaited 
mixed reality headset from Magic Leap, 
the enigmatic startup that has received 
over a billion dollars in investment. That 
we’ve finally seen a product with our own 
eyes is, it’s fair to say, quite a big deal. 

Cool. So, er, what (or WTF) is it?
Rather than messing around with VR, 
the Magic Leap One ‘Creator Edition’ aims 
to revolutionise the way we think about 
augmented reality. It’s not about removing 
you from the real world, but instead using 
the company’s ‘digital lightfield’ tech to 
seamlessly project images onto a replica 
of the world around you, à la HoloLens and 
the like. These images remain in place when 
you’re not looking at them – so if you leave 
the room while a monster plays chess, he’ll 
still be there when you return. 

My house needs more chess-playing 
monsters. So how does it work? 
Spec-wise, we’re still in the dark, but it 
does seem like a minor miracle that Magic 
Leap has managed to cram so much 
into what is essentially a pair of compact 
goggles. Available in two sizes, it somehow 
packs in four microphones and at least six 
external cameras for precision tracking. 
The speakers are also part of the headset 
itself, providing spatial audio as you interact 
with the environment. The heavy work is 
handled by a dinky but powerful external 
computer called the Lightpack, which 
you clip to your waist, and you also get 
a controller imaginatively named Control. 

Impressive. When can I get one of 
these on my face? 
Sadly, Magic Leap is keeping schtum 
on pricing and release date, but we have 
been promised a first version some 
time this year.

 WTF IS 
MAGIC 
LEAP ONE?

Spanky plank

SAMSUNG NW700 SOUND+
If there’s a downside to the onslaught of ultra-thin tellies, it’s that they 

often make the soundbars sitting underneath them look positively 
elephantine. Not the case with Samsung’s new effort, which easily 

rivals your OLED in the skinny stakes. The NW700 Sound+ measures 
just 53.5mm in depth – 41% less than the current MS650 model. Does 

that mean sacrifices are made to its noise-making innards? Well, 
there’s no Dolby Atmos, but the NW700 has a built-in woofer and we’re 

promised powerful bass when it’s needed. We’ll have to reserve 
judgement until we’ve heard it in action, but if the audio performance 

matches the irresistible design, Samsung has a slinky star on its hands.
£tbc / samsung.com
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The latest startups, crowdfunded projects and plain crazy ideas

In-flight entertainment
PITTA
One minute Pitta is a 4K 
camera that can be mounted 
on your bike, a stick, or a 
paranoid person’s hat. The 
next, attach the propellers 
and it will transform into 
a dinky drone that swoops 
about performing slow-mo, 
auto-follow, panorama and 
live-streaming trickery. Just 
hope it’s not a Decepticon.

from $289 / eyedea.co.kr

Voices in your head
SKULL_001
Picture a synth and you think 
of taciturn musicians behind 
a bank of lights and knobs. But 
Skull_001 strips the concept 
to the bone: the design echoes 
something from Mexico’s Day 
of the Dead, but you can usher 
forth all kinds of noise from 
the joysticks in the skull’s eyes 
and the row of buttons atop its 
toothy grin.

€49 / kickstarter.com 

Fuel if you think it’s over
ZENDURE X6
Yes, we know, another portable 
USB charger. Zzzzzz… but this 
one does the business. The 
X6 is fully recharged in three 
hours, whereafter you can 
connect up to five devices. 
With a capacity of 20,000mAh, 
it has a low-power mode for 
wearables plus an old-school 
digital readout that displays 
how much juice is left.

from £39 / zendure.com 

You can only take it sofa
ATOS
This clever arm-rest table is 
constructed from wood strips 
on a felt mat. There’s a slot for 
your smartphone, and a spot 
for your coffee mug – which is 
a smart way to stop either of 
them making a trip to the floor. 
It’s a good conversation piece 
too, even if said conversation 
begins with: “Have you not 
heard of a table?”

€39 / kickstarter.com 

Axe murderer
OMB

All guitarists are secretly 
desperate to dump the rest of 

the band; but for those who 
want to take it a step further 

than practising with a DigiTech 
Trio pedal, there’s the OMB 

(OneManBand) kit. Looking like 
a metal parasite has latched 

onto your axe, whatever you 
play is sent to an app as digital 

data. Then the magic happens: 
pitch-perfect dynamic backing 

tracks; the ability to unleash 
monstrous synth sounds, even 

from an acoustic; and – most 
importantly – a one-handed 

mode, so you can hold strings to 
play while your other hand gets 

on with important stuff like 
signing autographs.

from US$149 / ombguitars.com 
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Linda helping hand

RAZER PROJECT LINDA
There aren’t many famous Lindas, are there? After Linda McCartney 

there’s a bit of a drop off to Linda Hamilton (Sarah Connor in The 
Terminator) and Linda Blair (the foul-mouthed devil child in The 

Exorcist). But Razer’s new contraption hopes to give the name a boost. 
Project Linda is essentially the chassis of a laptop with a 13.3in Quad HD 

touchscreen, 200GB of storage and a space where the touchpad 
should be for a Razer Phone (reviewed on p62), which provides the 

power. The phone’s 5.7in screen can be used like a traditional touchpad, 
or, if you have a mouse attached, a second screen for launching apps 

and tools. Even Linda Hamilton couldn’t do that.
£tba / razerzone.com

Role of the dice

NANOLEAF REMOTE 
Nanoleaf’s Aurora light panels provide a dazzling show wherever you 
mount them, but the company isn’t done thinking up inventive new 

ways to jazz up your smart home just yet. Here’s another: the Nanoleaf 
Remote. It looks like a huge 12-sided die, but this one’s not meant to be 

rolled. Instead, you’ll create smart home scenes in Nanoleaf’s app – 
using Aurora lights, but also Apple HomeKit-compatible things like 

blinds, thermostats, and speakers – and then choose between them 
by having your chosen side of the Remote facing up. You can even 

rotate it to adjust a light’s brightness. With this in one hand and a TV 
zapper in the other, you’re essentially a human control panel. 

£50 / nanoleaf.me

Matt Tate has seen the future of the 
living room, as LG boggles the mind 
with the most flexible telly ever

If you’ve ever moved 
house, you’ll be all too 
familiar with that feeling 
of dread when the time 
comes to box up the TV. 

Impossibly slender and increasingly 
monstrous in size, the modern set is 
anything but a rough and ready traveller. 
Wouldn’t it be great if you could just roll 
it up like a poster? With this LG you can 
pretty much do just that. 

The 65in set is just a prototype for 
now, but it wowed the crowds at CES. 
It’s an evolution of the bendy 18in screen 
shown off by the same company a few 
years ago, which had a similar party 
trick. But as well as being an OLED, this 
bigger brother also happens to be 4K, 
and we’re expecting it to carry all the 
modern features of its less flexible 
contemporaries. 

Even as a mock-up, we have a decent 
idea of how the TV will work. When fully 

unravelled, it looks near enough 
indistinguishable from the rest of 
LG’s OLED arsenal, but press a button 
and it will tuck away into its base like a 
magician’s assistant. 

But there’s more. You can squash the 
screen’s height when watching a movie 
so the black bars associated with the 
21:9 aspect ratio vanish, while rolling 
up just its lower section turns it into 
a stylish notification bar. Don’t expect 
to be sliding one into your car boot this 
year, but by the time 2019 rolls around, 
who knows? Ultra-flexible tellies could 
go mainstream. 

PRESS A BUTTON AND 
THIS LG WILL TUCK AWAY 
INTO ITS BASE LIKE A 
MAGICIAN’S ASSISTANT 
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Death to the resolutions

MOSS 
Virtual reality fans aren’t 
exactly drowning in new 
games right now, but 
PlayStation VR’s Moss 
is shaping up to be one 
of the platform’s most 
interesting titles to date. 
It’s a puzzle platformer 
that plays like an 
interactive storybook. 
Your tasked with helping 
a mouse named Quill 
on his little adventure.

SHADOW OF 
THE COLOSSUS
Apparently the likes of 
Crash Bandicoot and 
Ratchet & Clank weren’t 
enough of a PlayStation 
nostalgia trip. Next up in 
Sony’s remaster plan is 
Shadow of the Colossus 
– but this time we get to 
slay the giants in 4K.

2018 WINTER 
OLYMPICS
We’ve got nothing against 
athletics and badminton, 
but the Winter Olympics 
blows its summer brother 
out of the water. Whether 
it’s rad snowboarding or 
a nailbiting bobsleigh run, 
there’s always something 
worth wasting an hour on. 

PLAY EXPO 
It might be best known 
for fish and chips, rickety 
rollercoasters and feral 
hen parties, but head 
to Blackpool this month 
and you’ll catch the UK’s 
longest-running gaming 
expo. With upcoming 
indies, arcade machines 
and retro classics from 
every era to lose yourself 
in, there’s something for 
every geek here. 

BLACK PANTHER
It’s been a whole three 
months since we were 
last treated to a new 
superhero flick, so you’re 
bound to be craving some 
Spandex-clad punch-ups. 
Black Panther sees the 
titular hero return home 
to Wakanda to take his 
rightful place as king, but 
needless to say it doesn’t 
go as smoothly as he 
might have liked.
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RRP 
£400

W I N

You’ve locked yourself away for the weekend 
with a thousand packets of Monster Munch and 
an illegal tap into the national Ribena network. 
You’ve checked over your gaming PC, gaming 
monitor, gaming headset, gaming keyboard 
and gaming mouse, and everything is in place 
for the ultimate fragathon. Except… you’re sitting 
on that thing?

If you want to ascend to the seat of gaming 
power, you should first consider the power of 
the gaming seat. And they don’t get much more 
powerful than the newly updated Secretlab 
Omega (RRP £400), with upgraded overall 
construction, armrests, hydraulic piston and 
lumbar back pillow for ultimate comfort and 
stability in the heat of battle. It’s where your rear 
end longs to be – and you’ve got three chances 
to win one in this month’s competition.

Visit secretlab.co to find out more about the 
2018 Secretlab range.

HOW TO ENTER
For the chance to give your backside the 
gaming home it deserves, head over to 
stuff.tv/win and answer this question: 

IN ELECTRONICS, THE OMEGA 
SYMBOL REPRESENTS WHICH 
MEASURE OF RESISTANCE 
OR IMPEDANCE?
A … Ohm
B … Oomph 
C … OMG, it’s the lead singer 
of Echo & The Bunnymen!

Terms & conditions 1 Open to UK residents aged 18 or over. 
2 Entries close 11.59pm, 8 March 2018. 3 Prizes are as stated. 
4 Prizes are non-transferable. 5 Only one entry per person. 
For full Haymarket terms and conditions see stuff.tv/win
Promoter Haymarket, 69 London Road, Twickenham TW1 3SP

HURRY! 
COMPETITION 

CLOSES 
8 MARCH 

2018

W I N

WIN 1 OF 3 SECRETLAB OMEGA 
GAMING CHAIRS WORTH £400 EACH!
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Sure, you might have a flash drive full of flac files and all the apps 
you need to steal the show, but for a pre-set practice session you’ll 
want more than your laptop’s tinny speakers. Pair up wirelessly 
with the travel-friendly UE Wonderboom and your crowd-pleasing 
EDM beats will be treated to the bass they deserve. Yes, it’s smaller 
than most midi controllers, but a combo of punchy sound and 10hr 
battery life mean it’s good enough for even the hardest of playlists. 
And its fabric-wrapped shell is water-resistant, in case those 
after-party beers go a bit sideways.

UE 
WONDERBOOM
£69 / ultimateears.com

USE 
THEM 
WITH…

KRFT

Still tinkling on that iPad 
piano app? Step into the 
modern age with KRFT. 
Blurring the boundary 
between sound and 
instrument, its geometric 
shapes can be used to 
trigger samples, loops 
and effects, while the end 
result delivers neon play 
surfaces that point to the 
future of music creation. 
£4.99 / iOS

SHAZAM

Listen! What’s that song? 
No, we don’t know either, 
which is why Shazam is 
now on watchOS. Aim it 
at a sound source, give it 
a few seconds to sample 
and it’ll almost always tell 
you the tune that’s playing. 
Unless you’re listening to 
those obscure Serbian 
noisecore bootlegs again.
£free / iOS, Android, 
watchOS

The dinky 
Wonderboom 

punches above its 
weight for sound, but 

for real power you might 
want the Boom 2 or 

Alexa-equipped 
Blast.

YOUSICIAN

Bored of hammering at 
coloured buttons on a tiny 
plastic guitar? Check out 
Yousician. It still needs 
fingers on frets but, unlike 
Guitar Hero and Rock Band, 
it actually teaches you 
something. Stick at it with 
new chords, skills and riffs, 
and soon you’ll definitely 
(maybe) be able to fumble 
through Wonderwall.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android
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 DJAY 2

Mixing with decks on your wrist has to be the coolest 
thing since that French electro outfit started wearing 
robot helmets. However, there’s a good chance the 
reality will be more daft than punk – so once you’ve 
finished having fun trying to finger-spin on your 
Apple Watch, switch over to the £4.99 iPad version 
for a serious battery of scratch-happy features that 
will make your DJ sets harder, better, faster, stronger. 
Load up the decks with songs from Spotify, give the 
flanger a fiddle and pre-cue your next club anthem.
from £1.99 / iOS, Android, watchOS

 KORG GADGET

Old-school techno types 
need nothing but a rusty 
spanner, some steel wire 
and a half-dead battery to 
make sounds raw enough 
to blow a PA. For more 
modern sorts there’s Korg 
Gadget, an array of mini-
synths with everything 
from drum machines and 
monster basses to searing 
chip-tune screeches.
from £19.99 / iOS, macOS

 REMIXLIVE

We’re all for making music 
properly, but sometimes 
you just need noise. 
Remixlive gives you that, 
and cuts out all the faff  
of actually, y’know, being 
able to play: simply select 
a genre before tapping 
away at pads to trigger 
loops. Everything’s always 
in tune, and you can record 
your banger as you go. 
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android

GROOVEBOX

An essential freebie for iOS 
electro fans, Groovebox 
makes looping a cinch. 
Choose a module – drums, 
bass or synths – before 
fiddling with the pattern 
until you’re happy. Just 
wear headphones while 
doing so, or people around 
you might use your iPad to 
slap you about the head to 
a toe-tapping 4/4 beat.
£free (IAPs) / iOS

BEBOT

In a parallel dreamworld 
run by Jean-Michel Jarre, 
there exists an Android 
device awash with all the 
synths available to iOS 
users. Until we work out 
how to get there, there’s 
Bebot: a suited ’bot that 
bloops out weird sounds 
as you prod the screen. It’s 
fun, and much more than 
just a random soundboard.
from £1.79 / iOS, Android

GARAGEBAND

Plaything of closet 
mixmasters the world 
over, GarageBand might 
be bundled free with new 
iDevices but that doesn’t 
stop it being one of the 
most flexible music-
making tools in existence. 
Fling together a few  
loops, distort your guitar 
|in real time, tweak to 
chart-topping taste.
£free / iOS, macOS

 LOGIC PRO X 

GarageBand (see right) is 
great for getting into the 
mix, but once your beat  
is sweet and you need to 
pick up the tempo there’s 
nowhere to go but Logic 
Pro. Yes, it’s expensive,  
but this is a pro DAW that 
will turn your Mac into a 
proper recording studio – 
especially if you make use 
of its Touch Bar support.
£200 / macOS

SOUND SCULPTORS
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VIDEO VAMPERS 

 KINEMASTER

Mashing together movies 
on a five-inch screen is 
trickier than using your 
toilet as a makeshift 
darkroom. But if you really 
can’t upgrade to a phablet, 
this video editor is the 
one to choose. KineMaster 
makes the most of your 
screen space, making it a 
cinch to arrange clips and 
play with effects.
£free (IAPs) / Android, iOS

FINAL CUT PRO

iMovie will get you a long 
way on the road to your 
own YouTube empire, but 
when your audience starts 
hitting unsubscribe thanks 
to your out-of-the-box 
transitions, it’s time to 
upgrade… and this is the 
way to go. It’s accessible 
for novices yet has enough 
post-production features 
to polish off a blockbuster.
£300 / macOS

iMOVIE

This benchmark iOS app 
deserves a home on every 
iDevice. Besides making it 
ludicrously simple to splice 
together shot footage, 
it’ll handle titles, music, 
voiceovers and photos 
better than Producer Pete. 
In need of easy cheese? 
Take your pick from a 
bunch of TV templates 
and movie trailer themes.
£free / iOS, macOS

 POWERDIRECTOR

Like the ‘other Affleck’, Android often ends up playing 
second fiddle with creative fare – but that’s not the 
case with video editing. Echoing Apple’s iMovie in 
many ways, PowerDirector is a user-friendly but 
powerful editing solution for Android phones. Clips 
can be rapidly arranged and trimmed, titles can 
be added, and there’s a decent set of transitions 
and effects to experiment with. You can even add 
voiceover, and a reasonably priced IAP lets you rid 
your movies of watermarks and export at 4K.
£free (IAPs) / Android, Windows

 STOP MOTION 
STUDIO PRO

Fancy yourself as the next 
big thing in animation? 
Sadly lacking the money 
to buy any equipment 
(or Plasticine)? No matter: 
with this app you only 
need your phone’s camera 
and some bits and bobs to 
shuffle around your desk. 
Cracking job, Gromit.
from £3.99 / Android, iOS, 
watchOS

 LUMAFX

This is the Beth Tweddle 
of video editors. It’ll let you 
flip, reorientate and rotate 
your clips in a jiffy, before 
applying all manner of 
effects. Whether you want 
to make subtle tweaks or 
transform a home movie 
into a deranged 1970s 
Eastern European 
animation, it’s a couple 
of quid well spent.
£1.99 / iOS

 FXGURU

Yes, it’s gimmicky… but it’s 
also clever, and verging on 
the actually useful. Point 
your phone at a scene and 
FxGuru will record a short 
clip of – what else? – a 
massive UFO landing on 
top of it. Motion tracking 
means you can also pan 
as you film, and the app 
ships with a decent batch 
of free effects. 
£free (IAPs) / Android, iOS
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Video might have killed the radio star, but the rampage didn’t end 
there: now it has its sights on your battery. However capacious 
your phone’s cell might be, fire up an editing app and there’s every 
chance it’ll cough out within the hour – which, if you’re cutting 
footage on the road, isn’t ideal. So fend off the hunger of your 
favoured video editor with this rugged power pack. Besides 
a massive 20,000mAh capacity (good for at least five recharges), 
it’s also built for toughness – so it’s probably got a better chance 
of surviving that volcano parkour shoot than your phone has.

EASYACC 
20000MAH 
RUGGED 
POWER BANK
£34 / easyacc.com

USE 
THEM 
WITH…

QUIK

Can’t face moulding your 
mediocre holiday photos 
into a slideshow nobody 
cares about? Fling your 
images at Quik, pick a 
theme and there’s your 
masterpiece. You can 
make tweaks, but it’s 
largely about letting the 
app take the strain. Feeling 
extra-lazy? Wait for the 
weekly auto-compilation.
£free / Android, iOS

 SPLICE

Not to be confused with 
the 2009 sci-fi flick about 
genetic engineering and 
its tricky niggles (mostly 
murder), Splice is a much 
more sedate way to tackle 
movies. Totally free and 
fully featured, including 
text, transition and filter 
options, the only thing to 
be wary of is destructive 
clip-trimming.
£free / iOS

 ADOBE 
PREMIERE CLIP

With Premiere’s desktop 
pedigree, it seems strange 
to see the name used for 
such a simple app – but 
Premiere Clip gives you 
a straightforward, reliable 
means of arranging clips 
and exporting the results. 
It’s designed for speed, 
so isn’t particularly rich 
in features.
£free / Android, iOS

Charging 
your phone or 

tablet at up to 2.4A, 
this power bank is 

waterproof, dustproof 
and shockproof, 
and includes a 
handy torch.
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PIXLY

If your idea of art involves 
crafting graphics so blocky 
you could conceivably cut 
yourself on the corners of 
every shape, your 8-bit 
heart will be pumping 
for Pixly. Think of it as 
a retro Photoshop, filtered 
through the early 1980s, 
complete with a cutesy 
interface and a host of 
advanced editing tools.
£free / Android

Sure, it can’t replicate the feel of canvas beneath your fingertips 
as you artfully smear aquamarine acrylic across a vast expanse 
of yellow ochre – but would Van Gogh really have messed about 
with real paint if he could’ve created pixel-perfect masterpieces 
on the iPad Pro’s 10.5in touchscreen? Do what Vincent never 
could by using Apple’s smaller Pro tablet to make captivating 
digital art. Besides being a lot less messy than your average 
paintbrush session, it weighs roughly the same as a pad of 
cartridge paper – no easel required.

APPLE 
iPAD PRO
from £619 / apple.com

USE 
THEM 
WITH…

The screen 
on the 10.5in Pro 

has 2224x1668 pixels 
at a crisp 264ppi 

resolution, and uses the 
P3 wide-gamut colour 

space for more 
vivid shades.

 ADOBE 
PHOTOSHOP 
SKETCH

Photoshop Sketch 
channels the smarts 
of Adobe’s desktop giant 
to offer a fine smartphone 
finger-painting toolbox. It’s 
all about natural media – 
think scribbling with digital 
interpretations of thick 
acrylic paint, pastels, inks 
and watercolours, 
£free / Android, iOS

 ANIMATIC

Find the right app and 
even the most complex 
tasks can be handled by 
your nan. Take Animatic: 
scribble on the canvas, add 
a new frame and scribble 
some more. A few dozen 
frames later and Doris will 
(hopefully) have doodled 
an animation she can play 
and export as a gif for her 
mates at the bridge club.
£free (IAPs) / Android, iOS
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DIGITAL DAUBERS

AUTODESK SKETCHBOOK 

If doodling for you means sketching out your next 
Kickstarter-conquering product, it’s probably time 
you downloaded Autodesk SketchBook. With 190 
customisable brushes, as well as precision drafting 
tools and a predictive drawing mode that magically 
makes your freehand lines perfect, it’s like having 
a design studio in your satchel – only without all 
the glass walls and artsy desk sculptures. Start by 
scanning in a paper sketch, muck around with pencils 
and layers, finish with patents, profits and a Porsche.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android, macOS, Windows

 AFFINITY 
DESIGNER

Without vector graphics, 
the world would be a mess 
of destructive resizing. 
Want to make your own 
without an Adobe Creative 
Cloud subscription? 
Affinity Designer is the 
app to get. Stick it on a 
modern Mac and you’ll be 
churning out print-ready 
‘creative’ in a swish.
£39 / macOS

 PIGMENT

Colouring-in might be 
good for relieving stress, 
but you’ll hardly be calm if 
those pastels get ground 
into the rug by a toddler. 
Pigment is a mess-free 
digital alternative that’s far 
superior to its rivals: using 
a range of tools (markers, 
brushes and gradients), 
your only job is to shade 
yourself into mindless bliss. 
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android

 OILIST

Like a tiny artist trapped 
inside your device in a kind 
of Groundhog Day loop, 
Oilist will hypnotically paint 
the same image over and 
over again. As you watch 
the screen, though, you’ll 
see details subtly shift 
over time. Choose to steer 
the painting’s direction, 
or take a back seat as it 
daubs ad infinitum.
£2.99 / iOS

PIXELMATOR

What started life as a cheap 
Photoshop alternative has 
grown into a fully fledged 
editing suite for iPad 
and Mac. The standard 
version offers layer editing, 
advanced adjustments and 
brushes galore; shell out 
£55 for Pixelmator Pro 
and you’ll have a pro-grade 
image editor with machine 
learning on tap.
from £4.99 / iOS, macOS

PROCREATE

Back in 2009, Jorge 
Colombo created a 
New Yorker cover using 
Brushes for iPhone. That 
was pretty mind-blowing 
at the time, but there are 
now countless apps that 
put similarly flexible artistic 
tools at your fingertips. 
This desktop-class iOS 
favourite is up there with 
the best of them.
£9.99 / iOS

INFINITE PAINTER

You can’t really paint with a 
phone, short of using is as 
a decorating pad (which we 
don’t advise); but Infinite 
Painter comes close. From 
the same brains as Infinite 
Designer, it’s worth the 
attention of your fingers 
just because it’s so realistic 
in feel. Use it to create art 
you’d (almost) be happy to 
hang in your hallway.
£free (IAPs) / Android, iOS
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from £179 / apple.com

Streaming to your 
smartphone isn’t the 
most sociable way 
to entertain. Stick 
Apple’s latest box into 
the back of your TV 
and you’ll have more 
than just a streamer: 
besides serving up 
4K content, it plays 
nice with the likes of 
Netflix, Plex and even 
Carrot Weather.

APPLE 
TV 4K

 PLEX

For proper media moguls, a single streaming service 
will never be enough. When you’ve got 5TB of films 
collated and curated (and that’s just the Steve Coogan 
section), you need a bespoke solution. Enter Plex, 
compatible with just about every platform you can 
think of – including Apple TV, Fire TV and PS4. Simply 
install the Plex Media Server on a network-attached 
drive and you’ll be able to ogle anything from your 
collection on demand. That means you’ll forever have 
Partridge in your pocket – back of the net!
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android, web

 NETFLIX

Yes, it’s the obvious one… 
but Netflix is the finest 
video streaming option 
out there. Cross-platform 
and stuffed with content 
both classic and original, 
you’ll rarely be short of 
binge fodder. Make a guest 
account for your mum 
and it won’t be long before 
she’s addicted to Narcos.
from £5.99/month / 
iOS, Android

 POCKET CASTS

If you’re into podcasts you 
need a decent player, and 
this is the best around. 
Easy skipping (forwards 
or backwards), silence 
removal and tweaks to 
volume and playback 
speed all add up to a better 
experience and time 
saved. Turn to p103 for 
more details.
from £2.99 / Android, iOS, 
watchOS

SLICK STREAMERS 

TUNEIN RADIO

So radio is dead, is it? Add 
TuneIn to your app arsenal 
and you’ll have 100,000 
live stations on tap. With 
content from the world 
over, you’ll easily find 
something to fill your 
own niche – whether 
that’s ’90s nu-metal or 
Zambian pop. Who needs 
a DAB radio?
£free (IAPs) / Android, 
iOS, watchOS

VOX

Your average 
Apple device 
treats hi-res 
audio formats 
like something 
smelly that needs 
scraping off your 
shoe. But you can 
still show iOS that 
lossless is boss 
with Vox: besides 
iTunes, Spotify 
and SoundCloud 
integration, it’ll 
play your full-fat 
flac files without 
complaint or 
compression.
£3.99 / iOS, 
watchOS
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£120 / netatmo.com

Until you can master 
the art of controlling 
the clouds yourself, 
go halfway with 
Netatmo’s connected 
Weather Station. 
It will monitor 
temperature, 
pressure, humidity 
and air quality, for a 
localised picture of 
exactly what Mother 
Nature is up to.

NETATMO 
WEATHER 
STATION

 WEATHER 
TIMELINE

Some weather apps fire 
a barrage of data at your 
face; others offer pretty 
icons and not much more. 
This one balances info 
with lush visuals: current 
conditions are displayed on 
a card, with forecasts below 
and a rainfall predictor to 
help you decide whether 
to risk walking the dog.
£1.19 / Android

 WEATHER 
UNDERGROUND

Select a location and this 
app will fling data into a 
bunch of tiles that you 
can shuffle about at will. 
Current conditions always 
stay at the top, while 
below you can delve into 
dew points, sunrise and 
sunset info, air quality 
details and local webcams.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, 
watchOS, Android

DARK SKY

The godfather 
of hyper-local 
forecasting apps 
remains a must 
for anyone who 
doesn’t like being 
soaked. Swipe 
between rainfall 
radar, today’s 
forecast and 
predictions for 
the week. Custom 
notifications 
mean your phone 
can nudge you 
when it’s about 
to chuck it down.
from £free (IAPs) 
/ Android, iOS, 
watchOS

 CARROT WEATHER

Carrot is, we can only presume, an AI hell-bent on 
the destruction of the human race. For now, though, 
she’s biding her time as the unlikely host of several 
iPhone apps. In this one she’ll give you forecasts like 
an unholy combination of Siri, Carol Kirkwood and 
HAL – including bucketloads of snark. A fully fledged 
weather app that’s accurate, customisable and lovely 
to look at, it’s her sarcastic (and sometimes profane, 
depending on the mode you select) comments that’ll 
keep you coming back, rain or shine.
£4.99 / iOS, watchOS

STORM SWERVERS

ACCUWEATHER

Is weather forecasting 
just educated guesswork? 
AccuWeather doesn’t 
think so. This app offers 
in-depth rain predictions 
as well as radar data and 
forecasts that update 
every 15 minutes. And 
there’s always Granny’s 
weather pebble if you 
want a second opinion.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android, 
watchOS, Android Wear
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SMART SNAPPERS 

 PLOTAGRAPH+ 

Live Photos… cinemagraphs… animated gifs. These 
days photographs aren’t allowed to stand still. But 
what if you don’t have a series of snaps or video 
frames to convert into a tiny movie? Plotagraph+ 
happens. You can hurl any single still at the app, fiddle 
about a bit, and output a looping animation fit to 
pacify anyone who decided the second they saw 
Harry Potter that static photos were obsolete. Drag 
a bunch of arrows around to say which bits you want 
to move, wave your wand of trial and error, and enjoy.
£4.99 / iOS

FLARE 2

Flare 2’s a sneaky one. 
Load up a photo and 
it feels like a one-click 
iPhone filter app. Access 
the edit section, though, 
and you’re hit with a bevy 
of adjustment sliders. 
Turns out you can fine-
tune everything, to create 
just about every kind 
of custom photo effect 
imaginable.
£9.99 / macOS

RETRICA

Nowadays there are so 
many camera apps, social 
networks pretending to be 
camera apps and camera 
apps pretending to be 
social networks that it 
takes a lot to stand out. 
Retrica manages to do 
so thanks to its simple 
interface, live filters and 
effects, and excellent 
multi-shot collage mode.
£free / Android, iOS

 ADOBE 
PHOTOSHOP FIX

Adobe’s decided against 
bringing its desktop giant 
to mobile. Instead, it’s 
lopped off a few bits and 
packed them into focused 
apps (see also Photoshop 
Sketch on p38). This one’s 
a quick fixer that lets you 
heal blemishes, adjust 
highlights and do lots more 
without spending a penny.
£free / Android, iOS

 FRAGMENT

Just as phone cameras 
reach new levels of clarity 
and definition, some edgy 
developer decides we 
don’t need clear images 
any more. It seems that 
Instagram is crying out for 
prismatic pics that fool the 
eye with angular patterns 
and shard-like refractions. 
Good job Fragment’s 
around, then.
from £1.79 / Android, iOS

SNAPSEED

Google’s photo editor 
is typically capable yet 
clutter-free. Need to 
make a simple crop or 
adjustment? That takes 
just a couple of taps. Want 
more? Snapseed goes 
deeper than most, offering 
a powerful curves tool, 
tweakable filters and non-
destructive editing. The 
best bit? It’s entirely free.
£free / iOS, Android

 PROCAM 5

There are stacks of iOS 
camera apps out there 
(and Apple’s own one is 
pretty good), but start 
shooting with ProCam 5 
and you’ll gain access to a 
wealth of tools to improve 
your digital snaps. There 
are various shooting 
modes, all kinds of manual 
controls, and useful tricks 
for better compositions.
£4.99 / iOS, watchOS
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SKRWT

Don’t think you care about 
the wonkiness caused by 
the wide-angle lens of 
your modern mobile? 
Fire your snaps through 
SKRWT and you’ll rapidly 
realise you do. It’ll correct 
perspective and lens 
distortion, keeping things 
flat and true in all the right 
places. It can’t do anything 
about your abs, mind.
from £1.39 / Android, iOS

 AFFINITY PHOTO

Hankering for Photoshop’s 
tweaking tools but can’t 
stomach the subscription 
fee? Affinity Photo is 
packed full of tools and 
features for creating, 
processing and retouching 
images, all housed within 
a sleek interface. It’s 
compatible with Photoshop 
files and packs Touch Bar 
support for recent Macs.
£49 / macOS, Windows

 PRISMA

As far as filter apps 
go, Prisma is a dazzling 
example. Load a pic, tap 
on a style thumbnail and, 
in just a few seconds, your 
snap becomes a work of 
art. Themes range from 
Manga to Munch, and it’s 
hard not to grin with every 
slice of gallery fodder you 
knock up… even if all your 
mates are doing the same.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, AndroidIf you’re serious about photography you’ll buy a dedicated camera, 

right? Thing is, nice as interchangeable lenses are, you can’t 
install apps on a DSLR (unless you’re really, really handy with 
a Raspberry Pi). So your next best bet is to switch up your 
talkybox. Flexing a 12.2MP sensor with f/1.8 lens, laser-assisted 
dual-pixel phase-detection autofocus, and optical/electronic 
image stabilisation, Google’s Pixel 2 packs arguably the best 
smartphone snapper money can buy. Your Instagram feed is 
about to get an upgrade.

GOOGLE 
PIXEL 2
from £629 / store.google.com

USE 
THEM 
WITH…

The Pixel 
2 isn’t just a 

camera disguised 
as a smartphone: a 

Snapdragon 835 CPU 
with 4GB RAM ensures 

zippy all-round 
performance.
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FROST

A dazzling light-show 
puzzler that will give you 
chills, Frost resembles 
a Petri dish reimagined 
as abstract art, rendered 
in neon. Half the time 
it’s all you can do to stop 
gawping at the visuals; 
when you do, you’ll be 
learning to guide countless 
swarming critters into a 
dazzling orb.
£4.99 / iOS

Tapping your thumbs on a smartphone screen can do plenty to ease 
the boredom of bus stops, waiting rooms and Argos refund queues. 
Sometimes, though, nothing will do for your agitated digits but the 
feel of real plastic buttons. Enter 8Bitdo: acknowledging that Ninty 
knows a thing or two about controllers, its SF30 Pro is a tribute to 
the original four-button SNES pad. Looks won’t keep you distracted 
for long, though – which is why it also packs a pair of joysticks, 
motion controls and vibration, plus Bluetooth smarts that mean it’ll 
work with Windows, Mac, Android and, of course, Switch hardware.

8BITDO 
SF30 PRO 
BLUETOOTH 
GAMEPAD
£40 / 8bitdo.com

USE 
THEM 
WITH…

CAUSALITY

A time-travelling puzzler 
so good you’ll want to 
stop the clocks for a day 
to finish it, Causality is full 
of devious challenges that’ll 
bend your brain more than 
the most complex Doctor 
Who episode. Grid-based 
levels require you to help 
astronauts reach a certain 
square… but some are 
stuck in time loops.
£1.99 / iOS, Android

FREEWAYS

Tired of getting stuck in 
traffic? Unleash revenge 
on endless streams of 
virtual cars in this oddball 
road-designing game. Yes, 
the visuals and inputs are 
a bit crude, but that won’t 
stop you being gripped 
by challenges that seem 
impossible within the 
confines of a single screen. 
from £2.89 / iOS, Android, 
Windows

If you’ve got 
diddy fingers, see 

also the 8Bitdo Zero, 
a Bluetooth gamepad 
that weighs just 50g 
yet claims 18hrs of 

playing time on 
one charge.  
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 METAMORPHABET 

A is for Apple. Or Android. Or… Amstrad? Whichever 
way you learned it, clunky drawings aren’t the way 
to remember the alphabet. Fun for adults as well as 
curious nippers, Metamorphabet brings new life to 
letters through a series of imaginative, surreal and 
often disturbing animations. Tap on the letter A and 
it’ll grow antlers. Tap again and it’ll turn into an arch and 
go for an amble. Next, B might grow a bushy beard 
before a beak emerges to vomit a stream of bugs. 
Want a couple more B words? Bizarre and brilliant.
from £3.69 / iOS, Android, macOS, Windows

BOREDOM BUSTERS

COLORFY

Adult colouring books 
are quite the thing, what 
with their brain-calming 
benefits and child-like 
simplicity. We’ve already 
mentioned Pigment 
(p39), but if you’re more 
bothered about therapy 
than art you might prefer 
Colorfy, an app that’s light 
on data and ships with 
plenty of templates.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android

CHUNKY

Prefer graphic novels to 
ebooks? There are a few 
comic readers available 
for iPad, and this is perhaps 
the pick – because it’s free 
and astonishingly good. 
Its organisational chops 
are a touch basic for large 
collections, but otherwise 
Chunky is a first-class app 
that’ll keep you entertained 
from a range of sources.
£free (IAPs) / iOS

 ATTENBOROUGH’S 
STORY OF LIFE

“The greatest story of 
all is the story of life: how 
animals and plants came 
to fill our Earth.” So begins 
your journey with the 
legendary Sir Dave in this 
BBC app, which contains 
more than 1000 of his 
“most thrilling moments”. 
Only to be avoided if you’re 
allergic to nature.
£free / iOS, Android

 SPLITTER 
CRITTERS

Take Lemmings, mash it up 
with Fruit Ninja and you’ve 
got the essence of Splitter 
Critters. Your task is to 
guide aliens to their ship 
by chopping up levels and 
rearranging the scenery, 
avoiding growly furballs 
along the way. It’s not the 
toughest time-killer out 
there, but it’s fun.
from £2.49 / iOS, Android

 EUCLIDEAN 
LANDS

Offering 40 levels of stabby 
violence and Rubik’s Cube 
trickery, Euclidean Lands is 
one of the finest puzzlers 
around. Your aim is to see 
off enemies before heading 
to an exit… except that 
baddies are often hiding 
on the other side of a cube 
that features all kinds of 
complicating contraptions. 
£3.99 / iOS

SKYVIEW

Augmented reality might 
make you think of creepy 
advertising, but it still has 
some magical uses. With 
SkyView you can point 
your phone at the heavens 
and discover which stars 
you’re ogling. If it’s a touch 
cold out, partake in a bit 
of time-travelling instead, 
comparing the virtual sky 
on different dates.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android
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 IA WRITER

Lost your will to work thanks to the cluttered writing 
environment and all-round cumbersomeness of 
Word? iA Writer is a text editor that’s pared back to 
the point of minimalism, with an interface that’s all 
plain text and functional form. Just watch the copy 
flow from your fingertips as you fire into focus mode, 
before switching to night mode for that nocturnal 
drive for promotion. Add a Bluetooth keyboard and 
you’ll really be in business, shaming your colleagues 
with your insatiable appetite for streamlined typing.
from £free (IAPs) / iOS, macOS, Android

 MINDNODE

Few words can strike pure 
boredom into the souls of 
colleagues like ‘brainstorm’. 
Take away the pain with 
MindNode, a superb app 
for visually representing 
your ideas, connecting 
your thoughts and then 
sharing the results. See? 
You were a misunderstood 
genius all along! 
£free (IAPs) / iOS, macOS, 
watchOS

 DUET DISPLAY

While you’re diligently 
grinding out the hours 
on your PC or Mac, your 
iPad might as well be doing 
something useful to help. 
Connect it to a computer 
with Duet Display installed 
(along with its free 
desktop companion) 
and it’ll instantly become 
a second display. 
£9.99 / iOS (plus Mac or 
Windows PC)

WORK WEAPONS 

MEMRISE

Remembering things is 
an under-appreciated skill 
in most offices. Besides 
meetings and deadlines, 
missing the boss’s birthday 
is a proper faux pas. Well, 
you really need a calendar 
for that… but Memrise will 
help you get a host of other 
things – including foreign 
languages – locked into 
your memory.
£free (IAPs) / Android, iOS

ULYSSES 

A lot of desktop 
word processors 
feel like products 
from a bygone 
era, packing in 
features in a bid 
to convince you 
they’re full-on 
publishing tools. 
Ulysses strips 
it all back to the 
words. Its simple 
environment 
lets you write 
in Markdown, 
organise notes, 
and export in 
various formats.
£free (IAPs) / 
iOS, macOS

£30 / 
getrocketbook.co.uk

How can you save 
paper with your 
microwave? Not 
by doodling on pork 
pies. Use a FriXion 
pen in this notebook 
and, after the app 
rapid-scans your 
work to the cloud, 
stick it in the zapper 
and the pages will be 
blanked for re-use.

ROCKET-
BOOK 
WAVE
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 HEADSPACE

For the geniuses among us, having extra headspace 
is the key to unlocking untold potential, clearing room 
for ideas that could change the world. Like, say, a 
brainwave-detecting connected cotton bud. For 
most of us, though, it’s enough just to feel relaxed 
in the morning. This app helps you free your mind 
of stressful vibes by guiding you through daily 
meditations that will properly calm your cranium. 
It’ll also nudge you to remember stuff, while an IAP 
will unlock all kinds of targeted sessions.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, watchOS, Android

 WHITE NOISE

Can’t sleep without a quiet 
fuzz to distract your busy 
subconscious? White 
Noise offers a modern, 
usable interface that lets 
you find your ideal style of 
– you guessed it – white 
noise. Drag and drop icons 
to customise the vibe, with 
free sounds including rain, 
wind, thunder and chimes, 
plus many more to buy.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android

 TAOMIX 2

TaoMix 2 stands out from 
other chill-out apps by 
getting you to channel 
your creativity. Add loops 
of wind, rain, birdsong 
and more to a minimalist 
canvas, before placing your 
playback circle – or giving 
it a gentle flick so it bounces 
around and subtly changes 
your soundscape.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, 
watchOS, Android

MIND MAXIMISERS

STANDLAND

Getting off your behind at 
regular intervals has been 
proven to benefit both 
mind and body – but that 
doesn’t mean you won’t 
need nagging to actually 
do it. Standland rewards 
your upstanding efforts by 
dishing out cute collectable 
creatures; any activity 
lasting at least one minute 
during a new hour counts.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, watchOS

PEAK

Thought your 
days of brain 
exercises ended 
with your final 
A-level? Peak hits 
you with a series 
of challenges 
every day that 
get your cogs 
turning and 
help your brain 
stay fresh. The 
true long-term 
benefits are still 
up for debate, but 
this is a brilliantly 
addictive app.
£free (IAPs) / 
iOS, watchOS, 
Android

£95 / philips.co.uk

All the mindfulness 
apps in the world 
can’t soothe the ire 
of a sleeper woken 
too abruptly by the 
screech of an alarm. 
Bring your slumber to 
a natural conclusion 
with this smart Hue 
lamp, with different 
light modes for night 
and morning.

PHILIPS 
HUE 
WELLNESS 
LAMP
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BODY BOOSTERS 

SEVEN

Leave the excuses on  
the bedroom floor: Seven 
squeezes your daily dose 
of sweating into just 420 
seconds. Every exercise  
is bodyweight-only and  
a session a day for seven 
months is the aim, with  
an array of awards in case 
the rippling abs in the mirror 
aren’t incentive enough.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, 
watchOS, Android

RUNTASTIC

Runtastic will log your  
jogs with GPS as well  
as delivering duration, 
distance and calorie data 
that can be exported to 
other fitness apps. Audio 
feedback ought to help 
you nail that PB, while 
social leaderboards will 
show up any slackers in 
your midst.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android, 
watchOS, Android Wear

STRAVA

If the first sunshine of 
spring gets you looking  
for your Lycra, it’s time to 
download Strava. Track 
your biking/running trails 
with GPS, race routes set 
by others and tap into all 
sorts of data. It’ll work with 
a host of wearables, and 
adding a heart-rate monitor 
really pumps things up.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android, 
watchOS, Android Wear

 FREELETICS BODYWEIGHT

Freeletics is seriously intense. You’ll probably spend 
most of your first session wheezing, aching and 
moaning, before heading back inside for a long bath 
and a cry. But if you want front-cover abs to take to 
Marbella, this is your answer. The free download gets 
you a heap of exercises that’ll have you sweatier than 
Paddington in the marmalade aisle, while the paid 
coach gets you a machine-learning system providing 
bespoke training and advice. Really keen? There are 
also Freeletics running, gym and nutrition apps.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android

 LIFESUM

Logging all the food you 
eat is dead boring… but 
cutting down on pizza is 
far easier than pounding 
out a 5K on the treadmill 
three times a week. 
Lifesum lets you track 
your meals on your 
smartwatch, which makes 
the entire process at least 
43% less annoying. 
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android, 
watchOS, Android Wear

 FITBIT COACH

As if Fitbit hadn’t done 
enough to get you moving, 
it’s now offering a personal 
trainer for your pocket. 
Personalised video 
workouts mean you’ll  
have no problem nailing 
the moves, while session 
lengths that range from  
7 mins to an hour should 
eliminate any excuses 
about being too busy.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android

 RUNKEEPER

A long-time favourite of 
healthy folks, Runkeeper 
also happens to have 
snazzy apps for watchOS 
and Android Wear. Go 
watch-only and the app 
will use your wearable’s 
GPS to build a journey  
map – great for recording 
and sharing routes of your 
Greggs-dodging runs. 
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android, 
watchOS, Android Wear
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You know how fitness trackers work, right? They log lots of data, 
spit out some charts and generally tell you how unfit you are. Thing 
is, for most hobby joggers that data overload is enough to trigger 
a depressed amble to the pub. The Forerunner 30 isn’t like that. 
Yes, it’ll measure your heart rate, track your routes with GPS 
and calculate your VO2 max (whatever that is), but it’s no Daley 
Thompson: this thing’s for running only. Strap its lightweight shell 
to your wrist and it’ll automatically detect and record activity 
throughout the day, before firing the results to your favourite apps.

GARMIN 
FORERUNNER 30
£130 / buy.garmin.com

Need a break? 
The Forerunner 30’s 

non-jogging features 
include basic call and text 
notifications, and battery 

life of up to five days 
when you’re not 

using GPS. 

POCKET YOGA

Searching for your chakra? 
Put Pocket Yoga on your 
smartphone and you’ll be 
getting cosmic in seconds. 
With 27 sessions of varying 
difficulty, even first-time 
plankers will soon find 
something to suit, while 
a dictionary of poses will 
put paid to any ‘downward 
dog’ confusion.
from £2.51 / iOS, 
watchOS, Android

 DAILY BURN

Got a little half-hour going 
spare every day? Clear the 
living room and join the live 
workout show with Daily 
Burn. It’s a great way to 
emulate the feeling of 
group exercise motivation 
without inviting a bunch 
of sweatpant-clad gym 
bunnies into your house… 
or, you know, actually 
going to the gym.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android

 KITCHEN 
STORIES

“Take 5 mins to complete 
these 47 simple steps,” 
say most cookery apps, 
followed by a photo of 
a meal that makes yours 
look like dried Play-Doh. 
This one’s different: awash 
with gorgeous pics and 
videos, it deals in simple 
step-by-step instructions.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, 
watchOS, Android

USE 
THEM 
WITH…
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AIRBNB

Want to stay somewhere 
with more character than 
a hotel, that’ll cost you a 
lot less? No need to ask for 
Aunty Mary’s connections: 
hit up AirBnb and you’ll 
have a huge choice of pads 
around the world. Filter by 
location, price and other 
factors, contact hosts and 
prepare to be surprised. 
£free / iOS, watchOS, 
Android

Prone to misplacing your possessions? You could attach your 
entire inventory of bits to your body by means of bungee cord… 
or you could employ this waterproof Bluetooth tracker. It’ll clip 
on to your particulars (think bags, keys, laptop cases) and, when 
you inevitably leave them lying beside a cafe table, help you 
relocate them within a 200ft range. Your gear’s last known 
location is accessible in the app, while other Tile users in the 
area will also be notified of wayward belongings – so you’ll have 
a hive mind to help you find that precious Hello Kitty keyfob.

TILE SPORT 
TRACKER
£30 / thetileapp.com

USE 
THEM 
WITH…

Tile’s tech 
works both ways: 

as well as using your 
phone to locate the 

tracker, you can use the 
tracker to make your 
phone ring – even if 

it’s on silent.

 SKYSCANNER

You’ve decided you need 
a break? Hooray! Now you 
have to trawl through all 
the airline sites, scouring 
for cheap flights landing 
at an airport vaguely near 
your destination. Boo! 
Or, stick your dates into 
Skyscanner, pick your 
location and watch as 
it checks in with a range 
of options. 
£free / iOS, Android

 TRIPIT

Grown-ups will tell you 
it’s good to be organised 
before you head abroad… 
but we’d rather be 
pre-picking our jet-set 
Instagram filters. TripIt 
can handle the paperwork 
instead: forward on your 
booking confirmations and 
it’ll create a full schedule 
for your #getaway.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android, 
watchOS, Android Wear
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HOLIDAY HELPERS

 CIRCA WORLD TIME

There’s no cure for jet-lag (yet), but this app will at 
least show you why your body clock is baffled. Sure, 
it’s possible to add multiple timezones to the default 
clock apps on both iOS and Android, but Circa’s 
app makes the whole thing a lot prettier. Add your 
waking or working hours and it’ll display the time 
periods as colourful segments around a circle, 
instantly illustrating the points at which you and 
your various relatives and friends will be awake 
and able to Skype (or play FIFA from afar).
from £free / Android, iOS, watchOS

 SPLITWISE

Going on a big weekend 
with Laughing Gary is all 
fun and games until you 
realise he never repaid 
a cent for all the rounds 
you got in. If only you’d 
downloaded Splitwise. 
Besides individual IOUs, 
the app will let you tot up 
group spending, track who 
owes what to who, and 
give timely reminders.
£free / iOS, Android

 TRIPOSO

There are plenty of online 
travel guides out there, but 
Triposo does the double by 
both being free and saving 
you a chunk of your data 
allowance. With info on a 
wide range of destinations, 
the app can even build a 
city walk for you based on 
the amount of time you 
want to spend ambling… 
and it all works offline.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android

 ELK

When you’re overseas, 
guesstimating a currency 
conversion is a one-way 
ticket to accidentally 
spending a month’s 
salary on novelty socks. 
Elk’s well-designed Apple 
Watch app puts cash 
calculations right on your 
wrist, vastly reducing the 
likelihood of expensive 
elasticated mistakes.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, watchOS

CITYMAPPER

Citymapper is constantly 
expanding its coverage 
(39 cities at the last count) 
– which is good, because 
it’s one of the best urban 
transport apps around. 
Stick in your destination, 
choose your method of 
movement and it’ll offer 
a clutch of options to make 
getting from A to B a cinch. 
£free / iOS, watchOS, 
Android, AndroidWear

OPENTABLE

Want to book a table but 
can’t speak the local lingo? 
This is the international 
eatery-finding app you 
need. Pick a time slot, 
select your group size and 
you’ll have a reservation in 
a jiffy – leaving you plenty 
of time to practise saying 
“I’ll just have a Pot Noodle, 
thanks” in Portuguese.
£free / iOS, watchOS, 
Android

PACKPOINT

You probably think you 
know how to pack – but 
a true suitcase sensei 
knows you can’t trust 
memory alone to ensure 
you have all the essentials. 
Give PackPoint your trip 
destination, duration, 
weather and any planned 
activities, and it’ll list 
everything you ought 
to stick in your case.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android
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 FLASHSCORE

There’s a certain sort of fan for whom football is 
simply a means of feeding their insatiable appetite 
for stats. Encourage them to download FlashScore 
and they’ll be so busy delving through its trove of 
line-ups, standings, scores and player data that they 
won’t even notice the game is on. Thing is, while that 
might stop their usual torrent of Alexis Sanchez facts, 
there’s every chance your armchair analyst will also 
discover the world’s other sports – and you’ll soon be 
suffering through endless pesäpallo updates.
£free / iOS, watchOS, Android

 MSN SPORTS

Need a feed for your 
team? Besides scores, 
schedules and standings, 
MSN’s slick Sports app 
pulls in news stories 
from a raft of sources, 
so you’ll always have the 
full picture. Follow your 
favourites and it’ll serve 
up content filtered to 
suit you alongside the 
biggest headlines.
£free / iOS, Android

 THESCORE

While they still haven’t 
quite got the hang of 
‘soccer’, the USA has been 
known to offer up more 
than a few moments of 
sporting interest – and 
theScore’s slick interface 
will help you keep abreast 
of everything stateside, 
from baseball to lacrosse, 
via a customised feed.
£free / iOS, Android, 
watchOS

SPORT SENTINELS 

RED BULL TV

Wake up. Drink Red Bull. 
Jump off a cliff. Repeat. 
If extreme is your thing, 
Netflix will never be 
enough for your off days. 
Flip Red Bull’s TV app onto 
your phone or tablet (or 
smart TV) and you’ll have 
all-hours access to gnarly 
streaming of everything 
from skiing to cliff diving.
£free / iOS, watchOS, 
Android, Windows

GOOGLE NOW

If you’re rocking 
an Android phone 
you’re probably 
familiar with 
the Google 
Now launcher. 
It serves up info 
cards throughout 
the day – and 
that includes 
sports updates. 
Tell it your teams 
and it’ll offer live 
scores, news 
notifications and 
even video. Sadly, 
it can’t swing free 
match tickets.
£free / iOS, 
Android

from £249 (for Sky Q 
customers) / sky.com

Neither a soundbar 
nor a speaker, Sky’s 
Soundbox is a bit 
like your average 
rugby prop: oddly 
proportioned yet 
surprisingly capable. 
Provided you’re a 
Sky subscriber, this 
audio box is possibly 
the best-value TV 
upgrade you can buy.

SKY 
SOUNDBOX
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 EVERNOTE

“Note to self: never tell the 
joke about the turtle and 
the nunchucks again. It 
totally bombed at that 
party.” With Evernote 
on your wrist, you can 
use your watch to dictate 
notes straight to the cloud. 
It will make you look like a 
Bond wannabe, mind.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, 
watchOS, macOS, 
Android, Android Wear

 PRODUCTIVE

Still promising yourself 
you’ll take up daily yoga? 
Instead of musing on the 
merits of the ujjayi breath, 
download Productive and 
start making this stuff 
happen. Create habits, say 
how often you want to do 
them, and the app will build 
daily schedules. Pair it up 
with your Apple Watch for 
easy ticking off.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, watchOS

SOULVER

Yes, it’s just a 
calculator… but 
it’s a brilliant one, 
largely because 
Soulver makes 
maths more 
like writing with 
numbers and less 
like wrestling with 
logic. Jot down 
sums using 
numbers in 
real-life context 
and the app tots 
them up, saving 
you time, effort 
and anguished 
chin-scratching.
from £1.99 / 
iOS, macOS

 FOREST 

Serially distracted? Push your attention span beyond 
the next Netflix episode with the prospect of dying 
wood on your conscience. Open up Forest and you’ll 
have a choice: stay away from those timewasting 
apps, or face killing the digital tree that’s been growing 
since you started concentrating on this one. The 
longer you resist temptation, the bigger your forest 
will be – helping you to rediscover life without Reddit. 
You could just go and look at real trees, but that would 
mean putting your phone down.
from £free (IAPs) / Android, iOS, watchOS

EFFICIENCY ELVES

SCANBOT

How much of your average 
working day is wasted at 
the photocopier? If it’s not 
building Blu Tack castles 
or paperclip chains, it’s 
nattering to the cleaners 
about Wittgenstein. Scrap 
the stationery stalling 
with Scanbot, a smart 
little app that’ll turn your 
smartphone into a capable 
document zapper.
£free (IAPs) / iOS, Android

£380 / sennheiser.com

The Momentum 2.0 
Wireless cans don’t 
sound any less great 
just because they’ve 
been rebranded 
as the HD1s… or 
because this special 
Pink Floyd version 
comes in chic purple. 
The active noise-
cancelling will help 
shut out distractions. 

SENNHEISER 
HD1 EDITION 
PINK FLOYD





We’re big fans of Philips’ wall-illuminating Ambilight tech, but we’re even bigger
 fans of OLED, 4K and HDR. Luckily for us, this 55-incher has all four…
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A glowing 
review

ot so long ago, 
the television was 
probably the most 
boring gadget 

in your home. Unless you 
happened to own one of those 
battery-powered waste bins. 
But thanks to the holy trinity 
of Netflix, 4K and OLED screens, 
TV has been revolutionised 
all over again. So what could 

Philips’ new set possibly bring 
to this already raging party? 
A light show of its very own, 
of course.

You see, the 55POS9002 
is the first OLED telly ever 
to feature Philips’ exclusive 
Ambilight tech, which uses 
strips of LEDs around the TV’s 
rear edge to project an array 
of colours onto the wall around 

it. Sounds like a gimmick, 
doesn’t it? Just wait until you’ve 
sat through Blade Runner 2049 
in the company of this thing. Your 
peepers won’t settle for anything 
less afterwards.

What’s really remarkable 
about this Philips, though, is 
that if you took Ambilight away 
it would still be one of the very 
best tellies around. And the main 

reason for that is that it’s as 
fine a purveyor of HDR as you’re 
ever likely to see. It does an even 
more spectacular job of it than 
the Sony KD-55A1, which is very 
high praise indeed.

So is this the telly to dethrone 
our current No1 and crown 
prince? Avert yours eyes from 
its glorious glow and turn the 
page to find out.

N

[ Words Rob Leedham Photography Matt Beedle ]

£1799 / stuff.tv/55POS9002
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Bump it up
The panel itself is super-slim, 
as with every other OLED we’ve 
seen, but the rear bulge that 
houses this TV’s connections 
and processing gubbins is bigger 
than most – resulting in a design 
that’s not very striking. At least, 
that is, until you turn it on…

1

24 hours with the 
Philips 55POS9002
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Appy dents will happen
We’re used to TVs coming with 
loads of streaming services on 
board, but this one lacks some 
of the most popular apps around. 
There’s no Freeview Play, or 
dedicated apps for ITV Hub, All 4 
or My5, so catch-up content from 
anywhere but the BBC is out. 

High fidelity
There’s not a TV out there that 
wouldn’t benefit from a separate 
sound system, but this one is 
pretty good by TV standards. 
It produces audio with a decent 
weight and overall balance, and 
the faux-surround mode adds 
some extra width and space.

Watching the defectives
Its sheer punchiness makes this 
perhaps the most impressive 4K 
HDR performer currently on the 
market – but it’s fine with normal 
1080p pictures too. Colours are 
neutral, and the balance is nicely 
judged for a true rendering of 
what you’re watching.

Indoor fireworks
The first thing you notice about 
the picture is how incredibly 
solid and three-dimensional 
everything looks – characters 
and objects just pop from the 
screen. And OMG, the colours… 
the luscious vibrancy on offer 
here is incredible.

Tech specs
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STUFF SAYS 
Even without the Ambilight 
feature, this would be one of 
the finest tellies money can buy

We expected this to be a good TV. 
After all, we’re yet to see a bad one 
that uses LG’s OLED panel, and 
we’re big fans of Ambilight. We 
weren’t honestly expecting it to 

be a truly great TV… but that’s exactly what 
it is. Philips has taken that panel and somehow 
produced a picture that’s more exciting than 
LG itself can manage. @robleedham

 Don’t exaggerate
Beyond that, the standard 
Movie mode also benefits 
from the Contrast Mode 
being switched to normal, 
MPEG Artefact Reduction 
to minimum, and the 
HDR Upscaling feature 
switched off.

 Find your range
As a starting point with 
this TV we recommend 
using the Movie preset 
for all standard dynamic 
range (SDR) content 
and HDR Movie for, you 
guessed it, high dynamic 
range content.

 Do adjust your set
Of course, these are just 
our preferred settings and 
you might find you like 
your picture set up slightly 
differently. These tips 
should give you a good 
base from which you can 
start tweaking, though.

 Look sharp
From there, add a few 
points to sharpness, 
switch the colour 
temperature to ‘normal’ 
and turn the motion 
processing off entirely. 
And make sure the light 
sensor is switched off.

While this Philips has loads of picture presets, they all 
need a bit of fiddling to get it looking its very best…

Screen 55in 3840x2160 OLED with HDR and Ambilight 
OS Android 
Connectivity HDMI x4, USB x2, optical out, 
Ethernet, Wi-Fi 
Dimensions 1230x769x228mm, 16.8kg

Set yourself free
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BEST FOR
SOUND

BEST FOR
PICTURE

Other ways to banish blurred edges and limp colours from your life in 2018

LG OLED65G7V
£3999 / lg.com

What’s the story? 
If you know LG’s OLED TVs from last 
year (and who doesn’t?), then you’ll 
remember they all feature the same 
superb screen tech. Aside from size, 
it’s the stuff that surrounds the display 
that makes one telly in the range more 
expensive than another, and that means 
this G7 model comes with its own built-in 
soundbar – saving you the need to buy 
one yourself.

Is it any good? 
As you’d expect, the pictorial side of this 
4K OLED is an unalloyed delight. With 
a little bit of tweaking you’ll be treated 
to gorgeous, deep blacks and almost 
perfectly judged motion. Considering 
you can get all this with the significantly 
cheaper B7 OLED, however, a lot rests 
on the G7’s in-built soundbar. And while 
its audio isn’t to be sniffed at, you can get 
better for less.

TECH SPECS
Screen 65in OLED OS webOS
Connectivity HDMI x4, USB x3, 
Ethernet, Wi-Fi
Dimensions 1461x883x243mm, 32kg

Panasonic 
TX-50EX750B

£849 / panasonic.com

What’s the story? 
TVs nowadays are so short and wide that 
they demand to be either propped up on 
a stand or slapped on your living-room 
wall. Not so this newbie from Panasonic, 
which has a giraffe-like extendable neck 
for adjusting the height of its screen. 
Why? Because it’s different, that’s why, 
and we don’t mind that at all.

Is it any good? 
Look past it’s quirky nature, and this is a 
solid 4K HDR screen that just falls short 
of the last year’s recently discounted 
big hitters for finesse and subtlety. 
Motion is impressive and there’s plenty 
of punch when you throw a bit of 
blockbuster action its way… but look 
closer and you’ll find contrast is a little 
lacking, while the built-in speakers are 
thoroughly mediocre.

TECH SPECS
Screen 50in LED OS Firefox
Connectivity HDMI x4, USB x3, 
Ethernet, Wi-Fi
Dimensions 1115x647cmx40mm, 16kg

Sony KD-55A1
£2499 / sony.co.uk

What’s the story? 
Formerly our favourite 4K telly, Sony’s 
first stab at an OLED set has just slipped 
down to second place in our rankings 
(see p106). This is mainly because the 
Philips is a tad cheaper and it has an array 
of fancy lights on its rump… so if you’re 
not swayed by such frivolities, then 
you’re in very safe hands with this 
phenomenal telly and its sumptuous 
‘picture stand’ design.

Is it any good? 
Sony’s OLED remains a shining example 
of how to make a superb 4K TV. Its 
HDR performance is incredible, with 
a definition and texture to imagery that 
few other tellies can get close to. Its 
interface might not be on the same 
level as those on a Samsung or LG, but 
most of your favourite apps are in place. 
Besides, it seems harsh to nitpick with 
anything that looks this good.

TECH SPECS
Screen 55in OLED OS Android
Connectivity HDMI x4, USB x3, 
Ethernet, Wi-Fi
Dimensions 1228x711x86mm, 25kg

The alternatives: 
3 more 4K HDR televisions

Stuff says 
A great telly with a good soundbar 
that’s mighty expensive

Stuff says 
A decent-value 4K telly that’s not up 
there with the very best

Stuff says 
Still a fantastic OLED TV, and it’s 
going cheaper than ever
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Th e photo friend
Canon Pixma MG5750

How much time have you wasted waiting 
for Snappy Snaps to print your photos? 

With this Canon printer you can do it 
yourself. It can scan and copy too, while the 

Wi-Fi Link means you can print your pics 
from afar – although that risks Granny 

seeing your ‘candid’ holiday snaps. 
£45 / canon.co.uk

Th e gif giver
Lifeprint 3x4.5 Photo and Video Printer

A picture may be worth a thousand words, 
but it’s far funnier seeing a video of a goat 

headbutting your mate rather than just 
a snapshot of the aftermath. Churn out 
a photo with this Lifeprint machine and 

you can watch it become a video via the 
accompanying AR app on your smartphone.

£160 / apple.com

Th e cube
Flashforge Finder

Anybody who thinks £497 is cheap 
probably uses banknotes as napkins. 

Still, this is one of the more aff ordable 3D 
printers. It does a competent job at printing, 
while its 3.5in touchscreen panel simplifi es 

navigation and off ers previews of your 
miniature models.

£497 / amazon.co.uk

Th e builder
LulzBot Mini Desktop

Despite being capable of building complex 
models, this LulzBot is simple enough for 

3D-printing beginners. Able to reach 
temperatures up to 300ºC, this machine 

can use industrial-grade materials… 
so yes, you should feel bad if you’re only 

using it to make stick fi gures.
£1306 / amazon.co.uk

Th e happy medium
HP Sprocket

Where have the days of Polaroid-plastered 
bedroom walls gone? HP aims to bring 

them back with a pocketable printer that 
can instantly spit out photos from your 

smartphone. Keeping things thoroughly 
2018, you can also add emojis and text 

to your 2x3in creations. 
£120 / hp.com

Th e socialite
Fujifi lm Instax Share SP-3 SQ

Tired of technophobic relatives moaning 
that that most snaps taken these days 
only ever make it to social media? Th is 

portable Fujifi lm printer can hook up with 
your Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat 
accounts to spurt out 2.4x2.4in physical 

copies. Happy now, Gramps?
£175 / fujifi lm.co.uk

Whether you need a photo, 
a document or a 3D chess 
piece in the shape of the 

Smurfette, Ryan Jones has 
the perfect printer for you 

Th e small print
HP DeskJet 3720

While most all-in-one printers are bulky 
beasts, this HP is super-compact – and 

despite the ‘student’ looks it’s capable of 
handling a heavy workload. Not that you’d 

want to hide it away in a little cupboard, 
though – this printer is a beauty queen 

compared to most.
£45 / hp.com

Th e offi  ce pro
Epson WorkForce WF-3620DWF

Just in case you weren’t sure about this 
Epson’s business credentials, they named 

it ‘WorkForce’. With 19ppm printing speeds, 
mobile control and a range of functions – 
including the ancient art of faxing – this is 
the ultimate machine for anyone who has 

a proper offi  ce space at home.
£190 / epson.co.uk

  1  Jet set?
Your first question: Inkjet or laser? The former 
generally offers better colours, while the 
latter has faster printing speeds and can 
be more cost-effective. 

  2  Got an inkling?
A printer with HP Instant Ink will automatically 
order more when you run out. Epson EcoTank 
printers, meanwhile, use unique ink bottles that 
can save you up to 65% on printing costs.
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  3  The zero hero
If you’re after a pocketable printer, you might 
want to get one with Zink (zero ink) tech. All 
the colour comes from the thermal paper, so 
you don’t need to worry about running out.

  4  Fil your boots
Some 3D printers are fussy about what 
filament they use to create models. Make 
sure you buy an ‘open filament’ model if you 
want flexibility in printing materials.

UPVOTED
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Th e innovator
MakerBot Replicator+

Missing a part in the Ikea fl atpack? 
Want to touch your favourite fi ctional 

spaceship? Have the urge to make 
an action fi gure of yourself? Th e 

Replicator+ 3D printer can help with 
all of these and more. And if you have 
a rubbish imagination, you can go for 
a snoop on MakerBot’s Th ingiverse 

site, which showcases near to a 
billion pre-made designs.

£2808 / artsystems.co.uk
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Gaming specialist Razer has paused 
its PC antics to dive head-first into 
the high-end smartphone market

This is the first smartphone with 
a 120Hz screen – and that matters, 
because it’s a pocket device aimed 
squarely at gamers. While most 
phone screens refresh at 60Hz, 
doubling that means the Razer 
Phone’s display can keep up with 
buttery-smooth frame-rates.

This phone is a thin brick of 
aluminium with a soft-touch 
surface. It feels solid and looks 
smart, but isn’t a match for some 
of the prettiest phones around. 
Those sharp edges make it feel 
larger than it really is. 

Inside you’ll find a top-end 
Snapdragon 835 and a mammoth 
8GB of RAM. You also get 64GB of 
storage – well, anything less would 
be a slap in the face at this price.

It might have a 4000mAh 
battery, but force the Razer’s 
screen to run constantly at 120Hz 
and stamina will be reduced to 
merely average – it’s easy to drain 
the phone in a day playing games. 
Luckily, you can extend that by 
dropping the rate right down to 
20Hz between frag-fests.

There’s a dual 12MP sensor 
setup on the back – one with 
a normal lens and the other with 
a 2x zoomed-in view, like the 
iPhone X. Looks good on paper, 
but it just doesn’t have the 
processing smarts to deal with 
dark scenes like other flagship 
phones’ cameras can.

The Razer Phone is a smartphone fixated on gaming. As well as having just about 
the loudest speakers you’ll find in a phone, it lets you customise game settings for 
a PC-like feel and has that clever 120Hz screen. This is a very good device… but it 
comes with quirks and omissions that make you pull a pained face when you see 
the price. Make sure you consider those issues before splashing out.

This is the 
ultimate handset 

for serious 
mobile gamers

Andrew Williams

Pocket monster

STUFF SAYS A top gaming phone, but some issues can’t be ignored at this price 

Screen 5.7in 2560x1440 LCD 
Processor Snapdragon 835 
RAM 8GB OS Android 7.1 
Cameras Dual 12MP rear, 8MP 
front Battery 4000mAh Storage 
64GB, expandable via microSD 
Dimensions 159x78x8mm, 197g

 The sound and the fury
The big expanses of black above 
and below the screen give you 
somewhere to put your fingers… 
but they also hold the speakers, 
which are very loud indeed. 
That’s just as well, as there’s 
no headphone jack.

 The fast and the spurious
Razer’s dedicated Game Booster 
app lets you choose the frame 
rate used by your games – as 
well as the resolution and CPU 
clock speed. Sadly, games aren’t 
always super-optimised to make 
use of this beefed-up hardware.

£700 / stuff.tv/RazerPhone

Tech specs

Razer sharper
With 2540x1440 

resolution, the 5.7in 
IGZO IPD panel puts the 

Razer Phone right up 
there with the best 

LCDs, with great colour 
and contrast.
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T E ST E D  C A N O N  G 1 X  M K I I I

Canon shrinks the key features of its 
big DSLRs into a compact you could 
smuggle into Prince Harry’s stag do

It’s hard to get excited about 
a compact camera in the age of 
dual-lens smartphones and CSCs. 
But Canon’s G1X Mark III is that rare 
thing: a genuinely innovative – and 
yes, even exciting – compact. Why? 
Because it basically stuffs Canon’s 
DSLR tech (including an APS-C 
sensor) into a pocketable form 
factor, then tops it with the cherry 
of 3x optical zoom.

The all-metal design gives this 
camera a feeling of high quality. 
Despite the large sensor and zoom 
lens it’ll neatly slot into most jacket 
pockets – and there’s a fully 
articulating screen and electronic 
viewfinder, plus enough dials and 
buttons to give speedy access to 
most settings.

This is a pro-friendly compact 
so you get a wide range of shooting 
modes, from fully auto to manual 
with plenty in between. You can 
shoot in RAW as well as jpg.

The viewfinder is a little small, 
and that lens’s maximum aperture 
of f/2.8 very quickly drops, but 
a bigger problem is battery life. A 
huge sensor, EVF and always-on 
screen all add up, and Canon only 
claims 200 shots on a charge. 

Like Canon’s bigger cameras, 
the G1X MkIII is equipped with Dual 
Pixel CMOS autofocus. It’s sharp 
and snappy in most conditions, 
but still not as quick as your DSLR: 
even tracking a nippy dachshund 
can be hit and miss. 

The G1X MkIII is pretty remarkable – it’s virtually a DSLR in your pocket. You do pay 
a pretty penny for this miniaturisation, and there have been some compromises – it 
isn’t a camera that will let you abandon your DSLR completely – but this would make 
a great backup for shooting on the go, and an ideal travel companion for anyone who 
craves manual control without being bogged down with the bulk of a system camera. 

What shall 
we do with 

the shrunken 
scaler?

Amy Davies

Mini scooper

STUFF SAYS An impressive feat of tech-shrinking and a great DSLR backup 

Sensor 24.2MP APS-C ISO range 
100-25,600 Displays 3in tilting LCD 
touchscreen, electronic viewfinder 
Video 1920x1080 @ 60p 
Burst rate Up to 9fps AF points 49 
Dimensions 115x78x51.4mm, 399g

 Whiter shades of pale
High-ISO performance is solid, 
without excessive noise, and 
automatic white balance copes 
well with different conditions. 
And video? Canon still doesn’t 
do 4K as standard so it tops out 
at Full HD, which is a slight pity. 

 A salty dog
You’ll soon forgive most of this 
camera’s weaknesses when you 
see the pictures it takes. That 
DSLR-sized sensor produces 
cracking detail and superb colour 
rendition, and exposures are well 
balanced in most conditions.

£1149 / stuff.tv/CanonG1XMkIII

Tech specs
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winter 
sports 

gear

Range number, with its two-piece 
shell to protect my noggin and 
flexible ‘Comfort Fit’ tech so my 
bumped and bruised head will have  
no trouble squeezing in. Best of  
all, though, is the integrated GoPro 
mount, meaning I can recoup the price 
of the helmet via You’ve Been Framed. 
£240 / zyrofisher.co.uk

Since I’ve got the balance 
of an alcoholic giraffe on 
skates, it will come as  
no surprise that a helmet 
was the first thing on  

my shopping list after agreeing to  
a skiing trip. But due to my penchant 
for crashing, I couldn’t just buy any 
helmet. Instead I opted for this Giro 

GIRO RANGE 
MIPS SNOW HELMET
Ryan Jones, Staff Writer

64

Tech can’t stop you falling over and being 
laughed at by toddlers, but it can make your 

snowy escapades smarter, warmer and safer 
[ Photography Mitch Payne ]
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LEVEL-HEADED
With a magnetic buckle 

keeping your helmet 
firmly in place, you don’t 

need to worry about 
your head becoming 

exposed while tumbling 
down the slopes. 

COOL-HEADED
The helmet’s ventilation 
system will ensure you 

don’t become as sweaty 
as Donald Trump’s  
PR advisers when  
he’s on another  

Twitter rampage. 

STUFF PICKS
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lessons to wind up. Even doing that 
leaves me with numb fingers, so I can’t 
imagine how bad it is for the people 
daft enough to spend whole days  
up there in the clouds. Here’s an idea, 
then: self-heating gloves, powered by 
rechargeable lithium batteries that slip 
into pockets in the cuffs. 
£170 / gerbing.co.uk

I have a bit of a hate/hate 
relationship with winter 
sports. But my kids seem 
to be keen, so a recurring 
feature of my February 

half-term is standing at the bottom  
of the nursery slopes in some bleak 
French resort, sipping at a sickly hot 
chocolate while I wait for their skiing 

gerbing s7 heated  
ski gloves
Richard Purvis, Production Editor

GLOVE SPREADS
Both the palms and 

backs of your hands are 
heated, and the gloves 
are designed to send 

the warmth right down 
to those delicate 

fingertips.

EVERLASTING GLOVE
After a short blast at 
full power to get your 
fingers toasty, turn the 
heat setting down to  
a moderate level and 
they should stay that 

way all day. 
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‘commitments’. That’s what this 
Android Wear watch does – its  
shock-resistant case absorbs the 
crashes, while pre-loaded apps serve 
up real-time stats and alerts about 
the local snow conditions. Looks a bit 
chunky? Well, it’s obviously seen me 
skiing and armoured itself accordingly.
£389 / nixon.com

Skiing never really feels 
like hard work, even 
though you burn as many 
calories as you do when 
jogging – and I definitely 

don’t jog for six hours a day. Frankly,  
I want to track all of this exertion, 
along with other stats like speed and 
altitude, so I can justify my après-ski 

nixon mission ss
Mark Wilson, Features Editor

SYNC IT
The Trace Snow app 
shows max speed, 

altitude and distance on 
the watch face. You can 
also pair up to the free 
Mission smartphone 
app for in-depth data. 

SINK IT
Because the Mission SS 
is also built for surfing, 
it’s water-resistant to 
about 100m – which 

means you can peruse 
your stats in the hot tub 

every night.
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a giant chunk of snow and rock. So 
I’ve got myself the boot-mounted  
Piq Robot to track the angles and 
forces of all my turns, and more 
quickly nudge me towards slope-god 
status. Alas, it doesn’t come with a 
newfound sense of balance to help 
protect my sweet cheeks.
£169 / piq.com

As any member of Stuff’s 
lunchtime FIFA league  
(and one smashed PS4 
controller) will attest, I am 
not a great loser. Given 

that learning to ski involves falling  
on your bum ad infinitum, you might 
assume it’s not for me. Wrong. I’m not 
about to have my ass handed to me by 

PIQ Robot
Rob Leedham, Editor

BOOT UP
The tracker clips into a 
boot strap so it’s always 

close to the action. 
Once you’re back at the 
chalet, connect it to this 
dinky charger to top up 

the battery.

STACK UP
The Piq Robot connects 

to your phone via 
Bluetooth to collect 

your stats and rank you 
against your mates, for  
a lasting reminder of 
your wintry prowess.
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its very own airbag. It deploys around 
your head, giving you a protective 
pillow of air… which is certainly better 
than a mountain-load of the white 
stuff. There’s still 15 litres of room 
inside for all your freeriding gear, 
making it perfect for off-piste larks 
with some extra protection.
£500 / ellis-brigham.com

Ignoring the bad Christmas 
jokes, The World Is Not 
Enough gave us one of the 
best bits of Q Branch tech 
Bond ever got to deploy: 

the avalanche-protecting snowsuit. 
Now this adventure pack isn’t going  
to envelop you in a bubble with a pull 
of the ripcord, but it does come with 

Mammut Rocker  
Airbag 3.0 Rucksack
Tom Morgan, Reviews Editor

BIG AIR
No need to puff the 
airbag up with lung 

power while a cloud of 
snow descends – a can 
of compressed air gets 

the job done in less 
than a second.

BIG IMPRESSION
If you do ever need  
to use the Mammut 

Rocker’s ingenious party 
trick, the bright orange 
airbag should make  

you easy to spot in the 
snowy wastes.
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24 hours with 
the Echo Spot
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Getting out of bed is a pain… so Amazon’s second 
screen-equipped Alexa device is a smart alarm 
clock that brings the world to your bedside table

2 Awake and alert
Left on default settings it’ll cycle 
through headlines, the weather 
and any alerts you might have set 
up – but primarily it’ll show the 
time. You’ll also be able to watch 
videos, though it’s not a great 
experience on that display.

3 Spot the difference
Alexa works the same as she 
does on a standard Echo. You 
can ask for football scores and 
film times, stream music, create 
a shopping list, control your 
compatible smart home devices, 
and even hear a joke.

1 Round the clock
The Spot’s main purpose 
is obvious: it’s a ball-shaped 
alarm clock with a circular 
2.5in LCD screen on the front. 
It doesn’t look super-premium, 
but the minimal design is a lot 
more refined than we usually 
see from Amazon devices.

Adding a screen to a voice 
assistant speaker? Now that’s 
a novel idea – but the Echo Show 
didn’t make it a particularly useful 
one. Not yet, at least. 

We struggled to find enough 
worthwhile uses for the screen 
when the US version came 
out last year – and that hasn’t 
changed with the UK release, 
especially now YouTube access 
is gone thanks to a dust-up 
with Google.

But Amazon is already back 
with a second attempt – and in 
a sense, the Spot is to the Show 
what the Dot is to the standard 
Echo: out now in America and 
coming over here later, it’s 
smaller, cheaper… and a much 
more appealing device in some 
key ways.

Importantly, it seems to have 
a more distinct identity than the 
Show, vying for a spot on your 
bedroom table as a smart alarm 
clock. Granted, it’s not quite in the 
Echo Dot’s impulse-buy territory 
at that $130 price, but it makes a 
significantly stronger impression 
than the bulky Show.

US$130 / amazon.com

Wake it easy 
on yourself
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 Party time, excellent
The ability to call up tunes 
via Spotify or Amazon 
Music is great, especially 
with the artwork displayed 
on the screen. The Spot 
will also scroll through a 
song’s lyrics when playing 
music from Amazon.

 Time for bed
You can choose between 
a handful of analogue and 
digital face options, and 
even customise a clock 
face with a photo. At night, 
it’ll automatically dim and 
show the time against a 
black backdrop.

 Long time no see
The Echo Spot can be used 
for video calls with another 
Spot or an Echo Show. 
That’s handy for quick 
check-ins between rooms 
or keeping tabs on family. 
You can also do audio calls 
with non-screen Echos.

 Time for the news
Flash briefings show you 
a quick news-blast of the 
day’s top stories. Because 
what you’re hearing is 
arguably more important 
than the pictures, this 
works better than some 
video-based services. 

You’ll need to make the most of that screen if you’re 
buying a Spot instead of a Dot. Here are its best tricks…

Screen 2.5in 480x480 LCD touchscreen
Features Front-facing camera, four-microphone 
array, 3.5mm audio output, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth
Audio 1.4in speaker
Dimensions 104x97x81mm, 419g

STUFF SAYS 
Alexa’s tidy alarm clock format 
gives her a purpose that the 
Echo Show lacks
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Face value

Tech specs

4 Quiet riot
The Echo Spot isn’t packing big, 
booming sound – but its 1.4in 
speaker is a fair bit more capable 
than the Echo Dot’s 0.6in one, 
even if it lacks bass and gets 
fuzzy when you go higher than 
halfway on the volume. 

5 Hearing aid
It may have three fewer far-field 
mics than the seven found in 
the Echo and Echo Dot, but our 
Spot seemed just as effective at 
picking up requests. You probably 
won’t have any issues getting 
Alexa’s attention.

Vid
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The Echo Spot is an effective 
bedside clock and ideal for alarms, 
timers and playing music. Alexa still 
doesn’t have a lot of critical skills 
that have visual components, but 

that doesn’t sting here as much as it does 
with the pricier Echo Show. Still, if you’re new 
to Alexa, you’re probably better off starting 
with the dirt-cheap Echo Dot. @ahaywa
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ONE 
THRUSTMASTER TMX 
RACING WHEEL

Take your Forza sessions to 
new heights of realism with 
this compact wheel/pedal 
setup. Its force feedback 
gives you something to 
struggle with as you tear 
around Silverstone, giving 
an extra level of wrist-
wracking immersion. All 
that’s missing is the stench 
of burning rubber.

£140 / thrustmaster.com

TWO
TURTLE BEACH 
XO THREE 

Th ere are cheaper over-ear 
headsets for Xbox, but the 
XO Th ree feels worth the 
extra outlay for its 50mm 
drivers, high-sensitivity mic 
and leather earpads, which 
respectively keep it loud, 
clear and comfy. Plus it’s 
tough enough to survive the 
inevitable post-deathmatch 
rage-throw.

£55 / turtlebeach.com

THREE
HORI REAL ARCADE 
PRO.V 

Lovers of old-school arcade 
brawlers like Tekken 7 and 
Injustice 2 should make 
a beeline for a Hori, which 
will revive the true spirit of 
coin-op in your living room. 
Designed to sit on your 
lap, this hulking controller 
has durable buttons built 
for the most frenzied 
of mashings.

£128 / hori.co.uk

FIRST GET 

THESE…
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3 REVISIT THE CLASSICS

One of the One’s biggest 
advantages over rival consoles 
is its insane level of backwards 
compatibility with original 
Xbox and Xbox 360 titles at 
no additional cost (provided 
you already own the games). 
Even better, selected 360 
games like Halo 3 get a visual 
upgrade on One X machines. 
So make sure to dig those old 
classics out of the attic for your 
very own retro revival.

5 FREE THE KEYS

We’ve already mentioned using 
the Xbox app to skip the hassle 
of typing out messages with 
your controller and on-screen 
keyboard… but there’s another 
alternative for those who 
prefer the feel of real keys. 
Hook a USB keyboard up to 
your One (you might need to 
power the console down fi rst) 
and you can tap out messages 
in a jiff y. Th is won’t work for 
controlling games, sadly.

1 FIND AN APPY MEDIUM

Looking for a simple new way 
to control your Xbox One? 
Download the Xbox app for 
your Windows, iOS or Android 
tablet or phone and your wish 
shall be granted: among other 
things, you’ll be able to control 
media playback on the console 
with your mobile device, and 
tap out messages using your 
usual touchscreen rather 
than the Xbox’s awkward 
on-screen keyboard.

4 PLAY AWAY

Chucked out of the lounge but 
need to fi nish off  Cuphead? Th e 
Xbox One’s Game Streaming 
feature means you can game 
on any Windows 10 device on 
the same network as your 
console. Enable streaming 
in Settings > Preferences > 
System & App, then open up 
the Xbox app on your Windows 
PC or tablet, sign in with your 
gamertag and fi nd your console 
in the Connection menu.

2 SAVE TO SAVOUR

Pulled off  a particularly sweet 
Overwatch ‘pwn’ on some 
unsuspecting ‘n00b’ and want 
to share it with the world? 
Immediately tap the Xbox 
button on your controller to 
open the guide, then X to save 
footage of the last 30 seconds 
of gameplay. If you want to 
make these auto-captured 
clips longer, open up Settings 
> Preferences > Game DVR & 
Streaming and pick your time.

6 GO FOR (FREE) GOLD

Subscribing to Xbox Live Gold 
(£40/year) is a must if you 
want to play multiplayer online 
games, but there are other 
advantages too – chiefl y 
Microsoft’s Games With Gold 
programme, which gives you 
a handful of titles each and 
every month at no extra cost. 
You have to take what you’re 
given, but the selections have 
often included premium picks 
like Sunset Overdrive.

NOW
 

TRY

THESE…
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G R O U P  T E ST  B U D G E T  S O U N D B A R S

Stuff says 
For the right price, this is an awesome 
add-on for your 4K footy and movies

Stuff says 
With a smart design and rich presentation, 
this is a great budget soundbar

What’s the story?
Let’s face it, the last thing you want to do 
after shelling out on a new TV is spend yet 
more money on a soundbar for it. That’s 
what makes this JVC such a steal: it gives 
your telly’s sound a big boost for very little 
cash. It’s a no-frills piece of kit without fancy 
extras like an add-on subwoofer or Dolby 
Atmos support, but we’ve no grumbles with 
its performance.

Sky Soundbox
Price from £249 / stuff.tv/SkySoundbox

Q Acoustics M3
Price £229 / stuff.tv/QAcousticsM3

JVC TH-W513B
Price £60 / stuff.tv/THW513B

Budget soundbars
3 OF THE BEST

Did Santa sort you out with a new telly for Christmas? Bet he forgot to include 
a soundbar, the hairy old buffoon. One of this lot will sort you out on the cheap…

BEST FOR
SKY

BEST FOR
VALUE

What’s the story?
Having dropped almost £100 in price this past 
year, the M3 is a better budget proposition 
than ever before. An updated version of 
the excellent M4 with added HDMI input, 
it’s a clear step up from the JVC on the right 
that’s well worth the extra – especially if 
your telly is kicking around the 55in mark. 
You don’t want that blockbuster bombast 
being let down by muted sound.

Stuff says 
An easy way to boost the sound of any 
small to mid-sized TV

What’s the story?
Only Sky customers need only apply here 
(it’s £799 for the rest of us), but if you are 
signed up then the Soundbox is well worth 
looking into. With a Sky Q Multiscreen 
subscription you can pick one up for less 
than a third of its ‘normal’ price. Given this 
soundbar-cum-wireless-speaker is made 
by hi-fi pros Devialet, that seems quite the 
deal. And you know what? It absolutely is.

Is it any good?
Its giant lunchbox shape might be a little 
awkward if you just want to stick it under 
your telly and be done with it, but if you can 
find space on a rack then this is a fine audio 
accompaniment. With a clear, widespread 
sound and plenty of heft, it’s a small box with 
a big presence. Bass definition might not be up 
there with the Sonos Playbar, but otherwise 
there’s little to complain about here.

Is it any good?
Improving on the M4’s awkward trapezoid 
shape, the M3 reverts to a svelte and 
sensible bar-like design. While this 
soundbar’s booming performance isn’t 
quite on a par with its big brother’s more 
finessed offering, its full-bodied character 
and clear dialogue mean there’s plenty of 
meat to sink your teeth into when bullets 
fly and things get shouty. 

Is it any good?
Straight out of the box, this JVC impresses 
with a solid form that’ll sit nicely under your 
TV without looking too plasticky. You even 
get a bracket in the box for wall mounting. 
Setup is easy too, but make sure you don’t 
settle for its ‘default’ sound preset, which is 
a little flat and tinny. The ‘TV’ setting is a far 
better for well-rounded sound with clear and 
convincing voices.

BEST FOR
BASICS
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HOT SHOTS
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Ready to get serious about photography, but without going full DSLR nerd? 
These four mirrorless system cameras won’t fatally wound your wallet…

 THE LENS
Most of these cameras are 
available with a 35mm kit lens 
bundled in. Wanna expand your 
photographic arsenal? Add an 
f/1.8 portrait lens for gorgeous 
blurry bokeh backgrounds.

 THE TRIPOD
Unless your every fi lmic pursuit 
is intended as a shaky-cam 
horror homage, it’s well worth 
getting a tripod. Stick to one 
over £100 and you should be 
all set for silky-smooth video.

 THE SD CARDS
Ideally, your system camera will 
have dual SD card slots so you 
can shoot in both jpeg and RAW. 
Cheaper cards are generally fi ne; 
you pay more for faster write 
speeds and durability.

 THE SPARE BATTERY
You can happily bulk out your 
bag with a lens fi lter, fl ash gun 
or shutter remote, but an extra 
battery trumps them all – 
especially if your camera can 
only muster 300 shots or so.

BEST 
FOR

BARGAIN
HUNTERS

BEST 
FOR

SERIOUS
TWEAKERS

BEST 
FOR

VIDEO 
SHOOTERS

BEST 
FOR

WILDLIFE 
LOVERS



EXTRACTOR FAN
In 6K Photo mode the 
camera records short 

6K videos, from which 
you can extract 18MP 
stills. It’s a scattergun 

approach that can turn 
up some gems.
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Panasonic Lumix GH5
£1700 / panasonic.co.uk
If video is more your 
thing than snapping 
away in search of that 
one perfect shot, then 
you’re likely better 
off  with Panasonic’s 
equally excellent GH5 
and its superb Ultra HD 
HDR talents.

STUFF SAYS A perfect companion for the modern wildlife photographer 

What’s the story?
Keys, wallet, camera. Th ose days 
might be gone for your average 
globetrotter with a half-decent 
smartphone, but Panasonic’s 
Lumix G9 is built for the more 
nature-minded traveller. A 
compact rival to Fujifi lm’s X-T2, 
this miniature marvel can shoot 
at 20fps in full resolution with 
full autofocus, or a zippy-quick 
60fps if you fi x the focus on the 
fi rst frame. 

Not already a wildlife photo 
nut? Essentially, these specs 
mean you can point your G9 at 
the nearest panther, puffi  n or 
Pomeranian and be guaranteed 
a classy shot – even if they take 

TECH SPECS
Sensor 20.3MP Micro Four Thirds 
Max shooting speed 20fps 
(60fps with fixed AF)
ISO range 100-25,600 
Dimensions 137x97x92mm, 658g

Panasonic Lumix G9  Price £1505 (body only) / stuff.tv/G9

G R O U P  T E ST  S Y ST E M  C A M E R A S

one look at you and leap straight 
for the bushes.

Is it any good?
With the speed and refl exes of a 
startled gazelle, the Lumix G9 is 
just as fast as Sony’s A9 despite 
costing a fraction of the price. 
Granted, the G9 only has a 20MP 
Micro Four Th irds sensor –which 
is smaller than the APS-C one 
found in many rivals – but that 
means the overall system size 
is also small, making it a cracking 
travel companion.

Worried about that diminutive 
sensor size? While it might hold 
you back in low-light shooting, it 
also eff ectively doubles the focal 

length of any lens you use with 
the G9 for closer shots from the 
same standing position. Colours 
are rich and vibrant too, with 
photos displaying plenty of 
fi ne detail and well-balanced 
exposures. With 4K video and 
handy shooting modes like High 
Resolution also on board, this is 
one of most versatile high-end 
mirrorless cameras you can buy.

FULL-BODIED
Th e G9’s body is 

actually pretty big for 
a compact system cam, 

but the lenses you 
attach to it are much 

smaller than their DSLR 
equivalents.

FOR A 
LITTLE 
MORE



Sony A9
£4300 / sony.co.uk
OK, quite a lot more, 
but such is the price of 
a full-frame mirrorless 
camera that can rattle 
off  stills at a rate of 
20fps with continuous 
autofocus. Th e A9 is 
even a rival for Canon 
and Nikon’s top DSLRs.

G R O U P  T E ST  S Y ST E M  C A M E R A S
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STUFF SAYS Still a dream of a camera that barely puts a foot wrong 

What’s the story?
Th e X-T20 might be a better 
pound-for-pound proposition, 
but there’s a reason the X-T2 
costs a few hundred quid extra. 
It’s a more complete camera for 
serious photographers, with the 
kind of trimmings that a Rankin 
wannabe won’t want to go 
without. Th at means you 
get a weather-proofed body, 
mode dial, dual SD card slot and 
battery grip support alongside a 
24.3MP APS-C sensor and retro 
magnesium-alloy build.

No pictorial stone has been left 
unturned in the X-T2’s make-up, 
and that’s why it’s such an 
imperious all-round camera, 

TECH SPECS
Sensor 24.3 APS-C
Max shooting speed 8fps
ISO range 200-12,800
Dimensions 
133x92x49mm, 507g

Fujifilm X-T2  Price £1434 (body only) / stuff.tv/XT2

especially since it improves on 
the old X-T1 in the only ways it 
really could: with 4K video and 
ultra-smooth autofocus. 

Is it any good?
Th ere are many reasons why 
the X-T2 still ranks so highly in 
our estimation, but all you need 
to know is that it takes some 
superb photos. With the same 
sensor as Fuji’s X-Pro2, you get 
a huge amount of detail from 
this camera’s snaps – so much 
so that you can happily crop 
into your photos, blow them up 
in reckless fashion and do with 
them as you please. Noise rarely 
intrudes, even in low light, while 

a newly retooled autofocus 
system gives you a whopping 
great 91 focus points.

And if you love to tinker with 
camera settings in freewheeling 
fashion? Th en you’re handed all 
manner of buttons and dials to 
get the job done without delving 
into an on-screen menu. Th e 
focus stick is a particular godsend 
when fi ne-tuning focus points.

APPY SNAPS
Th e Fuji app gives you 

the ability to download 
images or control the 
camera remotely. It’s 
dead simple to set up 
and connects within 

20 seconds.

UPPER GLASS
Got £2000 to spare? 

Buy the 16mm f1.4 
wide-angle, 35mm f1.4 

standard and 56mm 
f1.2 portrait lenses 

and you’ll never 
zoom again.

FOR A 
LITTLE 
MORE



RES EVIL
Although it can muster 

Full HD recording at 
60fps, the M5 simply 

doesn’t bother with 4K 
footage. It’s best 
avoided if video 

is your thing.
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Sony A5100
£450 / sony.co.uk
It might be getting on 
a bit now, but at under 
£500 (including lens) 
the A5100 is a true 
budget camera that’s 
small enough to tuck 
into a jacket pocket 
while still delivering 
ace snaps and video.

STUFF SAYS A better deal than ever before, this is a lovely little CSC 

What’s the story?
It’s no great revelation to say that 
Canon’s embrace of the CSC has 
been about as enthusiastic as 
the way you greet your in-laws 
at Christmas. Still, last year saw 
the DSLR stalwart begrudgingly 
accept these newfangled 
snappers as its own with 
the admirable EOS M5, which 
is essentially a boiled down 
version of the 80D.

Th is is both the M5’s greatest 
selling point and its Achilles’ heel, 
as little about it surprises in the 
way its many competitors can. 
Time has been kind to the M5, 
though, as what would once set 
you back almost a grand has 

TECH SPECS
Sensor 24.2MP APS-C
Max shooting speed 7fps 
(9fps with fixed AF)
ISO range 100-25,600
Dimensions 116x89x61mm, 427g

Canon EOS M5  Price £799 (body only) / stuff.tv/EOSM5

G R O U P  T E ST  S Y ST E M  C A M E R A S

dropped in price by a couple of 
hundred quid, making it a more 
enticing proposition.

Is it any good?
It might not boast the slick 
retro-inspired vibes of a Fuji or 
share the clean futuristic lines 
of Sony’s CSCs, but there’s still 
plenty to admire in the utilitarian 
vibes of the M5. It’s easy to hold, 
can take a knock or two and 
has three customisable dials 
for tweaking settings however 
you damned well please. 

Better still, it’s got a proper 
viewfi nder with impressively 
high resolution and a tilting 
rear display for composing 

your images. And where Canon’s 
cheaper cameras once had the 
refl exes of a tranquilised oil 
tanker, the M5 is alert enough 
for most shots while delivering 
plenty of punch and vibrancy. 
Given this camera uses the 
same sensor and processor 
combo as the 80D this is no 
great surprise, but such quality 
is reassuring nonetheless.

FIT BITS
You can’t use your 

existing Canon DSLR 
lenses with the M5 

unless you pay for the 
M-mount adaptor. It 
works well with small 

prime lenses.

FOR A 
LITTLE 
LESS



NOISE IS OFF
Sony’s got serious 

prestige when it comes 
to night photography 
and the A6500 is no 

diff erent, only getting 
noisy when you head 

for ISO 6400.

Olympus PEN-F
£1100 / olympus.co.uk
For more style from 
your snapper, this 
is a fi ne pick-me-up. 
A tribute to the era of 
fi lm cameras, it’s not 
as fully featured as 
other cameras here 
but is guaranteed to 
turn more heads.

G R O U P  T E ST  S Y ST E M  C A M E R A S
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STUFF SAYS It’s been around a while but this is a cracking action camera 

What’s the story?
Th ere’s no denying Sony’s 
pedigree when it comes to 
CSCs. And while it’s probably 
due an upgrade some time 
this year, the A6500 still 
cuts a respectable fi gure 
when compared to the other 
cameras here. 

Don’t expect the low-light 
fi nesse of Sony’s A7S II or the 
near-unparalleled resolution of 
its 42.2MP A7R III. Instead this is 
a speedy all-rounder for sports 
and wildlife photography that’s 
been only just one-upped by 
Panasonic’s G9. Taken on its own 
terms, there’s a lot to like about 
the A6500, especially its talent 

TECH SPECS
Sensor 24.2MP APS-C
Max shooting speed 11fps
ISO range 100-25,6 00
Dimensions 
120x67x53mm, 453g

Sony A6500  Price £1229 (body only) / stuff.tv/A6500

for superb imagery in all manner 
of conditions. Just be mindful 
that it’s not as far ahead of the 
pack as it used to be.

Is it any good?
Th e A6500 ticks all the boxes 
for a camera of this calibre. You 
get a chunky handgrip, plenty of 
buttons and dials, an electronic 
viewfi nder and a touchscreen 
display. Annoyingly, that 
touchscreen only lets you set 
autofocus points – not change 
menu items or swipe through 
photos – but otherwise this is 
a stellar piece of photo kit.

With an impressive 425-point 
phase-detect AF system and a 

new max frame rate of 11fps, 
this is a heavyweight contender 
for photographing scurrying 
wildlife and hyperactive kids. 
And though the A6500 prides 
itself on its stills, it’s no slouch 
when it comes to video either, 
with richly detailed 4K footage 
as well as Full HD allowing both 
super-slow and super-quick 
motion recording.

FILL THE POWER
You’re going to need 

a spare battery if you 
opt for the A6500 as it 

can only handle 350 
shots per charge, 

which might not last 
a day trip.

FOR A 
LITTLE 
LESS
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If you really want to know what the pigeons think of 
us, Parrot’s Mambo first-person-view mini-drone is 
a cheap way to get an avian perspective on the world

2 Watch the birdie
Bundled in you get a clip-on 
video camera, twin-stick remote, 
USB-chargeable battery and 
pair of FPV goggles. It’s into this 
headset that your smartphone 
(running Parrot’s companion app) 
slips for FPV viewing, with its 
screen providing the live feed.

3 Free as a bird?
The Mambo is pitched as a nippy, 
agile drone that can be accurately 
piloted around enclosed spaces 
thanks to its simple controls, 
self-stabilisation and FPV setup. 
In reality, we often found ourselves 
frantically trying to rein it in from 
crashing into walls and ceilings.

1 A bird in the hand
Parrot describes the Mambo 
as a mini-drone, and it’s easy 
to see why: small enough to land 
on your palm and so lightweight 
you’ll barely feel it on there, it’s 
a plasticky, spindly thing when 
compared to the likes of the 
(much pricier) DJI Spark.

First-person-view flying is 
nothing new in the world of 
drones. Enthusiasts have been 
sending live feeds from their 
quadcopters’ cameras to 
dedicated headsets for years, 
and more recently, companies 
like DJI have released FPV goggle 
accessories that beam crisp 
‘cockpit’ images from drone to 
eyeball in a split second.

Even so, Parrot has pulled off 
something noteworthy with this 
evolution of the Mambo: it’s made 
FPV drones affordable. For £160, 
you get everything you need for 
first-person flight, bar an iOS 
or Android smartphone – and 
if you’re reading Stuff, let’s face 
it, you’ve almost certainly got one 
of those already.

This high-flying device isn’t 
without turbulence, though. 
Unreliable flight skills and a short 
battery life prevent the Mambo 
FPV from reaching the heights of 
most major drones out there. But 
what do you expect for such a 
low price? For getting a bird’s-eye 
view of the world on the cheap, 
there’s no better alternative.

Capturin’ bird’s-eye
£160 / stuff.tv/MamboFPV

24 hours with the 
Parrot Mambo FPV
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T E ST E D  PA R R OT  M A M B O  F P V

 Cockpitglasses 2
With adjustable lenses 
and straps, the Mambo 
FPV’s headset should 
accommodate most 
sizes of head. We had no 
trouble getting a snug fit 
on our domes and a clear 
view of the screen.

 Flypad
This simple two-stick 
controller allows you to 
concentrate on the meat 
and potatoes of flying. It 
has a range of 100 metres, 
while the joystick and 
button controls can be 
customised.

 FreeFlight Mini app
Of course you’ll need your 
own phone, but Mambo’s 
app is free. You can control 
your drone with the app’s 
virtual joysticks. Don’t 
fancy putting the goggles 
on? Use your phone screen 
for standard livestreaming.

 FPV Camera
It’s tiny, but this clip-on 
camera can record HD 
footage. A microSD card 
(not included) can be used 
to store and transport 
your recordings, although 
video quality really isn’t 
much cop. 

The value of the Mambo FPV isn’t found in the drone 
itself, but with what comes bundled inside the box…

Max range 100m with Flypad, 30m with smartphone 
Camera 720p @ 30fps, 120º field of view
Battery 660mAh 
Accessories included FPV camera, Cockpitglasses 2, 
Flypad, 4x hulls, USB cable
Dimensions 180x180x41mm, 63g

STUFF SAYS 
FPV flight on the cheap is great, 
but Parrot’s package is a little 
scruffy around the edges

4 This bird has flown
You’ll only get about eight 
minutes of air time with the 
camera and prop guards attached, 
and 10 minutes without them. 
The drone can be recharged 
by standard miniUSB, however, 
which means it’s easier to top 
up than some models.

5 Nothing to crow about
Video and photo quality is grainy, 
distorted and plagued by colour 
noise. In our honest opinion the 
camera is best reserved as a tool 
for FPV flying, and not for aerial 
photography. Still, this Mambo 
proves to be a lot of fun when 
flown in FPV mode. The Mambo FPV is far from perfect, 

but it’s worth remembering that it 
only costs £160. For an FPV drone 
bundle with everything you need 
except a smartphone, it’s currently 

unmatched. Just be aware of its limitations, 
and realise that kickstarting your international 
drone-racing career will require an investment 
in much pricier hardware. @samkieldsen 
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Ditch the dull bits
You don’t have to accept the 
Fitbit app as it is. Scroll down 
the homescreen and hit the 
Edit button to start giving it 
a 60-second makeover. You 
can hide just about any stat 
box you don’t like. 

Beat your buddies
Fitbit is fun on its own, but the 
180bpm beating heart of it is 
walk-’til-you-drop competition. 
Use the Friends part of the app 
to see which of your contacts 
and Facebook friends already 
have a Fitbit account. 

Get in the skinny groove
Out to lose a coupla kilos? The 
Fitbit app lets you set a weight 
goal, and then tells you the 
rough calorie deficit you’ll need 
each day to get there by a 
certain date. Warning: cutting 

THE BASICS 

TUNING UP

Stay in step
Fitbits usually have a good 
stab at getting walking 
distances right… but things 
can go badly awry when you 
start running, because of 
stride length. If you run on 
a treadmill, you can tune your 
tracker so it matches the 
machine in Advanced Settings.

Have a Showdown
The best way to get you into 
the Fitbit competitive spirit is 
the Daily Showdown challenge. 
It pits you against 1-9 friends 
in a Hunger Games-style step 
clash. Too intense? Workweek 
Hustle spreads the effort over 
five days. 

So you’ve got yourself a lovely wearable, but so far all it’s 
really doing is giving you step counts and making your wrist 
look pretty? Andrew Williams can get you on the right track…

1000 calories a day is no fun 
and may leave you so crabby 
you’ll have no friends left.

 Trounce the ounce
Americans like some funny old 
units. You measure your rice 
in ‘cups’ and your lemonade 
in fluid ounces? Fitbit’s stats 
start off imperial but you 
can switch over to the metric 
standards in the Advanced 
Settings part of the app. 

Phone your food
Logging everything you eat 
in an app all year long sounds 
like a food disorder in itself, but 
food tracking is an important 
part of Fitbit. Try it for a week, 
and use the barcode scanner 
feature to make this much, 
much less boring.

See the virtual sights
If you don’t have a bunch of 
friends to form a giant Fitbit 
tournament, try out a ‘solo 
adventure’. These are virtual 
hikes that use your real-world 
steps to map a journey across 
New York or Yosemite, even if 
you’re actually in Hartlepool. 

Get your HR racing
If you’re lucky enough to have 
a Fitbit with a heart sensor, 
such as the Alta HR, the key 
to getting a good reading is a 
tight strap – and this matters 
more when you’re moving 
about quickly. 

BETA YOURSELF

Going no-wear
The Fitbit app works best 

with a Fitbit, obvs… but 
some phones can get by 

without, using MobileTrack. 
When setting up, you’ll 

need to pick the ‘No Fitbit 
yet?’ option. 



TRAINING DAYSFOR THE FOODIES

Buy British
Fitbit has separate food 
databases for different 
countries. So unless you’re 
living on imported Cap’n 
Crunch, you’ll want to switch 
to the UK one. You’ll find this in 
Advanced Settings. It even 
recognises Aldi’s own-brand 
Lilt rip-off. Not bad. 

Embrace the ‘+’
If you want to get deep into the 
Fitbit lifestyle, logging food and 
even the water you drink, the 
‘+’ button is what makes this 
bearable. It’s at the bottom of 
the homescreen and lets you 
log new food and activities in 
about two seconds. 

FITBIT ARIA 2
This smart scale doesn’t 
just weigh you – it uses 
electrical impulses to 
monitor your body fat 
levels, one of the more 
interesting stats Fitbit 
can track. Oh, and it also 
uploads your readings 
over Wi-Fi so you can’t 
cheat by claiming your 
jeans weigh at least 2kg.
£120 / fitbit.com

FITBIT FLYER
You might expect Fitbit’s 
earphones to track your 
heart rate and steps, 
but they don’t. They’re 
a companion to a tracker 
like the Ionic, not a 
replacement for them. 
However, they do 
have Bluetooth and 
an exercise mode that 
bumps up the bass. 
£110 / fitbit.com

ADIDAS 
ULTRABOOST 
LACELESS
These look like a 
next-gen take on the 
trainer. Their cushioning 
is split into 3000 capsules 
to spread the pressure 
of your stride more 
effectively, and they’re 
dead comfortable. 
£160 / adidas.co.uk
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NOW GET 
THESE

Get on the free coach
Fitbit Coach is a digital personal 
trainer that costs £38.99 a 
year. However, dig around in 
the Fitbit Coach app and you’ll 
find 10 workouts you can 
try for nothing, including 
the daily favourite 7-Minute 
Workout. Score. 

Hook up Strava
If you already use an app like 
Strava or Runkeeper, you can 
make them and Fitbit friends 
by linking the two. This means 
your Strava-tracked rides 
will show up in Fitbit and your 
tracker steps will end up in 
Strava too. You can just use 
the app you like most. Perfect.

Track down your tracker
You lost your Fitbit… again!? 
These bands do have a habit 
of finding the cracks in a sofa. 
Third-party apps such as Find 
My Fitbit and Finder For Fitbit 
will look at Bluetooth signal 
strength to help you zone in. 

Get IFTTT
Using ‘If This Then That’, you 
can make your Fitbit control 
some surprising events. Want 
your Philips Hue lights to turn 
on when you wake up? Or 
how about setting a calendar 
reminder if you’ve managed 
fewer than 1000 steps at 5pm?

Go cross-platform
If you have friends with other 
brands of tracker, there’s a 
way to challenge them too. 
Stridekick brings together 
Garmin, Fitbit, Jawbone and 
Misfit fans as part of a big 
step-counting battle royale. 
Bring it on.

BEYOND 
FITBIT
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With so many home security cams 
begging to be your guard dog, Hive 

has a new party trick to stand out

The Hive View security camera 
looks like something from a 1990s 
sci-fi imagining of 2050: suitably 
futuristic but not so bizarre that 
it’ll look out of place at home. The 
two colour options – ‘white and 
champagne gold’ or ‘black and 
brushed copper’ – give it real flair.

So what’s the gimmick? The 
camera unit magnetically clips 
on to the arm-and-base combo. 
Lift it off and it immediately goes 
wireless; there’s no delay. The 
battery only lasts 90 minutes 
max in this mode, though.

Besides the removable camera, 
the View is sadly humdrum. It will 
monitor its surroundings for noise 
and movement, then fire off a 
notification to the app if it detects 
something it shouldn’t. But in terms 
of smart features, that’s about it. 
There’s not even Alexa support.

Video quality is fine. You can 
choose between 720p or 1080p, 
and the latter in particular is fairly 
sharp, with decent contrast and an 
excellent 130º field of view. 

The Hive app is excellent. It 
gives you an attractive graphical 
interface to choose between the 
View and any other Hive products, 
then gives you one-button access 
to almost anything you might want 
to do: arm or disarm the camera, 
access your schedule, play back 
a video clip and so on.

The Hive View is far more attractive visually than most similar devices, and a lot 
more flexible in use than most rivals –plus, the fact that you can detach the camera 
and place it anywhere is a nice extra to have. But otherwise this cam falls short of 
the best. It lacks plenty of features found elsewhere – geolocation, downloadable 
clips or two-way communication, for instance – and at £189 it’s not cheap.

The View’s party 
trick isn’t useful 
enough to make 

up for its flaws 
Marc McLaren

Roving eye

STUFF SAYS It may be able to lose its head, but we’d prefer it to have more brains 

Video Up to 1080p Field of view 
130°, with 16ft auto night vision 
Sensors Motion and sound 
Connectivity Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 
Recording 24hr rolling footage 
stored online Dimensions Camera 
56x56x56mm, 182g; base unit 
145x88x88mm, 543g

 Twist my arm
It’s not just the camera that’s 
impressively flexible. The arm 
pivots about on the base to give 
you full control over its angle. 
Then, for emergency hamster 
monitoring, unclip the camera 
and pop it in Donald’s cage.

 Media magnet
You get a metal mounting plate 
in the box, so you can fix the View 
magnetically to a wall but still 
easily detach the base to set it 
up elsewhere. The wide field of 
view means it should be able to 
cover just about any room.

Tech specs

£189 / stuff.tv/HiveView

T E ST E D  H I V E  V I E W
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T E ST E D  M E D I O N  E R A Z E R  X 1 0 0 0

Medion has joined Microsoft in the quest 
to make VR more affordable… but this 
isn’t the cuddliest of face-huggers

Microsoft is trying to make VR 
cheaper with mixed reality – and 
Medion is here to help. Just note 
that, as with the Acer unit we 
reviewed last month, there isn’t 
really anything ‘mixed’ about it: 
for the moment you’ll only be 
exploring virtual worlds, not 
blending the real and the digital.

Medion’s MR headset is built to 
Microsoft’s exact specs – meaning 
that, looks aside, there’s not much 
to set it apart. There’s one hang-up, 
though: it’s not comfortable to wear 
for long sessions.

This kit is as bare-bones as 
they get, with just the headset, 
controllers and cables in the 
box, so you’ll need your own 
headphones. On the plus side, 
because there are no sensors to 
plug in – thanks to the headset’s 
built-in cameras – setup is easy.

The pair of 1440x1440 screens 
have a slight resolution boost over 
Oculus Rift and HTC Vive, but as 
they use LCD rather than OLED 
panels, the contrast can’t compete. 
Deep blacks instead look grey, 
taking you out of the immersion. 

Exploring Microsoft’s Cliff 
House environment is easy, 
with the controllers warping 
you between spots and launching 
VR apps. Valve’s menu-based 
SteamVR interface is better, but 
support for MR headsets like this 
is still in early access. 

While we wait for Microsoft to make getting VR content that bit easier, mixed reality 
just feels like baby steps – steps that HTC and Oculus have already taken. And 
while the tech works well enough, Medion’s headset isn’t the most comfortable 
out there – Dell’s Visor is the best take on Microsoft’s design we’ve tried to date, 
and the Erazer isn’t dramatically cheaper, making it a tough sell.

Cheap isn’t 
always cheerful 

when it comes 
to mixed reality

Tom Morgan

Mixed feelings

STUFF SAYS It’s hard to pick the Medion ahead of more comfortable alternatives 

Display 1440x1440 LCD x2 
Sensors Accelerometer, gyroscope, 
magnetometer, proximity sensor
Field of view 105º Connectivity 
Bluetooth, USB, HDMI, 3.5mm audio 
out Batteries AA x4 (inc controller) 
Dimensions 185x102x95mm, 380g

 (Micro)soft launch
There aren’t many VR apps 
or games currently available 
for mixed reality. Beyond a few 
standout titles like Superhot VR, 
most of the apps in the store are 
simple videos or minute-long 
virtual experiences.

 Leading lights
The chunky controllers feature 
a glowing ring of LED lights to 
track their position. They work 
brilliantly, with accurate tracking 
and smooth movement. But they 
need to be kept in sight of the 
camera to be visible in VR.

€449 / stuff.tv/ErazerVR

Tech specs
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Take my handset, we’ll make it I swear… but 
can the 7X really squeeze proper mid-range 
specs into a sub-£300 smartphone?

1 Honor mission
It’s the 5.93in LCD screen that’s 
the real attention-grabber – few 
phones in this price bracket can 
match it for size. Colours are 
vibrant without going overboard, 
and the extra pixels from that 
18:9 aspect ratio mean an 
impressive 2160x1080 resolution.

Honor already has one of the 
best-value phones you can buy 
in its line-up... so why not go for 
the double?

The £380 Honor 9 might be a 
real bargain if you’ve got the cash 
to splash, but there are plenty 
of people who haven’t – which 
is where the 7X comes in. It 
replaces the already impressive 
6X, which was only released in 
January 2017 but has already lost 
ground in the ongoing arms race 
of mobile specs. A year really is 
a long time in smartphones.

The 7X shouldn’t show its age 
for a long time to come, however, 
thanks to an ultra-modern 
18:9-aspect screen and a pair 
of cameras on the back. 

Like the 8 Pro, one of Honor’s 
most expensive models, it has 
an all-metal body with sculpted 
corners and edges that sit 
comfortably in your hand, and 
that signature blue hue. Even the 
antenna bands on the back look 
the same. So the 7X feels pretty 
premium; but given the price, 
we’d best be prepared for a 
compromise or two...

£270 / stuff.tv/Honor7X

Livin’ Honor 
prayer
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16hrs 19hrs 21hrs 22hrs 24hrs

 Beyond the pale
Colours are surprisingly 
lacking in punch, even in 
broad daylight. And while 
there’s a new portrait 
mode for both rear and 
front cameras, results 
from the selfie-cam can 
look weak.

 Heightened sensors
You get one main sensor 
on the back – with a 
second, lower-res one 
that’s there purely to 
capture depth information. 
The main snapper gets 
boosted to 16MP, up from 
12MP on the old 6X.

 Sharp practice
It only uses phase-detect 
autofocus, so it isn’t as 
nippy as more expensive 
phones with multiple 
AF types – you have to 
wait a while for it to focus 
at night, and it’s often 
quicker to focus manually.

 Plain with the grain
With all but the most 
brightly lit subjects, 
results are only average. 
As soon as the light gets 
low, pictures turn grainy. 
There’s no optical image 
stabilisation either, so 
you’ll need a steady hand.

The 7X doesn’t mix up the dual-sensor formula too 
much when it comes to the rear camera…

Display 5.93in 2160x1080 LCD 
Processor Kirin 659 RAM 4GB 
Cameras 16MP+2MP rear, 8MP front
Storage 64GB, expandable via microSD
OS Android 7.0 with EMUI 5.1 Battery 3340mAh 
Dimensions 157x75x7.6mm, 165g

STUFF SAYS 
Despite a few niggles, you can’t 
really complain at a big-screen 
phone with a small-screen price
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Tech specs

2 Honor need-to-know basis
The 7X arrives running Android 7 
with EMUI 5.1 on top, with an Oreo 
update due to appear very soon. 
There have been a few software 
tweaks, including a one-button 
split-screen mode that kicks in 
automatically whenever you get 
an SMS or WhatsApp message.

4 Honor level playing field
This is not a powerhouse by any 
means, but the Kirin 659 CPU 
is more than capable of running 
Android smoothly – and 4GB 
of RAM really helps when it 
comes to multitasking. Usually 
this is where budget phones 
cut some corners.

3 Honor hiding to nothing
Important extras like the 
headphone jack haven’t gone 
walkabout just yet, which is 
good to see, but the microUSB 
charging point is a bit of a 
bummer – surely USB-C 
wouldn’t have pushed the 
price up too dramatically? 

5 Honor road to nowhere
Battery life is a little disappointing 
given the mid-range CPU and 
screen resolution. We found the 
7X would regularly be in the red 
by evening, so you might have to 
cut back on power-hungry apps 
on your commute home. Still, 10 
hours of video playback is decent. 
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The 7X arrives at virtually the same 
price as the old 6X – not bad seeing 
as you’re getting a bigger, better 
screen and (slightly) improved 
camera. In fact there’s not much 

that matches this phone for the price. We 
were frustrated by some limitations, but on 
the whole you’re getting a lot of handset for 
your money here. @TomMorgan3
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Google Pixelbook
from £999 / stuff.tv/Pixelbook

Yup, another Chromebook 
that costs a grand. As 
the successor to Google’s 
former line of Pixel laptops, 
this Pixelbook basically 
does the same stuff for 
around the same amount 
of cash. Only this machine 
can run Android apps as 
well as those designed 
for ChromeOS. 

It’s thin and light, with 
a fantastic keyboard and 
gorgeous screen. In fact, 

if the Pixelbook only ran 
Windows it would easily 
take on Lenovo’s Yoga 
range and Dell’s XPS 13. 
Alas, when those laptops 
have the flexibility to run 
the likes of Steam and 
Photoshop, it’s hard to 
recommend Google’s 
alternative over them.

STUFF SAYS 
An ultra-high-end machine 
for the Google hardcore

TAP DANCING
Just like every other 

Chromebook, the 

Pixelbook takes the 

QWERTY keyboard 

layout and gives it a 

few tweaks, including 

a dedicated key for 

Google Assistant.

LOVELY NEW FLAT
At only 10mm thick 

and a scant 1kg in 

weight, this premium 

laptop is quite the 

looker. Imagine a Pixel 

phone steamrollered 

and stretched out to 

a foot wide.

NO-SCORE DRAW
The Pixelbook Pen 

(£99) has thousands 

of pressure levels, but 

drawing doesn’t feel 

quite as instantaneous 

as it is with either the 

iPad Pro or Microsoft’s 

Surface Pro.

Laps of the gods
If you’re still lugging around a plastic deadweight that dares to call itself 
a laptop, sort yourself out with one of these serious work tools



BESTVALUE

Asus ZenBook Flip S
from £1100 / stuff.tv/ZenBookFlipS

Apple MacBook Pro
from £1249 / stuff.tv/MacBookPro

Microsoft Surface Laptop
from £959 / stuff.tv/SurfaceLaptop

Apple MacBook
from £1249 / stuff.tv/MacBook
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BEST FREE 
SOFTWARE

TESTWINNER

 Bitdefender 
Free Edition
Want to keep 
your PC safe 
from nefarious 
influences? 
Bitdefender 
will get the job 
done, keeping 
nasty malware 
at bay with 
the minimum 
of fuss.

 Chrome
Although Safari 
and Microsoft’s 
Edge have done 
well to catch up 
with Google’s 
browser, they 
still can’t quite 
match it for 
speed, flexibility 
and integration 
with YouTube 
and Gmail.

 Spotify
Yes, it’s better 
with a paid 
subscription, 
but even 
sticking with 
the free tier 
you have 
access to 30 
million tracks. 
You’ll just have 
to suffer regular 
advert breaks.

Hybrid laptops have been 
shedding weight ever since 
they first made their debut, 
but the ZenBook Flip S 
might be the first one to 
squeeze into a size zero. At 
11mm thick, you won’t find 
another device that’s quite 
so thin and still able to flip 
from laptop to tablet in a 
single slick motion. 

And don’t assume such 
tiny proportions make for a 
compromised laptop. With 

Intel silicon inside and a 
competent keyboard for 
getting work done, there’s 
plenty to like. What isn’t 
quite so impressive is the 
Flip S’s measly five-hour 
battery life. Still, even if this 
Asus is more style than 
substance, it’s an awfully 
pretty machine.

STUFF SAYS 
A gorgeous hybrid that’s 
lacking in stamina

Now that all the Touch Bar 
hype has died down and 
USB-C peripherals are 
everywhere, it’s easier to 
appreciate the MacBook 
Pros – especially since 
they’ve been given Kaby 
Lake processors. 

Don’t worry if you can’t 
stretch to the expensive 
models: even this Touch 
Bar-less Pro is a fine buy 
for anyone in need of a 
machine for heavy-duty 

editing. Just two USB-C 
ports mean you might need 
a dongle, but otherwise 
the blend of portability and 
power can’t be faulted. Plus, 
you get Apple’s custom 
‘butterfly switch’ keyboard. 
This is a quality laptop 
that’s easily deserving 
of its premium price tag.

STUFF SAYS 
Performance and portability 
make this the go-to Pro

Having started with the Pro, 
Microsoft’s Surface range 
has ballooned to include 
hybrids, an all-in-one 
and this altogether more 
traditionalist laptop. 

What’s so special about 
it? Nothing really, it’s just a 
well-made piece of kit with 
a great 13.5in touchscreen, 
tremendous keyboard and 
an endearing metal/carpet 
aesthetic. And if you don’t 
get on with the app-based 

Windows S, you can just 
upgrade to Windows 10. 

Its 14-hour battery life 
means you needn’t worry 
about this laptop conking 
out midway through your 
dynamite Powerpoint 
presentation too. Basically, 
this is a Microsoft-made 
MacBook in all but name.

STUFF SAYS 
This portable powerhouse 
is an absolute steal

Such is the 12in MacBook’s 
portability, it’s basically the 
same weight as two iPads 
glued together – which 
is a ridiculous feat. And 
now that it’s been updated 
with Intel’s faster Kaby Lake 
processors, this marvel has 
the power for all but the 
most intensive tasks. 

Don’t go trying to run 
Wolfenstein II on this thing, 
but for Word, Safari and 
everything in between, the 

basic MacBook will do you 
just fine – and it’ll last you 
10 hours before keeling 
over in exhaustion. The 
one problem? Even the 
lowliest model costs the 
same amount as the 13in 
MacBook Pro, which is 
extraordinary when you 
think about it. 

STUFF SAYS 
Tweaks ensure Apple’s 
laptop is still one of the best
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Sonic Mania
Before Sonic Mania 
hit stores, it’d been 
so long since Sega’s 
iconic blue hedgehog 
starred in a decent 
game that we were 
beginning to think his 
Mega Drive outings 
were nothing but a 
shared fever dream 
between ’90s kids. 
Mercifully, Mania 
came along to restore 
our collective sanity 
with a rush of retro 
2D platforming that 
recalled the days 
when Mario had a 
worthy competitor. 
This dizzying delight 
is great fun on every 
console, especially 
the portable 
Nintendo Switch. 

 £14.99 / PS4, 
Xbox, Switch, PC

Ori and the 
Blind Forest
If you go down to 
these woods today 
you’re in for a big 
surprise: an Xbox 
exclusive that’s 
properly essential. 
A world removed 
from your average 
Super Metroid / 
Castlevania tribute 
acts, Ori and the 
Blind Forest blends 
button-mashing 
exploration with 
its own innovative 
mechanics and a 
gorgeous orchestral 
aesthetic that’s 
as inviting as it is 
punishing. No wonder 
Microsoft has already 
pulled the trigger 
on a sequel for later 
this year.

 £14.99 / Xbox, PC

Rayman 
Legends
Thought Mario, 
Donkey Kong, Yoshi 
and co had the whole 
platforming genre on 
lock? A little ol’ fella 
called Rayman might 
have something 
to say about that. 
Legends is so good 
that it’s been ported 
to every console 
imaginable since 
debuting in 2013. 
From a rhythm-
based boss battle 
that’s set to the tune 
of Black Betty to 
an addictive football 
mini-game, this 2D 
affair crams enough 
ideas into its frame 
to rival the hairy 
plumber’s Odyssey.

 £11.99 / PS4, 
Xbox, Switch, PC
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Uncharted: 
The Lost Legacy

Few video game franchises 
can rival Uncharted for sheer 
explosive spectacle, and The 
Lost Legacy is no exception. 
Although it’s a spin-off 
starring Chloe Frazer and 
Nadine Ross, it more than 
stands up in its own right. 
Better still, it introduces 
some welcome open-world 
exploration into the usual 
rollercoaster of run-and-gun 
action. Maybe all we really 
need to say about The Lost 
Legacy is that Nathan Drake’s 
absence isn’t an issue. 

 £18.99 / PS4

Sunset 
Overdrive
Insomniac Games’ 
Xbox One debut is 
a little rough around 
the edges, but almost 
everything else 
between them 
is uproarious fun. 
Sunset Overdrive 
plays like a wild hybrid 
of Crackdown, Dead 
Rising and even Tony 
Hawk as you glide 
along wires and 
vault over buildings, 
all while firing 
ridiculous weapons at 
energy-drink-fuelled 
zombies. The OTT 
shenanigans make 
Sunset Overdrive 
feel like nothing else 
out there.

 £7.20 / Xbox

Batman: 
Return to Arkham

This pair of sterling superhero sims 
promised we could “be the Batman” 
– minus the millionaire inheritance, 
chiselled good looks and butler. Take 
all those things away and it turns out 
donning Bruce Wayne’s cowl is still 
one hell of a good time. Since neither 
Arkham Asylum nor City was released 
for the current generation of consoles, 
both benefit from the added graphical 
gloss. Lighting, textures and resolution 
all get a bump, so you’ve no excuse to 
refuse one last Joker fight.

 £18.22 / PS4, Xbox

Crash Bandicoot 
N. Sane Trilogy

Once upon a time Sony’s most 
illustrious development team, 
Naughty Dog, wasn’t famous for 
its laugh-a-minute post-apocalypse 
romp The Last Of Us or the Uncharted 
series’ blockbuster globetrotting. 
Nope, its crowning achievement was 
the creation of a hyperactive marsupial 
with an admirable disregard for his 
own health and safety. Never one to 
remain buried for long, last year saw 
Crash Bandicoot return in a fine 4K 
repackaging of his first three outings.

 £20 / PS4

Dishonored 2 
Admit it – you’ve 
always wanted to 
be a master assassin 
but lack the hand-eye 
coordination to get 
the job done. Enter 
Dishonored 2, 
a masterclass of 
ingenious stealth and 
bloody executions 
with a compelling 
story of deceit and 
regicide at its heart. 
As with this series’ 
first instalment, the 
manner in which you 
slay your victims is 
up to you, but the 
scale of ambition is on 
another level entirely. 
A clockwork mansion! 
That’s just genius.

 £9.99 / 
PS4, Xbox, PC

Firewatch
When life’s myriad 
woes get you down 
there’s only one 
solution: head to the 
Shoshone National 
Forest to become a 
fire lookout on your 
lonesome. Granted, 
there are other ways 
to handle a midlife 
crisis, but few offer 
such stunning vistas 
of rural Wyoming. 
It’s this sense of 
isolation, combined 
with a gripping 
mystery played out 
over walkie-talkie, 
that marks Firewatch 
out as one of the best 
narrative-focused 
games yet. 

 £14.99 / 
PS4, Xbox, PC

Bloodborne
Brutally hard, 
endlessly engrossing: 
Bloodborne plunges 
you into a cruel land 
and challenges you 
to keep your head 
above water. The 
more you immerse 
yourself in this task, 
the more you’ll learn 
to slowly bend both 
the world and its 
populace to your will. 
It’s a simple learning 
curve that has 
no qualms about 
crushing you the 
moment you think 
you’ve got a hang 
of things. But with 
every defeat you 
come closer to 
exhilarating triumph.

 £12.99 / PS4
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Keep Talking 
and Nobody 
Explodes

Bomb disarming 
doesn’t seem like a 
job we’d fancy doing 
alone. Mercifully, 
the creators of Keep 
Talking and Nobody 
Explodes seem to 
agree with us as it 
demands to be played 
with a group. The 
player wearing the 
headset has to 
describe the package 
in front of them 
and it’s up to an 
accomplice to tell 
them how to survive 
the scenario with 
sternum intact. 

 £11.99 / 
PSVR, Oculus, Vive

Thumper
Whether it’s Rock Band or Rez, there’s 
something about rhythm games that’s 
perfect for VR. And if we had to pick a favourite 
such title to bop along to in hyper-trippy 
surroundings, Thumper would top the list. 
Artfully blending horror-inspired imagery with 
a industrial-tinged cavalcade of kaleidoscopic 
rhythms, this thrilling rollercoaster of light and 
sound is exceptional with a headset strapped 
to your face. That said, it’s not half bad on 
standard home consoles either. There’s even 
a tidy little port for the Switch.

 £15.99 / PSVR, Oculus, Vive

Farpoint
PlayStation VR’s 
biggest exclusive 
to date first came 
bundled with Sony’s 
Aim controller, but 
you can now get it 
on the cheap if you’re 
not all that bothered 
about owning another 
peripheral that’ll likely 
get used twice in its 
lifetime. Either way, 
Farpoint is a flight of 
alien-slaying fancy 
where grotesque 
life-forms lunge 
towards your jugular. 
In essence, it’s Doom 
only everywhere you 
turn there’s another 
ghastly face-sucker 
with horrible ideas 
in mind. 

 £18.48 / PSVR

Superhot VR
One of the most 
innovative shooters 
in years on console is 
even better in VR, as 
you physically dodge 
bullets in slow motion 
and fight back with 
your own hail of 
gunfire. Since time 
only changes when 
you move in Superhot, 
what could prove 
an explosive mess 
is a total breeze to 
acclimatise to. Within 
a matter of minutes 
you’ll be tossing 
ninja stars and arcing 
punches at your foes 
Matrix-style.

 £18.99 / 
PSVR, Oculus, Vive

Elite Dangerous
Things can get real lonely in 
VR, so what did the creators 
of Elite Dangerous decide 
to do? Bundle you into a tiny 
spaceship so you can zoom 
around the endless expanse 
of space all by yourself for 
the rest of eternity – well, 
until you happen to bump 
into a fellow traveller who 
takes exception to your being 
in their part of the galaxy. 
If you’re looking for a VR 
game you can truly get 
lost in, then nothing beats 
this intergalactic epic. Just 
remember, we saw that solar 
system first.

 £19.99 / Vive, Oculus
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PYRE

TOWERFALL 
ASCENSION

Whether it’s 
Rocket League 

or Ashes Cricket,  
I will play any 

sports game for 
hours. Rather 

than succumbing 
to idle repetition, 

Pyre marries 
a fantastical 

take on 
basketball with 

Final Fantasy 
role-playing 

action. It’s such 
an engrossing 
concept I can’t 
believe no one 
had thought of 

it before.

Sure, it’s fun 
slicing and dicing 

AI goons, but 
that’s nothing 
next to the joy 

of impaling your 
friend’s avatar… 
especially when 
sat beside them 
to witness their 

fury. With its 
frantic action 

and arrow-
blitzing chaos, 
TowerFall is by 
a long way my 

all-time favourite 
couch-based 
multiplayer.
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Alien Isolation
From Phil Collins to Jose Mourinho, there are 
plenty of strange creatures we’d rather not be 
stuck in a room with. Still, none of them quite 
compare to the Alien series’ xenomorph in 
the sheer blood-curdling terror stakes. So 
guess how you generally spend your time 
in Alien Isolation? Yep. It’s a rather horrifying 
experience, but at least this space monster 
didn’t butcher You Can’t Hurry Love with a 
gutless cover version.

 £10.40 / PS4, Xbox, PC

Prey
If you’re in the mood 
for something dark, 
atmospheric and 
surprising, Prey 
will do the trick. It 
shares a name with 
a largely forgotten 
2006 shooter, but 
this game has its 
own distinctive feel. 
Trapped on an ageing 
space station, you’ll 
interact with other 
survivors and use 
syringe-sourced 
abilities – but the 
aliens can do much 
the same, and you’ll 
often be startled by 
a common object that 
suddenly transforms 
into a horrid beast.

 £10 / 
PS4, Xbox, PC

Resident 
Evil 7 
Since Chris Redfield 
punched a boulder 
into a volcano in 
Resi Evil 5, this series 
was in dire need of 
a reboot. Thankfully, 
Resi 7 did away with 
such nonsense 
with a return to 
a claustrophobic 
setting inside the 
Baker family’s hellish 
plantation. Add to 
this a first-person 
perspective and 
sluggish movement, 
and you have a game 
that’ll keep you on 
tenterhooks as its 
hideous mysteries 
slowly unfurl.

 £15 / 
PS4, PSVR, Xbox, PC

Staff picks
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Matt Tate, 
Hot Stuff Editor

MASS 
EFFECT 

ANDROMEDA

THE LAST 
GUARDIAN

Yet again the 
internet got in 
a tiddy about 
something it 

hasn’t played, 
which is a shame 

as it’s missing 
out on a pretty 

good game. 
The combat 

has improved, 
there’s loads to 
do and plenty of 
people to ‘meet’,  
and it does sci-fi 

landscapes 
better than 

anybody else.

Few games 
have tested my 

patience like The 
Last Guardian. 
Trico may well 

be the most 
majestic cat-

dog-bird thing 
I’ve ever seen, 
but he’s also a 

disobedient pain 
in the backside. 
Despite many 

fallouts and 
broken pads, 

though, this is 
an adventure 
like no other.

5 Fallout 4
Welcome to the 
wasteland, a vast 
and dangerous 
playground for you 
to adventure through 
as you chuffing well 
please. While this 
epic doesn’t quite 
scale the same 
heights as its 
predecessors, 
the fourth entry 
largely eliminates 
the bugs of old, 
looks resplendent 
in resolutions of up 
to 4K and introduces 
a hugely rewarding 
new base-building 
and settlements 
mechanic. 

 £9.49 / 
PS4, Xbox, PC

Overcooked

The kitchen is on fire, your friends 
are flailing around in panic and you’re 
rolling around the floor in hysterics. 
No, this is not the story of taco night 
gone horribly wrong but just a taste 
of three minutes spent in the company 
of Overcooked. A co-op game that 
challenges you and your besties 
to cook as many meals as humanly 
possible before your time is up, it 
seems easy enough until you have 
to contend with getting your orders 
out on a pirate ship, space station 
or tiny iceberg. ‘Chaos’ doesn’t even 
cover the half of it.

 £12.99 / PS4, Xbox, Switch, PC

Worms W.M.D
After a whopping 20 sequels, you could 
be forgiven for thinking the Worms 
formula of two teams of heavily 
armed invertebrates battling each 
other to an explosive death might 
have gone stale. At least, that is, if 
you’ve never unleashed a banana 
bomb. Dispensing with such needless 
gimmicks as 3D graphics and celebrity 
voice-overs, this is a return to classic 
form with the addition of vehicles and 
turrets. Name another game where 
you can crush your mates by dropping 
a concrete donkey on them. Exactly.

 £19.99 / PS4, Xbox, Switch, PC
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FAR CRY 5
This Ubisoft 
series has a 

habit of picking 
dangerous 

locations for you 
to plunder. So 
where better 

than gun-mad 
America?

GOD OF WAR 
Kratos might be 
getting old now, 

but he’s still in 
prime condition 
for smashing up 
gods and beasts 

in this PS4 
exclusive.

ANTHEM
EA’s making yet 
another online 

multiplayer? 
Sounds tedious, 

but this new 
Bioware-helmed 
sci-fi title looks 

a total blast. 

VAMPYR
Life is Strange 

developer 
Dontnod wants 

us to find out 
what it’s like in 

the average day 
of a vampire in 

this action RPG.

4 Stardew Valley
“So much for the city,” sang The Thrills back 
in 2003; and though their No.17 hit likely played 
no part in the inspiration for Stardew Valley, 
let’s just pretend otherwise. This farming sim 
sees you move to the countryside to tend a 
plot of inherited land and romance the hell out 
of its townsfolk. The whole experience is so 
charming that it’s easy to get lost in this world 
doing nothing much of anything.

 £10.99 / PS4, Xbox, PC, Switch

3 Cuphead
Cuphead is part boss 
rush, part run-and-
gun side-scrolling 
shooter, a love letter 
to both 16-bit classics 
and the hand-drawn 
animation style of 
the 1930s – every 
creature has wide 
eyes and bops along 
to a vaudeville tune. 
The music, art and 
animation create 
something special, 
but it’s the way 
you have to learn 
patterns and adapt 
your play style to 
progress that ensures 
a fuzzy feeling every 
time you pick up 
the controller.

 £14.99 / Xbox, PC

2 Doom
To some people, 
a living hell is an 
afternoon spent in 
a spin cycling class. 
To Doomguy it’s 
another day at the 
office. This ace 
franchise reboot 
returns to Mars and 
retains everything 
else you loved about 
that ’90s PC classic. 
As bloody as it is 
breathless, Doom 
keeps you running 
headlong into horde 
after horde of 
horrifying demons 
while a heavy metal 
soundtrack chugs 
along to the carnage. 

 £19.99 / PS4, 
Xbox, PC, Switch

1 The 
Witcher 3: 
Game of the 
Year Edition
When it comes to 
The Witcher 3 there 
are two groups 
of people: those 
who’ve played it, and 
those who are allergic 
to anything involving 
dwarves, griffins and 
elves. If you fall into 
that latter camp then 
consider this your 
umpteenth plea to 
reconsider and delve 
into one of the most 
grandiose and chaotic 
worlds ever brought 
to life via the medium 
of pixels.

 £16 / PS4, Xbox, PC
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Google Pixel 2 XL
from £669 / google.com

Google didn’t quite get there first 
time around, but with the best 
hardware powering the best 
version of Android you’ll find on 
any phone anywhere, the Pixel 2 
XL feels like the full package. If only 
it had a design to rival Samsung’s 
S8 and Apple’s iPhone X…

OnePlus 5T
from £449 / oneplus.net 

Building on its reputation for great 
value, OnePlus’s new deal is one 
of the best so far. It’s whacked a 
new AMOLED screen onto the 5, 
as well as upgrading the dual-lens 
camera and giving it some nifty 
facial recognition skills. Best of all, 
there’s no price hike from the 5.

Apple iPhone X
 from £999 / apple.com

An awesome iPhone that goes toe to toe with 
Android’s best… but costs almost double the S8. 

Honor 9
 £380 / hihonor.com

The new Honor serves up quality flagship features 
for half the price of some wallet-depleting rivals. 

HTC U11
 £599 / htc.com

This glass-backed beauty aims to please with 
a squeeze – and it takes a mean photo too.

Samsung Galaxy Note 8
 £869 / samsung.com

It’s super-massive and super-powered… but 
super-pricey compared to the Galaxy S8.

Huawei Mate 10 Pro
 £699 / huawei.com

An all-round monster of a phone with a fantastic 
battery, massive power and a great camera.

Google Pixel 2
 from £499 / google.com

If you want a phone with a phenomenal camera and 
a superb software experience, look no further.

Apple iPhone 8
 from £699 / apple.com

The new entry-level iPhone offers more than you’d 
expect, but it’s still pricey and has a dated design.
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Samsung Galaxy S8
£512 / samsung.com

You don’t need us to tell you that the Galaxy S8 
is a bezel-less thing of wonder. Just look at it: 
glorious! And beneath that gorgeous facade 
lies an equally sumptuous blend of power and 
performance. With enough oomph to run any 
app you please, and a point-and-shoot camera 
to rival both the iPhone X and the Google 
Pixel 2 XL, this really is an astoundingly good 
comeback after Samsung’s Note 7 woes. 
We’d have accepted nothing less.

 NOW ADD THIS  DeX Station 
Hook up a monitor, keyboard and 
mouse to this puck-sized device 
for an almost complete computer 
experience via your Galaxy S8. 
£140 / samsung.com

Stuff says 
It’s beautiful… and it’s hands-down the 
best phone you can buy right now

Stuff says 
An OLED display, dual-lens cam and 
facial recognition? What a bargain!

Stuff says 
This Pixel offers an incredible camera 
and the definitive Android experience

102

Holler “Hey Bixby!” at 
your S8 and its voice 
assistant can dictate 
texts, suggest pubs 
and much more. 

You can customise 
the S8’s screen-
edge feeds for the 
weather, news and 
other notifications.

TIPS & 
TRICKS

Hold down the S8’s 
‘recents’ key and tap 
the multi-window 
button to open two 
apps at once.

HOT 
BUY

BARGAIN 
BUY
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THE BIG 
QUESTION

WHAT’S THE BEST 
PODCAST APP?

FOR 
LAZY 

LISTENS 

POCKET CASTS
£3.99 / iOS    £2.99 / Android 
Annoying people have been telling 
us for at least a year now that 
“podcasts are back”. Th e only 
problem is, chances are most 
of your friends and family have 
varying opinions on which 
podcast app is the one you 
should download… so we’ve 
done your homework.

Pocket Casts tops our list 
of recommendations. With a 
user-friendly interface, offl  ine 
listening and automatic downloads 
for subscribed podcasts, this 
app covers all the basics adeptly. 
But it’s the expansive playback 
controls that make it stand out. 
Th e app can cut silences to save 
precious seconds, alter the speed 
of play so you can blast through 
an episode quickly, and even 

£free / iOS
Are you an iPhone owner who’s 
not happy to splash out cash on 
a podcast app? Th en Overcast is 
your best option. It has all the basic 
features of Pocket Casts, including 
offl  ine listening and notifi cations 
that will alert you to any new 
episodes you’re subscribed to. 
Th e Smart Speed feature will also 
cut out silent gaps.

Overcast’s greatest strength is 
its management system. It’s dead 
easy to make custom playlists or 
discover new podcasts with its 
smart fi lters. And this is all free, 
although you can become a patron  
to support the app fi nancially.

£free / Android, iOS
Since Spotify isn’t a proper podcast 
app, its playback controls are 
rather sparse; but it makes up 
for that with simplicity. 

Spotify has its own podcast 
section, which has been improved 
over the years – it now has multiple 
categories to fi lter down episodes. 
Nothing too special, but Spotify’s 
biggest advantage is having all of 
your music and podcasts stored 
in the same location.

increase the volume of voices if 
there’s a background buzz.

Th e magic skills don’t end there 
either. Th e app can link to Google 
Chromecast and Apple AirPlay 
devices so you can listen to ’casts 
through a speaker, and you can 
even watch video podcasts such 
as TED Talks. Sure, you have to 
pay a one-off  fee for the app, but 
it’s easily worth the price.

FOR 
CASTING 
CLEVER

FOR
APPLE 

ADDICTS

Usually, Android and Apple 
devices get on like Donald Trump 
and Kim Jong-un. With Pocket 
Casts, however, all of your 
podcasts sync across platforms 
automatically, so you can start 
listening with your Android phone 
and continue with your iPad. 

If you like to listen to podcasts 
while you’re on the go, you’ll 
probably be tethered to your 
smartphone. With Overcast, 
though, you can tune into 
your favourite episodes on 
an Apple Watch.

SPECIAL SKILL 
SWITCH PLAY

SPECIAL SKILL
WRIST LISTENING 

OVERCAST

SPOTIFY

TOP 
PODS

The Polygon 
Show

Whether 
discussing the 
merits of Blizzard’s 
new Overwatch 
skins, rating 
spin-off merch 
or mourning the 
death of Coke 
Zero, this gamers’ 
podcast is always 
on form. Tune in 
for new episodes 
every Friday.

Found
Davy 

Rothbart is 
obsessed with 
solving mysteries 
behind notes, 
letters, lists and 
doodles that he 
finds… so he’s set 
up a podcast about 
it. In each episode 
he documents a 
favourite case as 
he tries to track 
down the person 
behind the note.

Song 
Exploder

Like a director’s 
commentary 
for music, 
Song Exploder’s 
15-minute 
episodes take 
individual tunes, 
break them down 
to their constituent 
parts and ask the 
artists responsible 
to tell the stories 
behind them.
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HOT 
BUY1

Apple iPad Pro 10.5in
from £619 / apple.com

The 9.7in iPad Pro was already sitting comfortably as our 
favourite tablet, but that wasn’t good enough for Apple. Rather 
than giving its flagship tablet a few minor tweaks, it introduced 
a bigger screen and an immensely potent processor. In fact, this 
device is so powerful and flashy that it’s even blurring the lines 
between tablet and laptop. If you only want to browse social 
media and watch Netflix, the 10.5in iPad Pro is overkill; this is 
for those more interested in creation than consumption. 

Urbanista Seattle Wireless
£70 / urbanista.com

Urbanista makes affordable headphones that sell in the kind of 
high-street shops where you won’t usually find hardcore hi-fi 
nerds – so it’s a real surprise that the Seattles are some of the 
best-sounding affordable wireless cans around. They have a far 
more expansive and involving soundstage than most sub-£100 
pairs – they’re full and rich-sounding, with the sort of tasteful 
bass drive that will please the masses without turning off the 
chin-stroking crowd. 

Stuff says 
The iPad Pro puts all other tablets to shame – it’s 
unbeatable as a multimedia machine or creative tool

Stuff says 
Bags of style and fantastic sound quality at the right 
price – these Urbanistas are an absolute steal

Samsung Galaxy Book 10.6in
 from £649 / samsung.com

A clear improvement on Samsung’s first 
attempt at a Windows tablet. 

Sony WF-1000X
£200 / sony.co.uk

The best-sounding wireless in-ears we’ve 
heard, with superb noise-cancellation. 

Amazon Fire 7
£50 / amazon.co.uk

Flawed, yes, but this is the best ultra-cheap 
tablet you can get – and now it has Alexa.

SoundMagic E10BT
£69 / soundmagicheadphones.com

A Bluetooth version of some of the best 
affordable in-ears available.

Stuff says 
Seriously classy in-ear headphones

Stuff says 
An affordable iPad with plenty of power

Stuff says 
A premium price, but a fantastic pair of cans

Beyerdynamic Byron
£45 / europe.beyerdynamic.com
These earphones have a sound we defy 
you not to like, with great mid-range detail 
that outdoes our long-term favourite 
SoundMagic E10Cs. They’re the kind of 
in-ears you can happily wear all day.

Apple iPad
from £339 / apple.com
The glare-prone screen feels like a backward 
step for Apple, but on the whole it’s hard to 
grumble at the new iPad’s marriage of form 
factor, power and app ecosystem. You simply 
won’t find a better tablet for the price.

Sony WH-1000XM2  
£330 / sony.co.uk
Sony has given its previous over-ears a 
series of tweaks rather than a substantial 
upgrade, but that’s still resulted in a premium 
pair of noise-cancelling cans. Plus, they have 
an outstanding 40-hour battery life.

Stuff says 
The first genuine rival to Apple’s iPad Pro

Samsung Galaxy Tab S3
£500 / samsung.com
The Tab S3 is powerful and has a gorgeous 
screen, while the bundled stylus is a welcome 
extra that you don’t have to be an artist to 
appreciate. It doesn’t do half-measures, which 
is rare in an Android tablet.
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Apple Watch Series 3
from £329 / apple.com

Apple may have been pushing the cellular edition, but it’s the 
GPS-only Watch Series 3 that’s secured the top position on 
our list. With subtle upgrades – such as the dual-core S3 chip 
that allows for super-breezy navigation, and the W2 chip that 
boosts the efficiency of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth – this is actually 
a major upgrade from the Series 2. Factor in the unrivalled app 
support and quality fitness features, and there isn’t another 
smartwatch that comes to Apple’s ticker.

Moov Now
£46 / moov.cc

Slow and steady wins the race, and the Now has gone on to prove 
that with a marathon-like pace helping it finally make it to the 
top of this list. We’ve long considered this tracker a bargain, but 
further reductions have helped it enter the realm of ‘downright 
steal’. OK, so it doesn’t have a screen or smartphone skills, 
but with guided voice coaching, a six-month battery and solid 
waterproofing, it has everything you’d ever want in your perfect 
fitness tracker.

Stuff says 
Who needs cellular? Apple’s GPS-only smartwatch has 
everything you’d want in a wrist companion

Stuff says 
A bargain-tastic fitness band that does more than just 
track your steps

Garmin Fenix 5
from £459 / garmin.com

Like the annoying kid in school who’s both 
super-smart and great at every sport.

Garmin Vivosmart 3
£100 / garmin.com

It could be more fun and less fiddly, but this is 
one of the most useful fitness bands around.

Samsung Gear Sport
£299 / samsung.com

A fine all-rounder with one of the best 
smartwatch interfaces around.

Samsung Gear Fit2 Pro
£209 / samsung.com

Want to track your swims, analyse your stats 
or play Spotify? This Pro has you covered.

Stuff says 
A fine all-rounder with great autopilot tracking

Stuff says 
A superb smartwatch – it just needs more apps

Stuff says 
‘Style over substance’ is the motto here

Fitbit Alta HR
£97 / fitbit.com

The Alta HR is one of the most motivational 
health monitors around. The heart-rate 
tracking adds some insightful meat to your 
stats, and it has an uncanny ability to tune 
into the type of exercise you’re doing.

Samsung S3 Classic
£299 / samsung.com
This is one of the most well-rounded 
smartwatches around – and not just 
because of that circular screen. A few 
more apps and Samsung might just beat 
Android Wear at its own game.

Nokia Steel HR
£170 / nokia.com
Like a watch from a James Bond film, this 
Nolia looks rather normal yet hides a hi-tech 
secret: it will reveal a hidden OLED display 
if you give the crown a tap, showcasing 
heart-rate, steps or incoming calls and texts.

Stuff says 
A fine smartwatch for sporty types

Garmin Vivoactive 3
£240 / garmin.com
It looks good, isn’t a wrist-dominator, 
outlasts just about all normal smartwatches 
and gets you the same kind of tracking as 
the Fenix 5 at barely half the price. We just 
wish it had more smart features up its sleeve.
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Sony KD-55A1
£2499 / sony.co.uk

With a fantastic picture and 
design, packaged with a clever 
speaker system that vibrates the 
whole screen, Sony’s first ever 
OLED TV sure is an impressive 
one. Its arty stand also means 
it’s a looker in design as well 
as picture quality. If you’ve got 
the money to spend, this Sony 
offers one of the best all-round 
performances for a 4K television. 

LG OLED55C7V
£1499 / lg.com

This C7 is our pick of the current 
LG range. Why? Because it offers 
the exact same picture quality as 
its bigger siblings – including the 
outrageously priced Wallpaper 
TV – but for a fraction of the 
price. Sure, the E7 has significantly 
better audio, but we’d recommend 
you use a soundbar regardless 
of your TV pick, so there’s no real 
reason to snub the C7. 

Sony KD-49EX9005
 £999 / sony.co.uk

One of the best 4K HDR TVs available in the 
not-so-astronomical price bracket.

Samsung UE40MU6400U
 £429 / samsung.com

Most 4K TVs are frickin’ huge, but this 40in set 
will fit in any lounge – and it’s ultra-affordable. 

Samsung QE49Q7F
 £1149 / samsung.com

The Q7F proves that QLED is more than just a 
marketing ploy. The 55in model is great too.

LG OLED65W7
 £4999 / lg.com

The current benchmark in TV design and picture 
quality, but it’s ridiculously pricey. 

Samsung UE55MU8000
 £1079 / samsung.com

Thought mid-range meant middle of the road? 
This fine Samsung will make you think again.

Panasonic TX-55EZ952B
 £1999 / panasonic.com

HDR niggles and a tricky setup process keep the 
EZ952 just behind the best. 

Panasonic TX-40DX700B
 £730 / panasonic.com

A good option if you’re looking for a more 
compact 4K telly, but the HDR isn’t great. 
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Philips 55POS9002
£1799 / philips.co.uk

With a picture that’s punchier than LG’s, HDR 
performance to rival Sony’s and the stunning 
Ambilight wall-illuminating effect that helps 
it stand out from both, the Philips 55POS9002 
is just about the best thing going in the 
television market right now. It also helps that 
it’s available at a relatively affordable price for 
an OLED 4K HDR set. A few major apps may 
be lacking, but a cheap streaming stick or 4K 
games console will solve that little quibble. 

1

 NOW ADD THIS  Sky Q 
Once you’ve got a 4K TV, you’ll want 
access to the best 4K content. Sky Q 
is a good bet for watching and recording 
all your favourite shows and films.
from £20 + £20/month / sky.com 

Stuff says 
Ambilight is awesome, but even without 
it this is one of the best TVs ever

Stuff says 
LG’s best-value OLED came close 
to topping our list

Stuff says 
A stunning set that produces an 
outstanding picture
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HOT 
BUY

HOT 
BUY

BARGAIN 
BUY

Use the Movie preset 
for standard viewing, 
and HDR Movie to 
make the most of 
HDR content.

For best results 
we suggest turning 
off both motion 
processing and 
the light sensor.

TIPS & 
TRICKS

A Roku Streaming 
Stick+ (£80) will 
make up for the TV’s 
lack of apps with lots 
of 4K HDR content.



YOUR 
STREAMING 
ESSENTIALS

Kick-Ass
When someone says “this superhero 

fi lm is diff erent” they’re usually talking 
bull. Kick-Ass truly is diff erent, though, 
with gruesome violence, dark humour 

and an 11-year-old girl with a worse 
potty mouth than Gordon Ramsay. 

The Road
Fan of the PS3 game Th e Last of Us? 

Well, this story is essentially the same, 
with a grizzled man escorting a child 
across a post-apocalyptic America. 
However, there’s one big diff erence: 

no sign of a giraff e. Boo!

Altered Carbon (S1)
Imagine if you could save your 

consciousness to a memory card. Th en 
you could play Russian roulette without 
breaking a sweat. Sadly, the characters 

in this series are too busy with a 
murder mystery to take advantage.

The Marvelous Mrs Maisel (S1)
Th ere are loads of great female 

comedians around these days, but 
can any unseat the queen of them all, 

Miss Piggy? Miriam Maisel, the fi ctional 
1950s comic in this period drama, looks 

like a strong candidate.

Mindhorn
Films are lies. Daniel Craig isn’t really a 
secret agent, Mark Hamill isn’t a space 
wizard and Tom Cruise isn’t taller than 

a pygmy goat. Still, it’s easy to see how 
a bloke in Mindhorn mistakes an actor 

for a real-life super detective.

Free Fire
When two gangs come together to do 
a deal in a fi lm, it never goes particularly 

well. But has it ever resulted in such 
a fi rework display of bullets as this? 
It may be lacking plot-wise, but Free 

Fire hits its mark for tense action.

Ghost in the Shell
Despite their crazy plots and obsession 

with tentacles, manga comics are 
a popular source of inspiration for 

Hollywood. It was only a matter of time 
until they adapted this sci-fi  epic and 
cast Scarlett Johansson as the lead.

Get Out
It’s always daunting meeting your 
other half’s parents, but to say it’s 
a horror show is usually a bit of an 

exaggeration. Not so for Daniel 
Kaluuya, who in Get Out fi nds himself 

trapped in a racist hell-hole.

Britannia (S1)
Hitler. Napoleon. Boris Johnson. Th ey 
all failed at their attempts to conquer 

Britain, as have many others. Th e 
Romans, however, were a rare 

exception – and here’s the TV series 
to remind us of their success. 

NETFLIX AMAZON 
VIDEO NOW TV

Th ere’s something for every TV 
lover this month, with zombie 
horror, girl-power comedy and 
a historic drama that wants to 
be the next Game of Th rones

NEW TO STREAMING    TOP TENS107
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Microsoft Surface Laptop
from £959 / microsoftstore.com

Putting carpet on a laptop and 
restricting it to Windows 10 S 
sounds like a disaster on paper. 
Yet the Surface Laptop is a 
fantastic portable machine with 
everything you’d possibly need 
to meet that deadline in a hurry 
or watch a film or two. 

Asus ZenBook UX310UA
from £600 / asus.com

Asus has hit that price sweet spot, 
undercutting the competition and 
making potential MacBook Air 
buyers think twice before hitching 
their wagon to Apple and macOS. 
There’s little else out there that’s 
better without spending a whole 
lot more money.

Dell XPS 13 (2016)
 from £1099 / dell.co.uk

An excellent Windows 10 Ultrabook, small in size 
and great in stature. 

Apple MacBook
 from £1249 / apple.com

A Kaby Lake processor keeps the standard 
MacBook competitively brilliant. 

Lenovo IdeaPad 320S
 from £450 / lenovo.com

Cheap and cheerful makes for a refreshing 
combination, especially if you’re on a budget.

Razer Blade Stealth
from £1500 / razerzone.com

This jet-black slab of laptop loveliness is 
purpose-built for on-the-go gamers. 

Microsoft Surface Book 2
from £1499 / microsoft.com

A productivity powerhouse that’s flexible and 
portable, but it carries a hefty price premium.

Apple MacBook Pro 15in with Touch Bar
from £2349 / apple.com

A flawed masterpiece, but one that’s packed 
with power and is fantastic to use. 

TOP TENS    LAPTOPS

FOR UP-TO-DATE NEWS AND FULL REVIEWS OF ALL THE BEST NEW LAPTOPS, VISIT STUFF.TV/TOP-10/LAPTOPS 

Apple MacBook Pro
from £1249 (13in) / apple.com

The MacBook Pro didn’t really need a big update, 
but we’re not moaning that Apple decided to 
give it one, especially since it comes at no extra 
charge. With the new Kaby Lake processor 
giving the Pro a big boost in power, this is a 
monster of a laptop – even without the Touch 
Bar. When you factor in the gorgeous display, 
fantastic keyboard/touchpad combination and 
slick design, putting the MacBook Pro at No1 
was the easiest decision we’ve ever made.

1

 NOW ADD THIS 
Satechi Type-C USB 3 Hub 
Two ports not enough? This hub adds 
loads more and sits snugly against 
the MacBook Pro’s side.
£31 / satechi.net

Stuff says 
Performance, portability and a sensible 
price make this the king of laptops

Stuff says 
MacBook styling, but not 
for MacBook money

Stuff says 
Microsoft’s carpet-covered laptop 
is an ultra-portable stunner

108

Who needs a Touch 
Bar? You can log into 
your Mac with your 
iPhone’s Touch ID 
using the MacID app. 

The universal 
clipboard lets you 
copy text on your 
iPhone and paste it 
directly to your Mac.

TIPS & 
TRICKS

Acer Swift 3 (2017)
from £600 / acer.com

There are sharper-looking, brighter-screened 
laptops, but the Swift 3 undercuts them all.

BARGAIN 
BUY
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Read it, like it, share it

Everywhere 
you are

Rob Leedham
Editor

To put your creative juices to 
good use back in the day you 

only needed a blank canvas and a palette 
of paints. Now? You require a powerhouse 
computer and some artsy accessories. 
The sequel to Microsoft’s Surface Book 
aims to be that laptop, with a super-fast 
8th-generation Intel processor, a portable 
hybrid design and a gorgeous display 
where you can watch your works of art 
come to fruition. But while this machine 
may gift you an endless supply of 
innovation, it comes at a hefty price.

Buy the Book?
At a base price of £1499 – which doesn’t 
include the Surface Pen and Surface Dial 
accessories – you’d better be sure you’ll 
have the need of such an expensive beast 
before upgrading. If you’re an occasional 
Photoshop dabbler you’re probably best 
off sticking with the original Surface Book. 
Its 6th-gen Intel Core will easily handle 
your average media editing tasks. 

The Surface Book 2, then, is only really 
worthwhile if you want to become the 
Leonardo da Vinci of the digital world… 
or if you’re someone who really, really 
likes to play League of Legends, thanks 
to its GTX 1050 graphics card. Now you 
can’t do that with a tube of oil paint. 

Feeling mugged off that Microsoft didn’t 
thrown in a Surface Pen with your new 
laptop? Rather than chucking £90 at them 
to get it, we suggest buying the Wacom 
Bamboo Duo stylus. Not only is it available 
for a fraction of the price of the Surface 
Pen, but it also works with other devices 
including Kindles, tablets and – get this, 
pre-millennials – actual paper. 
£25 / amazon.co.uk

Should I upgrade?
MICROSOFT 
SURFACE BOOK 2

Pick it up cheap
WACOM BAMBOO 
DUO STYLUS

DO IT!

HOLD 
OFF!

Speedy
processor

Daunting 
price

Overkill 
for most

Beefy 
graphics 

card

SHOULD I UPGRADE?    TOP TENS

To the point
It comes with three 
diff erent nibs, letting 

you customise 
your pen.
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Naim Mu-so Qb
£649 / naimaudio.com

Complements its big brother’s more refined 
character with a confident presentation. 

Google Chromecast Audio
£30 / google.com/chromecast

Stream Spotify to your old hi-fi with this 
smart and highly affordable dongle.

   TOP TENS   HOME CINEMA                          HI-FI   TOP TENS

FOR FULL REVIEWS, VISIT STUFF.TV/TOP-10/HOME-CINEMA & STUFF.TV/TOP-10/HI-FI-STREAMING

Sonos multiroom system
from £149 / sonos.com

If you want to pretend your favourite band are playing in your 
living room, there’s no better option than a Sonos wireless 
speaker. They look great, work with your smartphone and, 
most importantly, boom out your tunes with dazzling finesse. 
And best of all? They can all link up so they blare out your music 
in harmony throughout the house. There’s a range of options 
available too, from the compact One (£199) to the flagship Play:5 
(£499) and TV-friendly Playbase (£699). 

1

Stuff says 
Infinite music in every room without the need for 
custom installers? Sign us up!

Stuff says 
A wireless speaker with hi-fi pedigree

Stuff says 
A portable speaker for real sound-hounds

Naim Mu-so
£995 / naimaudio.com
How much for a wireless speaker?! Well, 
yes, but what a wireless speaker it is. 
Naim has ploughed all of its high-end 
hi-fi experience into delivering a beautifully 
made, great-sounding device. 

Riva S
£199 / rivaaudio.co.uk
With six drivers pumping out music with 
a tonal fidelity unrivalled by similar-priced 
speakers, this Riva is a steal for sound nerds. 
The 13-hour battery life and USB port on the 
back also mean it’s a great travel companion.

1

Sky Soundbox
from £249 / sky.com

If you have a Sky Q subscription, you can get 
this fantastic audio booster on the cheap.

Apple TV 4K
£179 / apple.com

Streaming boxes might be on the way out, 
but Apple’s 4K version still has its uses.

Sky Q
from £20 + £20/month / sky.com

Sky Q works flawlessly and could change the way you watch 
TV – especially now 4K’s arrived. With Sky Movies’ huge range 
of films and Sky Sports’ frequent doses of football and F1 now all 
in stunning Ultra HD, there’s something for everyone to treat their 
eyes with. And 2TB of storage means you can record 350 hours’ 
worth of entertainment, so you’re unlikely to be sweating over 
which show needs deleting. Factor in its multiroom skills, and 
Sky Q is undoubtedly the best TV experience you can get.

Stuff says 
You’ll have to cough up for a subscription, but this is the 
best box for watching both live and recorded shows 

Stuff says 
A whole lot of under-telly hi-fi for the money

Stuff says 
An ace streaming stick with a voice assistant 

Q Acoustics Media 4
£249 / qacoustics.co.uk 
This soundbar has won awards two years in 
a row from our friends at What Hi-Fi? The 
Media 4 combines subtle detail with precise 
surround effects to be the best-sounding 
and best-value soundbar you can buy.

Amazon Fire TV Stick
£40 / amazon.co.uk
With fast, reliable performance and most 
of the major services included – as well as 
a veritable feast of other apps, games and 
curios - this is the best option out there for 
expanding the horizons of your old HD TV.
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Baby Driver
If you’re going to 
trust anyone to be 
your DJ then it might 
as well be Baby, the 
tinnitus-suff ering 
getaway driver who 
has an iPod plugged 
into his lugs 24/7. 
From Jon Spencer 
to Blur, most of 
the tracks share an 
upbeat vibe to match 
the pace of Edgar 
Wright’s stylishly 
speedy romp.
£9.99 / Amazon

Logan
Th e ‘old west’ feel 
of Marco Beltrami’s 
score provides an 
ideal accompaniment 
to this atypical 
X-Men blockbuster, 
contributing to the 
despairing tone of 
the futuristic Texan 
setting. You’ll want to 
light a pipe and kick 
back while listening 
to this.
£7.49 / Amazon

Blade Runner 2049
Hans Zimmer and 
Benjamin Wallfi sch 
have created a future 
classic with this 
atmospheric score. 
It’s impossible not to 
visualise the glowing 
metropolis of the 
Blade Runner sequel 
while listening – the 
cheapest psychedelic 
trip you’re ever likely 
to take.
£9.99 / Amazon

La La Land
Even if you’re still 
wary of musicals, 
just try to resist 
tapping your foot 
along to City of Stars, 
the song that won 
one of La La Land’s 
six Oscars. Justin 
Hurwitz is the 
composer, while 
the vocals of Emma 
Stone and Ryan 
Gosling are dreamy. 
£4.99 / Amazon

Trainspotting T2
Another soundtrack 
that felt the pressure 
of its predecessor, 
Trainspotting T2 is 
the perfect album 
for a big night in. 
Underworld and 
Th e Prodigy provide 
high-voltage fun, 
while Wolf Alice and 
Th e Clash are ideal 
for a headbangin’ 
rock-out.
£8.99 / Amazon

Guardians of the 
Galaxy Vol. 2
Director James 
Gunn had a tough 
task compiling the 
soundtrack for this 
sequel, given the 
original album was 
such a mega-hit. 
But he’s once again 
assembled a playlist 
that conveys zany 
energy with a 
heartfelt core. 
£7.59 / Amazon

STRANGER 
THINGS 2
Kyle Dixon and Michael 

Stein did a wonderful 

job of composing the 

’80s-style music here. 

£7.99 / Amazon

BIG LITTLE LIES
The soundtrack to this 

dark HBO series scores 

highly for diversity, 

ranging from Otis 

Redding to PJ Harvey.

£8.99 / Amazon

MR ROBOT 
VOL. 3
As befits the paranoia 

of the show, Mr Robot’s 

music leans towards the 

eccentric and electronic.

£7.99 / Amazon
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Why bother compiling your 
own Spotify playlist when you 
can get Hollywood directors 
to DJ for you? Here are our 
favourite picks from last year
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PlayStation 4 Slim
£250 / playstation.com

Haven’t got a 4K TV? This is the best way to 
enjoy PlayStation’s brilliant exclusives. 

Xbox One S
£200 / xbox.com

No longer our Xbox of choice, but the One S 
remains a serious affordable option. 

FOR UP-TO-DATE NEWS AND FULL REVIEWS, VISIT STUFF.TV/TOP-10/GAMES-MACHINES 

PlayStation 4 Pro
£300 / playstation.com

As a gaming platform, PlayStation 4 is the best around – which 
makes the PS4 Pro the best of the best. Games optimised 
for the new console look stunning on a 4K HDR TV, and are 
substantially improved by the extra grunt inside this slightly 
bigger machine. Sure, it can’t match the Xbox One X for sheer 
power or resolution, but it makes up for that with an impressive 
line-up of games – including Uncharted 4, Horizon Zero Dawn 
and Bloodborne – and virtual reality support. 

1

Stuff says 
The system for console gamers who have a 4K TV 
and want the best catalogue of games on offer

Stuff says 
This 2-in-1 console is the real deal

Stuff says 
A 4K monster held back by its game catalogue

Nintendo Switch
£280 / nintendo.co.uk
Nintendo’s console earned a promotion in 
our list after it impressed us with a growing 
list of fantastic games. Plus, no other device 
here offers the joy of portable gaming. Train 
journeys will never be boring again. 

Xbox One X
£430 / xbox.com
There’s no doubt the Xbox One X is the 
most powerful console here, capable of 
producing stunning 4K visuals… but it simply 
doesn’t have the line-up of games to usurp 
the PS4 Pro from top spot.

BARGAIN 
BUY

TOP TENS    CONSOLES               VR HEADSETS   TOP TENS
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Samsung Gear VR 
£60 / samsung.co.uk

Another cheap option for VR, but only for 
owners of Samsung phones. 

PlayStation VR
£290 / playstation.com

It can deliver incredible experiences, but 
the PSVR is held back by teething issues.

Stuff says 
It might be expensive, but the Vive provides the most 
engaging VR experience with its room-tracking magic

Stuff says 
The Touch Controllers give new life to the Rift

Stuff says 
The best way to experience VR on mobile

Oculus Rift
£399 / oculus.com
The Oculus Rift offers a fun VR experience, 
but thanks to its lack of room tracking it can’t 
compete with the Vive when it comes to 
immersion. The Touch Controllers are a step 
in the right direction, though. 

Google Daydream View
£99 / vr.google.com
This budget-friendly option might not offer 
the most immersive of experiences, but it 
has the best chance of bringing VR to the 
masses. Its clever controller gives it the edge 
over similar-priced headsets. 

HTC Vive
£599 / vive.com

The HTC Vive offers the most complete package of the current 
virtual reality headsets. While it will whet the appetite of gamers 
(see left), it offers much more than just blasting zombies. From 
interactive documentaries to helping you design your kitchen, 
this headset is a multi-talented piece of tech. The Vive will set 
you back a lot – for the headset itself, and also for the required 
supercomputer – but its room-tracking capabilities make this 
the most immersive VR experience so far. 
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Forza Motorsport 7
£25 / Xbox One, PC

This hyper-realistic racer 
looks absolutely jaw-dropping, 
especially when played on the 
Xbox One X, but it’s not just 
its graphical power that’s in top 
gear – this is gaming nirvana for 
proper petrolheads, while the 
driving assists will aid beginners.

The Legend of Zelda: 
Breath of the Wild
£48 / Switch, Wii U

Link’s first foray into open-world 
adventuring is an epic success. 
With hidden treasures, delightful 
puzzles and stunning landscapes, 
you’ll lose many hours in Hyrule. 
This is probably one of the best 
Zelda games ever.

Horizon Zero Dawn
£29 / PS4

Fighting robot dinosaurs with a bow and arrow in 
a dystopian future – need we say more?

Cuphead
£15 / Xbox One, PC

With vintage cartoon artwork, this punishing yet 
stupidly fun indie title is a joy to play.

Destiny 2
£20 / PS4, Xbox One, PC

This sci-fi shooter reinvigorates Bungie’s space 
loot epic in almost every way. 

Call of Duty: WWII
£48 / PS4, Xbox One, PC

A return to the past is a refreshing move for the 
series, but it’s still the same shooter at its core.

Assassin’s Creed Origins
£32 / PS4, Xbox One, Switch, PC

The best Assassin’s Creed in yonks, but it’s not 
quite the pharaoh of open-world games.

FIFA 18
£33 / PS4, Xbox One, Switch, PC

Purists might prefer PES, but for full-throttle 
fun, FIFA 18 is our football game of choice.

2 3

Super Mario Odyssey
£50 / Switch

Jam-packed with inventiveness, this is a crazily 
enjoyable video game – one that’s big and silly 
and totally essential if you’ve got a Switch. Not 
only does it show off what Nintendo’s portable 
console is capable of, but it also reminds you 
why Mario has endured for so long now. Its 
variety elevates Odyssey above any other 
recent platformer – and roaming free around 
vast new kingdoms, possessing all sorts of 
critters with your magic hat, just feels great.

1

 OR PLAY THIS  A Hat in Time
Don’t own a Nintendo Switch? 
You can still quench your 3D 
platformer thirst with this 
adorable indie title. 
£23 / PS4, Xbox One, PC

Stuff says 
Eccentric, unpredictable and riotously 
entertaining, Mario’s return is a blast

Stuff says 
The Legend of Zelda goes 
open-world in sublime fashion

Stuff says 
A ‘greatest hits’ from Forza’s past, 
with excellent yet accessible driving

In every world 
there’s a hidden 
Captain Toad. Find 
him and he’ll reward 
you with a moon.

Hold Y to throw your 
hat and then, if you 
hop onto it, you’ll get 
an extra boost for 
your jump.

TIPS & 
TRICKS
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Mario + Rabbids Kingdom Battle
£42 / Switch

The most bonkers Mario mashup yet has some 
surprising tactical depth. 
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Netatmo Welcome 
£120 / netatmo.com

Netatmo’s smart cam has face 
recognition capability, which 
works well once it’s got to know 
you, and the usual motion and 
noise detection is easy to control. 
You can also remotely monitor 
your house to keep the paranoia 
at bay while on holiday. 

Nest 3.0
£279 with installation / nest.com

This is one of the cleverest (and 
best-looking) smart thermostats 
on the market. Nest learns your 
habits – when you’re in, when 
you’re likely to need a lot of hot 
water and so on – so it can control 
the boiler to save energy and keep 
that shower nice and toasty. 

Philips Hue Starter Kit
from £60 (white) / meethue.com

Become an indoor god with the smartest way 
of lighting up your home remotely. 

Amazon Echo Dot
£50 / amazon.co.uk

Shame about the poor-quality speaker, but the 
Dot is a better buy than the full-size Echo.

Netgear Arlo Pro 
£299 / arlo.com

A good home cam that becomes a great one 
outdoors. Your shed has never been so secure.

Google Wifi
£129 / google.com

A signal-spreading wonder that’ll make your old 
router look like a tech dinosaur.

Google Home
£129 / google.com

Genius in some ways, and a dunce in others… 
Home, like the Echo, is on the cusp of brilliance. 

Ikea Tradfri
from £15 / ikea.com

The Swedes have made the perfect smart lights 
for beginners and bargain-hunters.

3

Tado Smart
Thermostat
from £199 + installation / tado.com

It might not be as pretty as the Nest 3.0, but 
Tado has quietly evolved into the best all-round 
smart heating system around. Like autopilot 
for your boiler, it senses when you’re leaving 
home or coming back thanks to the app’s 
geolocation. And Tado’s gadgety goodness 
is second to none, with the option of zonal 
control for individual rooms and voice smarts 
from the likes Alexa and Google Assistant.

1

 NOW ADD THIS 
Tado Smart Radiator Thermostats
Once you’ve tasted the joys of zonal 
smart heating, you and your wallet 
will never go back.
£59 each / tado.com

Stuff says 
Tado roasts the competition with its 
combination of simplicity and smarts

Stuff says 
A simple and mess-free smart 
thermostat with Alexa compatibility

Stuff says 
A neat security cam with loads of 
features and storage options

Hive Active Heating 2
£249 / hivehome.com

A smart thermostat simple enough for anyone 
to use and powerful enough to be useful.

Check out the app’s 
Energy Savings 
Report to see how 
well you’re doing 
each month. 

Crank up the nerdery 
by tinkering with 
Tado’s IFTTT channel 
or adding it to your 
HomeKit setup. 

TIPS & 
TRICKS

Hook up an Amazon 
Echo or Google 
Home to change 
the temperature 
with your voice. 

HOT 
BUY

BARGAIN 
BUY
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Room 
service?

Some smart heating 
systems, such as 
Tado and Evohome, 
have zonal controls 
that let you change 
the temperatures of 
individual rooms via 
radiator thermostats. 
This is useful for 
homes with lots of 
rooms, but a bit of 
a waste for one-bed 
flats. For smaller 
homes, a Nest 
thermostat will 
give you decent 
savings without 
the extra expense.

 Get this: Tado 
Smart Thermostat
£199 / tado.com

Heat of the 
moment

There are smart 
thermostats that 
react to unplanned 
movements. Gone 
to the pub at the last 
minute? Geofencing 
means the heating 
will stay low until 
you’re stumbling 
back with a kebab. 
It’s a handy trick, 
although if you have 
a more predictable 
life you might be 
better off with a 
system that simply 
follows your schedule, 
such as Evohome.
  Get this: 
Nest 3.0 
from £219 / nest.com

Fit for 
purpose?

As long as you’re 
not allergic to basic 
wiring, some smart 
thermostats can be 
self-installed – but 
things get a little 
complicated if you’re 
not directly replacing 
an old one. You’ll likely 
need a receiver box 
attached to your 
boiler, and tinkering 
with boilers is best 
done by an expert. 
Installation costs 
can vary dramatically, 
so get quotes before 
you buy.

 Get this: 
Tado Extension Kit
£79 / tado.com

Hire 
ground 

Still not totally 
convinced you’ll 
benefit from buying 
a smart thermostat? 
Some makers, 
including Tado and 
British Gas Hive, 
now let you rent one 
rather than stumping 
up a hefty one-off 
fee. This can be a 
good way to try one 
to see how much 
money it saves you, 
but bear in mind 
there are sometimes 
cancellation charges. 

 Get this: 
Hive Active Heating
£16.99/month / 
hivehome.co.uk

Heat 
speaking

Make sure your 
smart thermostat 
is Alexa-compatible 
if you want to control 
the heating with your 
voice via an Amazon 
Echo. Support for 
IFTTT skills will allow 
you more control too.

 Get this: 
Amazon Echo
£90 / amazon.co.uk

 A SMOKE DETECTOR
We were going to make a little joke 

about smoke alarms here, but then 

one saved our Production Editor’s 

life. Seriously, don’t mess. The Nest 

smart smoke detector (£109) can 

be managed from your phone.

 SMART LIGHTING
The next step in turning your 

house into a smart home palace 

is lighting. While we love Philips Hue 

and Ikea Tradfri smart bulbs, the 

Nanoleaf Aurora panels (from 

£180) offer a more stylish option. 

HOW TO BUY 
A SMART 

THERMOSTAT

Th ese clever house lords will 
save you money by ensuring 
your home is cosy, but only 
when you’re there – no point 
in pampering the spiders

Zonal controls
This lets you set 
temperatures for 

individual rooms. You’ll 
need smart radiator 

valves for this.

FIRST, THE WARM-UP HOT TOPICS

NOW 
ADD 

THESE

JARGON 
BUSTER

54321

IFTTT
‘If This Then That’ 

is a free service with 
applets for fulfi lling 
more complicated 

demands.

Geofencing
The ability to create 
virtual boundaries so 
your thermostat can 
detect whether you’re 

at home or not.
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Nikon D850
£3499 / europe-nikon.com

This super-cam has a tonne of 
fantastic features that will appeal 
to anyone looking for a shooter 
that can excel in pretty much any 
situation, be it landscapes or fast 
action. If you can stomach the price 
tag, the Nikon D850 is the best 
DSLR you can buy today.

Fujifilm X-T2
£1434 / fujifilm.eu

The X-T2 is an excellent lesson in 
how to upgrade an already great 
gadget. The X-T1 was itself a 
brilliant camera, so Fuji gave it 
superb video and autofocus 
skills to go with the already top 
weatherproof build. Sure, it’s pricey, 
but it’s also worth every penny.

Panasonic Lumix G9
from £1499 / panasonic.com

Small and sturdy, the perfect companion for the 
travelling wildlife photographer.

Sony A6500
£1229 / sony.co.uk

A cracking system cam for action photography, 
but stick with the A6300 if your budget is tight.

Fujifilm GFX 50S 
£5999 / fujifilm.eu

It’s not cheap, but no camera we’ve tested takes 
better photos than this.

Canon EOS 80D  
£963 / canon.co.uk

The 80D is so easy to use that even a toddler 
would get some great shots with it. 

Nikon D500
£1729 / europe-nikon.com

The best APS-C camera you can buy, and well 
worth its slightly painful price tag.

Sony A9
£4299 / sony.co.uk

A pro camera capable of insanely speedy still 
shooting, but at a rather hefty price. 

Canon EOS 200D
£509 / olympus.co.uk

A great option for beginners who want 
DSLR-style handling and features.
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Fujifilm X-T20
£799 / fujifilm.eu

Coming with the same 24.3MP APS-C sensor 
and processor as the X-T2, plus a touchscreen 
(which its sibling lacks), the X-T20 will leave 
you with a lot more spare cash in your account. 
And for most people, the model will deliver 
results that are just as good as its pricier big 
brother’s. With well laid-out controls, a huge 
viewfinder, excellent autofocus and access 
to superb lenses, the X-T20 is just one more 
fantastic mirrorless camera from Fujifilm.

1

 NOW ADD THIS 
Manfrotto 190 Go! Carbon Fibre Tripod
You no longer have an excuse for 
wobbly photos with this carbon-fibre 
tripod. It weighs just 1.65kg. 
£235 / manfrotto.co.uk

Stuff says 
The X-T20 nails the sweet spot between 
price and performance

Stuff says 
A dream of a camera that barely 
strays from perfection 

Stuff says 
If money’s no object, this should be 
top of your DSLR wishlist

For aperture-priority 
shots, set shutter 
speed to auto and 
turn the lens ring to 
the desired f-number.

Pressing the Q 
button will open a 
custom menu, giving 
you quick access to 
loads of settings.

TIPS & 
TRICKS

Tapping an area on 
the 3in touchscreen 
will let you set the 
focus point or take 
an instant shot.

NEW
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Raspberry Pi Zero W
from £9.60 / raspberrypi.org

It might be nearly twice the price of 
the original Pi Zero, but when you’re 
still getting change from a tenner 
the wireless Pi is fantastic value. 
Simplicity is key, with no need to 
mess about with dongles or hubs. 
This also means your Pi projects can 
be squeezed into smaller places. 

UE Wonderboom
£69 / ultimateears.com

If you want a cheap portable 
Bluetooth speaker, you can’t go 
wrong with either the Jam Heavy 
Metal or the UE Wonderboom. 
But the latter makes this list for 
its funky design and waterproofing. 
As it’s Stuff’s reigning hi-fi gadget 
of the year, this is a super bargain.   

Moov Now
 £46 / moov.cc

The best budget tracker you can buy – gives 
most Fitbits a run for their money.

Amazon Echo Dot
 £50 / amazon.co.uk

This smart home assistant is a lot smaller than 
the full-size Echo, but it’s a much bigger bargain.

Beyerdynamic Byron
 £45 / europe.beyerdynamic.com

The best-sounding earphones you’ll be able to 
find at this bargain price.

Vodafone Smart Prime 7
 £75 / vodafone.co.uk

Despite decent specs, this smartphone is 
dirt-cheap compared to the competition

Ikea Tradfri 
 from £15 / ikea.com

Philips Hue might have colour-changing bulbs, 
but Ikea’s Tradfri smart lights are crazy cheap.

Hyperkin Smartboy
 £50 / funstockretro.co.uk

Miss your Game Boy? This Android add-on lets 
you play your old cartridges on your phone.

Amazon Fire 7 
£50 / amazon.co.uk

It may not be the best tablet you can buy, but 
it’s ultra-cheap and has Alexa hiding inside.
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SNES Classic Mini
£80 / nintendo.co.uk

Why bother splashing out over £200 on a 
games console when you can get the SNES 
Classic Mini for a fraction of that? Especially 
when you get 21 classic titles pre-installed on 
this nostalgia-inducing machine, including the 
likes of Super Metroid, A Link to the Past, Super 
Mario World and the never-before-released 
Star Fox 2. And with two controllers bundled in 
the box, you’ll be able to start the Super Mario 
Kart action right away. 

1

 NOW ADD THIS  
8Bitdo Bluetooth Retro Receiver
Fed up of those short cables? Use 
this clever device to connect most 
modern controllers wirelessly. 
£16.14 / 8bitdo.com

Stuff says 
With 21 classic games installed, gamers 
won’t find better value anywhere

Stuff says 
Our absolute favourite hi-fi 
gadget – and for under £100 

Stuff says 
The Pi Zero was already brilliant; 
wireless add-ons make it better

Chickens killed you 
in Zelda again? You 
can rewind up to five 
minutes and pretend 
it never happened.

For full-fat nostalgia 
you can read the 
instruction manual 
for each of the SNES 
games online.

TIPS & 
TRICKS

Stop trying to raid 
Bowser’s castle in 
one sitting, and use 
one of the four save 
slots to take a break.

FOR FULL REVIEWS OF ALL THESE GADGETS, AND TO EXPLORE MORE TOP TEN LISTS, VISIT STUFF.TV/TOP-10
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1 MARCH

MUSIC KIT 
SPECIAL

CREATE YOUR 
OWN GIFS 

GET A NIGHT MODE 
THAT ISN’T ORANGE

Forget emoji – animated 
gifs are now the best way 
to add colour to your online 
conversations. But rather 
than using pre-made ones, 
why not make your own?

 On Windows
Th ere are a couple of 
options for those with 
a Windows computer. 
You could use the website 
Giphy for a quick and 
easy option that lets 
you grab short clips from 
YouTube videos; or for 
gifs with better image 
quality you can try Giffi  ng 
Tool. Th is allows you more 

freedom by recording the 
whole screen or a chosen 
area. You do need to pay 
to remove watermarks, 
but the price is up to you.

 On macOS
Apple fans have fewer 
options, but among our 
faves is GIFable. Once 
downloaded for £1.99 
from the Mac App Store, 
it’s activated by clicking 
on the icon at top right. 
Th en it will record your 
screen for gif use. 

Oh, and by the way, it’s 
pronounced ‘gif’, not ‘gif’. 
Glad to settle that one.

Apps to filter out blue light, 
like Twilight and F.lux, are 
great for helping you sleep 
better. But what if you’re not 
a fan of that orangey glow?

The dark side
Th e Chrome extension 
Midnight Lizard gives 
you more control over 
your display rather than 
forcing you to settle for 
a fi xed golden hue. 

Download it for free 
on the Chrome web store, 
and once it’s activated 
a black background will 
replace the bright whites 
found on your typical 
website. Not a fan of 
the goth look? You can 
customise the colours 
further for backgrounds, 
text, links and borders. 

And on mobile…
Want something similar 
on your Android or iOS 
phone? Th ere’s a colour 
inversion option under 
‘Accessibility’ in your 
Settings. Take note, some 
images may look odd.
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t’s a World Cup year and I need a TV 
to properly flaunt my opulence. Sort 
us out, Stuff?
If you’re looking to really nail that 

‘obnoxiously rich’ vibe, then Samsung has 
you covered this summer. Its new modular 
TV, named The Wall, is 146 inches from corner 
to corner and can be expanded as you please 
with extra panels. Samsung hasn’t mentioned 
an upper size limit yet, so if you’ve got the 
funds you could probably keep expanding it 
until the man on the Moon can join you for 
England’s inevitable embarrassment. 

So it’s just a really big telly? I was hoping for 
something more extravagant. Maybe with a 
diamond-encrusted frame.
You’ll have no such luck here. This is a bezel-less 
affair, so you can slot its panels together without 
it resembling a glorified chessboard. This is all 
achieved via the use of MicroLED tech – which, 
like OLED, emits its own light, meaning deep, 
dark blacks and brilliant, bright whites. While 
both sound like adverts for washing powder, 
the pixels in MicroLED screens are much smaller. 
Samsung reckons this means they’ll last longer 
and use less energy.

Now that’s more like it. When can I get hold 
of this thing?
Samsung is saying later this year, but we’ll be 
shocked if it isn’t available for the big kick-off 
between Russia and Saudi Arabia on 14 June. At 
least then you’ll be sure of some entertainment 
from that game. Brace yourself, because as 
of right now The Wall doesn’t have a price tag, 
which can mean only one thing: it’s going to 
be ludicrously expensive. Given LG’s floppy 
Wallpaper OLED will set you back £8000 and 
that’s ‘only’ 65in, expect to fork out significantly 
more for Samsung’s domestic jumbotron.

Modular TV
I






